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Nau mai , haere mai ,Tena koutou katoa 
 
Katrina Mannix chairperson Board of Trustees Staff, 
Father John Walls SM, our College Priest, Kelly Ross 
representing the Archdiocese of Wellington, parents, 
students, staff and visitors.  A very warm welcome to 
you all this evening our 2019 Academic prizegiving 
and the celebration of special achievements at Saint 
Patrick’s College Silverstream this year. 
 
I wish to begin tonight by asking you all a question. 
‘’What is the role of a school in the life of a young 
man as he enters the world of his future”? The Maxim 
Institute a research institute based in NZ published 
a report on ‘A snapshot of what parents think of 
schooling in NZ’ stated that, parents think that their 
children should be taught that there are certain things 
that are acceptable and certain things that aren’t. 
Parents recognize that good pastoral care is essential 
to their children’s education. 
 
We all know that a well-structured, well-ordered 
classroom is extraordinarily important in terms of 
creating an environment that supports learning. Our 
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young men leaving school today are more aware of the 
world around them, more creative, more learned and 
more disciplined. When it comes to school’s discipline 
(pastoral care) it is almost invariably what parents 
and the community want to see. We all know how we 
would discipline other people’s children. It is only when 
we have to discipline our own children that the right 
approach is less easy to identify and carry out. Adult 
anxiety about the discipline of the young is a recurring 
theme as we adults know that it is essential to growing 
up. But is a good school just about discipline? I don’t 
believe so and neither do the founders of this College. 
Relationships, Marist values, beliefs, creativity, thinking 
strategies, teacher/learner interaction, thoughtful 
classrooms and new technologies are but a few areas 
signified	as	important.	No	one	disputes	that	good	order	
in a classroom and school is essential to learning 
but Stream as a College must and does provide 
every opportunity to succeed academically, culturally, 
spiritually and also in sport. A great College will also 
find	the	right	balance	between	discipline	and	love.	
Young men need genuine affection and trust.  
They need to know the importance of setting goals. 
Taking responsibility for their actions, the importance 
of	life	long	learning,	they	need	to	find	inspiration	in	the	
world around them, never give up on a dream, create 
a personal code to live by and the golden rule, treat 
others as you would like to be treated. Our students 
of Stream must never forget their heritage, their 
alma mater and their roots. They must focus on the 
important things in life and set high expectations.  
 
Considerable attention must also be given to factors 
outside the school which are likely to affect educational 
outcomes for boys. We must address the current 
uncertainty and anxiety surrounding the role of the 
male	in	modern	society,	the	influence	of	the	peer	
culture, the excessive screen watching in the home, 
the displacement of reading and the loss of the father 
as a male role model for sons through increasing 
family separation and excessive work demands. So we 
begin to try and answer ‘What is the role of the school 
in the life of a young man. It is to make a difference. 

Mr Grahame Duffy
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To cherish the wonderful attributes that our young men 
possess and nurture these in partnership with you as 
parents/caregivers and our community. 
  
Stream can be proud of its work in 2019 in this area 
providing an excellent environment for its students. 
Yes! It does come at a cost to you the community and 
just this year again our seasonal skirmish in parliament 
about donations took place. This has now become 
an annual event and is more predictable than our 
Wellington weather. It has become a political football. 
It would be great to see Stream viewed by politicians 
and the media as the success story it is, investment for 
the future rather than a public cost.  
The argument in Parliament seldom lasts as no 
political party knows how to deal with it. Why should 
they? You as parents support Stream because you 
want the best for your sons. But a word of caution, 
if you attend this College then the provision of these 
great facilities will require parents/caregivers to pay 
donations no matter what our politicians say or tell 
you otherwise.  I don’t personally see the situation 
changing. Donations maintain the Catholic Character 
of this College. You as parents want an environment 
where your child’s decisions later in life will be based 
on what they have been taught at this College.  
 
We	began	the	year	with	the	confirmed	Education	
Review	Office	report.	They	stated	this	College	is	an	
excellent Boys’ school which is providing the right 
motivating forces to create opportunity for our young 
men. We welcomed the visit to listen to our student 
voice and the voice of the College. They have stated 
that we are creating capacity for good learning and a 
safe inclusive environment. Well done to the College 
and the community. 
  
I	want	to	congratulate	our	Year	13’s,	class	of	2019,	
your academic achievements are being honoured here 
by this ceremony, a wonderful way for the school and 
community to recognise and celebrate the choices, 
and	sometimes	the	sacrifices	you	have	made.	The	
respect	our	Year	13’s	have	for	Stream	and	the	spirit	
of this was celebrated at a great graduation event last 
Friday. The education you have received at Stream we 
hope will have planted the seeds that will bear fruit for 
the whole of your life ahead.  
So too, can you make your own life rewarding, by 
remembering the Marist values that you have been 
taught at Stream. Encourage the good in you to thrive 
so you can grow to your potential.  
 
I want to recognise the contribution of Luani 
Ammunson on his excellent leadership along with 
the other senior leaders who have supported Luani.  
To, Toiroa Whaanga-Davies, Max Clifton, Joseph 
Gray,	Max	Griffiths	and	Akira	Ieremia.	I	thank	you.	
Congratulations and well done.  

Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for 
tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop 
questioning. Count everything as a learning 
experience. Learn from your failures. Learn from your 
success. When you hit a spell of trouble ask ‘What is it 
trying to teach me”? The lessons aren’t always happy 
ones but they keep coming. We learn from our work. 
We learn from our friends and family. We learn by 
accepting the commitments of life, by playing the role 
that life hands us. You will learn that most people are 
neither for you nor against you, they are thinking about 
themselves. You learn that no matter how much you 
strive to please; there are some people in this world 
who	are	not	going	to	love	you.	A	lesson	that	at	first	is	
quite troubling and then quite relaxing.  
They	leave	us	confident,	focused	and	ready	for	what	
the world may bring to them next. There’s an old joke 
about the Principal who would say to parents, “We 
guarantee full satisfaction or your child back. We go 
one better we give satisfaction and your child back.” 
 
I also want to thank my senior leadership team. The 
College continues to be well served by this team. As 
you know Mrs Katie Rawles left us last term and has 
been replaced by Mrs Jane Hambidge. Welcome Jane 
and enjoy your time at Silverstream. I would also like 
to thank the wonderful staff at Stream for another great 
year. Your time and efforts are greatly appreciated. 
Liko Alosio will leave us at the end of this year to travel 
overseas. I acknowledge the contribution Liko has 
made to this College in a number of areas. Good luck 
Liko and God Bless you in your travels. 
Malo le tautau 
Fa’afetai tele lava

To all board members your effort and time is greatly 
appreciated. Sit back and enjoy tonight the success 
of your hard work which is Stream. To Katrina Mannix 
and Mark Ligtenberg, the Boards chairs, thank you 
for your endless hours of work. We set ‘Support’ as a 
theme for the College this year.  

The community and boys have engaged with this 
theme which is extremely important especially as our 
young face the issues that challenge them. Mental 
health, acceptance, resilience, spirituality, digital 
citizenship, climate change and the ability to make the 
right choices and lead a balance life. Let us not forget 
that Stream exists for its Catholic character. Marist 
values play a huge factor in our parents sending their 
sons to Stream. I believe that you as parents want a 
package that provides a moral and ethical educational 
framework. You are looking for identity discipline and 
values. You increasingly want values that enhance the 
personal development of your son.

God bless you all, enjoy the festive season.

Sectare Fidem 
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Head Boy’s Address
Kia ora and warm greetings to everyone. The other night at 
one of my last dinners in the boarding house I was sitting 
at a table with one of the Year 9 boys and he asked me a 
pretty confronting question which took me quite a long time 
to answer. It took me a long time to answer mainly because 
I have never really had the opportunity to look back and 
reflect	on	my	time	here,	as	a	whole,	until	just	now,	as	I’m	in	
my last days here as a student at the College. I talked about 
this	story	too	in	our	last	assembly	reflection.	I	thought	it’s	still	
really	useful	for	us	at	our	final	Prizegiving	for	the	year	to	talk	
about this. I believe it has a good message for us as the boys 
at the school and our whanau and friends who have come to 
support us tonight. The question was “Over your time here 
at Stream do you have any regrets?”. When he asked this I 
thought well of course I do obviously. Two main things stuck 
out to me. 

The	first	thing	that	came	to	mind	when	I	was	thinking	about	
this, as cliched as it sounds, was to make the most of every 
opportunity I got. My koro from Wairarapa used to say 
“Whaia te otinga atu o oupu manawa”, which translates to 
“Chase the very limits of your talents”. All the boys who have 
won awards tonight, or will win awards tonight, you’ve all 
been able to reap the rewards for taking your opportunities. 
I encourage you to continue doing this not only in your 
academics but in all aspects of your time here at Stream. 
Again cliched, but the time goes by so quickly, so make sure 
you make the most of everything. My advice as I’m leaving 
the school, something which I probably wasn’t so great at, 
is to join as many groups as you can. Do as many extra 
curricular activities as you can and just in general do as 
much stuff as you can, because when you leave these gates, 
more often than not, you won’t get the opportunity to do a lot 
of it again. We are pretty lucky here to go to school in such a 
special place that gives us tons of different opportunities, so 
my advice to all you boys in the year groups below me is to 
not be like me and leave here with this as one of my regrets. 
That opportunity could be anything, maybe for you it’s 
studying harder to see what you’re really capable of, joining a 
group that you have been thinking of joining or even picking 
up new skills like an instrument or sport, whatever this means 
to you. I think it was Michael Jordan who lived by the famous 
quote “You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take.” Here at 
Stream we are lucky to be given many shots to take, and one 
thing I’ve learned over my time here is that you are better to 
take a shot and miss, than not take the shot at all. 

The second thing that came to my mind when I was talking 
to this Year 9 at the table at dinner, was something pretty 
simple but something that is often overlooked and is so 
important. During my time at the school I realised that when I 
was doing this thing everything became a lot easier. For me 
my second regret was simply just not enjoying being here as 
much. School can be hard sometimes, stress from exams 
and tests, maybe pressure from sports games, maybe you’re 

having a hard time with your mates or teachers, maybe 
being away from home in the boarding house. Whatever it 
is there are always going to be hard times, the times where 
life is not so easy. One of my regrets over my time here, 
that I urge you boys sitting in front of me, not to make the 
same mistake, is sweating the small things and forgetting 
to have fun. A group of people that, as of recently, has been 
feeling huge expectation, stress and pressure, much more 
than us at school anyway, is the All Blacks. I feel like this 
is a good example for us to use because it shows that no 
matter how much pressure they feel from our Nation to win; 
Steve Hansen makes sure to place a huge emphasis on 
their focus, about keeping the bigger picture into perspective. 
This is probably the opposite to what many would believe 
but he makes it hugely clear that for the lives of himself and 
his players, rugby is not everything. This for us I thought 
was quite powerful. After the All Blacks loss to England in 
the Semi-Final of the World cup Steve Hansen said this, “It 
is only a game. It means a lot. And that’s not to put down 
what it means. But it’s only a game. What’s more important 
is the people that come out of it, the characters that come 
out of it, the friendships you make, the learnings you get as a 
person.” So how is this relevant for us at Stream? Well I think 
it is relevant because it shows one of the men with the most 
pressure on him in the entire country and probably the entire 
world, is still able to see the bigger picture. Although school 
and getting good grades or playing your sport or whatever 
it is, is huge, at the end of the day it is just school, like for 
Steve Hansen, rugby is just a game. What’s more important 
about coming to a school like this, like Steve Hansen said, 
is the people that come out of it, the friendships you make, 
the characters that come out of it and the learnings you get 
as a person. So for my last piece of advice after 5 years at 
the school is yes, study hard, pass the test, train hard, be 
the best musician you can be, be the best whatever sports 
player you can be, take each and every opportunity you can 
but also, don’t just trust the process but enjoy the process 
too. What matters most is who you meet, who you become 
over your time here, and how that helps form your character 
as a person. 

Lastly,	on	behalf	of	our	Year	13	leadership	team	we	would	
just like to thank you all for being given the opportunity to 
serve as your leaders for 2019. Not only for just this year 
though.	On	behalf	of	all	Year	13s	I	would	like	to	thank	
everybody, staff and students here today for what has been a 
great 5 years at the College. Thank you for putting up with us 
and giving us so many memories, experiences and lessons 
that we will cherish for the rest of our lives. To all friends and 
families who came to support your boys tonight, on behalf of 
all of us we thank you all for your ongoing support. We are 
so grateful for everything you do for us and appreciate that 
without you all, none of this would be possible. Boys in front 
of me from the younger year groups, I wish you all the best 
for a great 2020. Kia mau ki to whakapono, Sectare Fidem, 
Hold fast to your faith. 
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Staff 2019  
Senior Leadership
Mr Grahame Duffy, B.A. Dip Tchg  - Rector 
Mr M Burrows, BSc Dip Tchg – Assistant Rector   
Curriculum
Mrs K Rawles, MEd, BMus(Hons), ATCL, DipTchg - 
Deputy Rector Teaching & Learning (Term 1 & 2) 
Mrs J Hambidge, BA (Classical Studies) and BCA, 
Dip Tchg – Deputy Rector Teaching & Learning (T4)
Mr M Savali, BA, DipTchg - Assistant Rector Pastoral

Heads of Department
Arts: Mr B Hungerford, BFA. DipTchg
Careers & Transition: Ms A Bateman, BA. TTC
Commerce: Mr D. Bowles B.Ed., Dip. Arts, Dip. Tchg
Digital Technology: Mr E Petersen, BAppA (Music),  
DipTchg, A+, Net+, MCSA, MCSE
Director of Religious Studies: Mr J Greaney, DipTchg,  
BEd
English: Mr S Fordyce, BA. Dip TESL. DipTchg
Guidance Counselling: Mr G Charles, B.PhEd, PG 
Dip Ed (Counselling and Guidance)
History: TiC Mr Dan Sales, BA,BA(Hons), Dip Tchg
Languages:  Mrs A Whiteford, MA (AppLing). BA.  
DipTchg
Learning Support: Mr A Watterson, BA. Dip Tchg
Mathematics:  Mr H Steel, BSc. DipTchg
Music:  Mr A Stopps, Bachelor of Music Education
Physical Education, Health and Food & Nutrition:  
Mr S. Leggett, BSpEx, GradDip Teaching (Sec)
Science: Mr P Hicks, BSc. Dip Tchg
Social Sciences: Mr D Tinney, BA. DipTchg
Technology: Ms B Curran, BA. DipTchg, Post-Grad  
Dip in Ed (Counselling & Guidance)

Academic Staff
Mr E Alosio, BA, Grad. DipTchg
Dr. L Cartwright PhD, MSc, BSc, GradDip Sec Tchg
Miss T Cattermole, BA Grad Dip Tchg 
Mr S Dean, BA.BTeach
Mr P Dowden, BA Grad Dip Tchg (Sec)
Mr C Fouhy, BBS Dip Tchg, PG DipEd (Counselling 
and Guidance) 
Mr P Hallot, H.D.E. Dip BusAdmin.DipSSs
Mr K Havell, BA. Grad Dip Ed Tech. DipTchg
Ms A Heath, BMusEd, MEd, GradDipDispRes 
Mr G Hydes, MSc (Hons), DipTchg
Mr C Linklater, BSPLS, Grad Dip Mktg, Grad Dip Tchg 
(Sec)

Mr C Lloyd, BMedSc MOLP, GradDip Tchg (Sec)
Mr L Lorenc-Lafou, BA, BA (Hons), Grad Dip Tchg 
(Sec), Cert. Catechetical Studies, Dip 
Religious Studies (RE) 
Ms K Lyde, BA, DipTchg
Miss S Miles, BSc, GradDipT
Mrs J Nolan, BA, DipTchg
Mr M O’Connell, BME (Hons) 
Mr T O’Connor, BSc. DipTchg
Mr R Pivac, BSc.DipTchg
Mrs N Potts,DipHSc,DipTchg,PostGradDipComNut, 
PostGrad Public Health, Specialist Classroom 
Teacher
Mr E Ramsteijn  B.Ed., DipPhysEd
Ms L Reeves BSc (Hons) DipTchg
Mrs K Stern, BSc. DipTchg 
Ms J Thapa, BDsgn Hons, GradDip (Sec) Tchg
Miss I Thompson, BBmedSc, PGDipSci, MTchLrn 
(Sec)
Mr R Tungatt, DipPhysEd. DipTchg
Ms S Watson BA. Dip Tech
Mr P Woods, BA. BTh. Dip Hort. Tchg Cert

Boarding School 
Director of Boarding
Mr S Treadwell  
House Supervisors
Ms G Pope, Mr G Shepherd, Mr M Lambert, 
Mr M Pearson, Mr S Dean, Mr C Lloyd
Night Supervisor
Mr T Mita
Cleaners (Term 1-3)
Mrs F Hutchings, Mrs D Hoey
Laundry Manager
Mrs A Marshall

Religious Life
Chaplain Fr John Walls SM, BBS, LTCL
Sacristan Mrs E Colbourne

Director of Sport
Mr W Bowden
Sports Office Administrator
Miss L Kurth
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Year Deans
Year 9: Mr B Hungerford 
Year 10: Mrs J Nolan 
Year 11: Mr D Sales 
Year 12: Mr R Pivac 
Year	13:	Mr	S	Dean

Gateway/Careers Assistant
Mrs D Kurton

Duke of Edinburgh’s Awards Scheme
Supervisor
Ms I Thompson

Library
Mrs C du Toit

Learning Support
Admin Support Officer
Ms S Carpenter
Learning Assistants
Ms S Aitkin
Mrs S Byrne
Miss T Bull
Mrs J Cowie
Ms L Reeves (ORRS Teacher)

Technicians
Science/Food & Nutrition
Mrs S Smith NZCS Chemistry

Technology
Mr R Tait

Visiting Teachers
Speech
Ms E Minards-Black

Music
Ms A Alton-Lee (Clarinet, Saxophone, Flute) 
Mr I Ridgewell (Trumpet, Trombone) 
Mr M Stebbings (Singing and Choir) 
Mr P Bos (Piano) 
Mr S Goeres (Guitar)

Administration
Office Manager
Mrs C Fage
Office Assistant
Mrs W Daals
Receptionist
Ms S Willcocks
Rector’s Personal Assistant and Registrar
Mrs D Clark, ANZSES
Finance Officer
Mrs R Wagstaff
Foundation Liaison Officer
Mr M O’Leary
ICT Manager
Mr J Meli
Uniform Shop Manager
Mrs C Grantham

Property
Facilities Manager
Mr T Bushby, LBP
Maintenance and Grounds
Ms	K	Campbell,	Mr	T	Conen	(Term	1-3),	Mr	J	Charleton

Board of Trustees
Chairperson
Katrina Mannix
Deputy Chair
Sean Mahony
Board Members
Dr Clare Couch, Mr Mitchell Forbes,  
Senior Sergeant Patrick Thomas, Mr Wade Hall,  
Mrs Emma O’Sullivan, Mrs Louise Poland,  
Mr Ivan Wong-Kee, Mr Grahame Duffy (Rector),  
Mr Hugh Steel, (Staff Representative),  
Luani Ammunson (Student Representative September 
2018 - February 2019), Kiedis Clark (Student 
Representative - February to September 2019)
Secretary 
Mrs Dawn Clark
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Silverstream College Board of Proprietors
Chairperson
Mark Ligtenberg
Deputy Chair
Dr Clare Couch
Board Members
Mr Mark Crofskey, Mr Paul Gini, Mr Patrick Hoult, Mr Tony O’Connell, Mr Francis O’Riley, Mr Tom Roseingrave,  
Mr Tony Ward, Board of Proprietors Representatives on the Board of Trustees Dr Clare Couch, Mr Sean Mahony, 
Mrs Emma O’Sullivan, Mrs Louise Poland
Secretary 
Mrs Dawn Clark

Student Leaders
Head Boy  Deputy Head Boys    Head Boarder

Luani	Ammunson		 Joseph	Gray,		Max	Griffith,		Akira	Ieremia	 Toiroa	Whaanga-Davies

Kotahitanga Manaakitanga Nga Whare Whakapono Whanaungatanga 
MENTORS
Dan Sales Liko Alosio Charlie Lloyd Jonny Greaney Chris Fouhy
Luani Ammunson
Jacob Beattie
Max	Griffith
Odin Ham
Akira Ieremia
Josef McDonell
Raymond Ramsay
Conor Scannell-
Houghton
Samuel Stewart
Jeremiah Taufale
Rory Woollett

William Adams
Jake Bermingham
Jack Burrell
Teja Depuru
Connor Eales
Jacob Elliott
Kiann Goonewardene
William	Hadfield
Matthew Jakeman
Samuel Penman
Jack Quinn
Jonathan Roche
Thomas Strawbridge
Toiroa Whaanga-
Davies
Jordan Wilson

Reihana Dalton
Calvin Le
Nathaniel Pernecita
Jackson Roil
Zachary Strong
Richard To’ia
Logan	Wakefield
Ethan Wright

Aaron Donohue
Hamish Grevatt
Jack Penman

Tristan Basinang
Harrison Blain
Noah Brennan
Luke Elliott
Kane Franken
Joseph Gray
Matthew Gulson
Vedaanth Kannan
Samson Koneferenisi
Joseph Lawrence
Rhys Lloyd
Hamish Lock
Seth Loughran
Josiah Masoe
Julius Masoe
Jake Murphy
Lachlan Murphy
Loghan O’Leary
Sooraj Raja
Stanton Renwicks
Christian Schneider
Joshua Smith
Charles Wilson

Year 13 Mentors for Year 9 Classes

9ER Tristan Basinang, Joshua Smith
9GC Samson Koneferenisi, Jake Murphy
9GH Kane Franken, Lachlan Murphy
9HS Harrison Blain, Stanton Renwicks
9IT Noah Brennan, Vedaanth Kannan
9LC Josiah Masoe, Christian Schneider
9NP Matthew Gulson, Joseph Lawrence
9SL Hamish Lock, Charles Wilson
9SM Joseph Gray, Julius Masoe, Loghan O’Leary
9TO Rhys Lloyd. Sooraj Raja
9ZB Luke Elliott, Seth Loughran

Blue and White
Editor  Mrs C Fage
Photography Mr M O’Leary
Proof-reading Mrs L Kirton
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Staff Farewells

Liko Alosio
Adapted from Mrs Lucia 
Kasiano, Chairperson of the 
Pasifika	Parents	support	group,	
thank you speech at the PPSG 
Pasifika	Prizegiving…

It is with mixed emotions that 
we farewell Mr Liko Alosio who 
since 2014 has worked as a 
teacher of Religious Studies, 
Social Sciences and Gagana 
Samoa across different year 
levels. The Gospel of Matthew, 

Chapter 5 states “ In the same way, let your light shine 
before others, that they may see your good deeds and 
glorify your Father in heaven.” Liko has been a shining 
light in our College and this light has encouraged and 
enabled many students to let their light shine.

An amazing facilitator in an education system that can 
sometimes be challenging for a diverse community 
of	learners	to	navigate.	His	influence	in	the	success	
of Stream’s Volleyball team, has been huge. Leading 
both Junior and Senior teams. Winning Junior Regional 

Champs, Senior Regional Champs back to back, 
Wellington	Premier	Champs,	3	Top	10	placings	in	the	
North Island, 2 x top 10 placings in NZ, and several local 
championship titles.

He has given his own time and talents, where he has a 
God given gift in music, to lead the Boarders Community 
Mass. This has led the number of songs and singing 
responses in Mass to increase. He has been an 
extremely active member of the Stream Ministry team, 
and invested hours in our Poly group.  Liko has also 
made	a	significant	contribution	to	building	the	Pasifika	
Parents support group and enabled staff members to 
better	understand	our	Pasifika	students.

Mr	Alosio	is	a	true	reflection	of	an	Old	Boy	who	
continues to live by the values of this College – through 
courage, faith, humility, support and unity. With that 
we say Fa’afetai, Fa’afetai, Fa’afetai tele lava, malo le 
galulue,	malo	le	tauivi,	malo	le	finau	mo	mea	lelei.	We	
wish you well, as you take your voyage out into the big 
oceans in search of new experiences. May our Heavenly 
Father continue to guide you and keep you safe. 

Alo ia ou Faiva!

Mike Savali
Mike Savali has been the 
Assistant Rector at Stream from 
January 2016.  He has been 
responsible for the Pastoral care 
of our young men and ensured 
our Deans are organized and 
trained to support each student’s 
welfare.  Mike’s contribution 
has been immense, coaching 
Basketball, O’Shea, Marist Youth 
Leadership (MYL) and being 
liaison	with	the	Pasifika	parent	

group and the Whanau Hui.

Mike will be the new Rector of Saint Patrick’s College, 
Wellington from the start of 2020.  A great honour and 
challenge for Mike who is an Old Boy and a former 
Director of Religious Studies.  While we say thank you 
and goodbye it is great to see Stream has been the 
preparation ground for Mike to continue his Marist Values 
and lead our brother College.

Mike a BIG thank you from the College and myself as 
Rector as you carry the mantel of Saint Patrick’s College 
Wellington.  God bless you and guide you. Sectare Fidem

Katie Rawles
During	Term	3	this	year	we	farewelled	our	Deputy	Rector,	
Mrs Katie Rawles, who left us to become the Deputy 
Principal of Wellington College.  Katie had been with us for 
two years and during this time she has been instrumental 
in introducing many changes to the curriculum. The College 
and students have greatly appreciated the time and interest 
Katie showed in them.  Along with her responsibility as 
Deputy Rector Katie oversaw the Kapa Haka Group for 
2019.  This group performed outstandingly at the local 
competition.  Along with the Ukulele group Katie was very 
giving of her time.

We wish Katie and her family all the very best as she takes 
on her new challenge.  As Rector I thank her for her loyal 
support of my role at the College. Sectare Fidem
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Chris Fouhy
It is with excitement that we farewell Chris Fouhy who 
is moving to take up a position as a full-time Guidance 
counsellor at St Pats Town in Kilbirnie. He will be sorely 
missed. His servant attitude and desire for excellence 
have made our College values real and active. He 
started back at Silverstream in 2008 teaching RE and 
living in the Hostel. He had always hoped to return to 
his old school, as part of his teaching career, so was 
overjoyed when a position was made available for him.

“It was great because I came into the job both 
understanding and appreciating the special Catholic 
Marist culture. It was also strange teaching in 
classrooms having some of my old teachers observe 
me, but no complaints at all.”

A softly spoken expert teacher with a faithful and 
compassionate nature, he has been a wonderful 
example of a Marist man. Always ready to share a joke, 
Chris has a wonderful sense of humour appreciated 
by both staff and students.  His steady involvement 
with extra curricula components have seen him make 
valuable contributions as a Rugby coach, Power lifter, 
Jumps coach and hiking on Duke of Ed tramps. Chris 
has a special talent for creating best practice example 
resources for students and has always made excellent 
use of technology in his classroom practice. In recent 
years, Chris has taken further studies which has seen 
his career move into Guidance Counselling.

In his twelve years of service he notes several 
highlights and has enjoyed working with really good 
people in the RE department over the years. The wider 
staff have been great too! Other highlights have been 

having little breakthroughs 
with students and helping 
people get through a 
difficulty.	I’ve	enjoyed	lots	
of laughs with the students 
and getting to know many, 
many good young men and 
their families. I’ve loved 
coaching Rugby, Athletics 
and being involved in Duke 
of Ed tramps

Some memorable moments 
have been going out for most 
of the day in the Tararua’s 
with a group of D of E boys with only a carrot, muesli 
bar and a litre of water. “Memorable but a bit tough 
on the puku!” Spending some great time tramping in 
the Tararuas with my good friend Dennis Clarke and 
talking with the boys on D of E hikes.  Other memorable 
moments include all the great Nationals Athletics 
events I went to with Mr Hugh Steel. It was always a 
highlight of the year for me.

Apart from that, having some great laughs at hostel 
lunch with Mr Fordyce and Mr Watterson.

As	a	final	message	for	students	he	wishes	to	thank	
the students for the great time at Stream. “I’m proud 
of the boys whom I have come into contact with while 
teaching at Stream. My one piece of advice would be to 
take a deep breath and walk gently towards the things 
you fear. God’s presence will be close to you.”

Katie Rawles

Andrew Stopps
Andrew	Stopps	has	been	the	HOD	Music	for	five	years	at	Silverstream.		He	has	
led the choir and they have competed in the Big Sing competition over the last few 
years.  Andrew has also had personal success with his own composition having a 
world premiere in the USA last year 2018.  Andrew’s role of organizing the itinerant 
music teachers is always a challenge.  Andrew was also the staff representative 
on the Board of Trustees involving himself in the appointment of myself as Rector.  
Andrew leaves us to join Chilton Saint James School as the Director of Music at the 
start of 2020.  We thank Andrew for his contribution and wish him well.

Brad Hudson  President, Old Boys’ Association
I am the President of the St Patrick’s College Old Boys Association. I attended St 
Pat’s Silverstream from 2000-2004 and taught at St Pat’s Town from 2011-2016.
I’m passionate about the Old Boys’ Association – it’s a great way to get alumni from 
both College communities together, celebrating an annual Mix N Mingle function, 
Golf tournament, the Winter Exchange and other activities throughout the year.
For more information, please contact the St Patrick’s College Old Boys’ Association 
website, Facebook page / group and Instagram.
www.spcob.org.nz   •   www.facebook.com/groups/spcob/ 
www.facebook.com/spcobnz/    •   #spcoba
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Big Boys Breakfast
We were delighted to 
invite dads (or grandads, 
uncles, step-dads or other 
significant	male	adults)	of	
junior students to join their 
son for a fantastic morning 
at the College. The day 
started with breakfast 
in the Gill Dining Room, 
then Ranks, followed by a 
presentation from a past 
student, Henry Grey.

Henry attended Saint Patrick’s College Silverstream 
from 2010 to 2012. He joined the boarding house 
at Silverstream as a Year 11 student.  He came 
from St Joseph’s College in Apia, Samoa on the 
Tupua	Tamasese	Efi	Scholarship.		He	successfully	
completed	NCEA	Level	3,	was	a	house	leader	for	
Patrick House and played for the 1st XV.  He was an 
outstanding	role	model	for	the	Pasifika	students.
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Boarding School 
Redwood House has seen another enjoyable and 
successful year with some fantastic results for our 
young men, in all aspects of College life. We had 99 
boarders including the 24 Year 9 new little brothers 
who joined us along with some new brothers at  
Years	11,	12	and	13.	We	also	welcomed	some	new	
staff to Redwood House. Mr Dowden joined us as a 
Senior supervisor to replace Mr Landmark and  
Mr Linklater joined us as a part time supervisor, to 
replace Mr Dean. 

We have continued to have end of term activities with 
the quiz night still proving to be the most popular. 
This	is	run	by	the	Year	13s	and	fills	the	dining	hall	
with	plenty	of	laughter.	The	Year	13s	final	activity	at	
Redwood House is go-karting. I’m thankful some of 
them haven’t yet got their driver’s licence, as some of 
the driving skills on display were very questionable. 
As	always,	the	year	finishes	with	the	Junior	Boarders’	
Christmas Dinner on our last evening in Redwood 
House. This provides an opportunity to celebrate the 
year with our junior students, and the upcoming festive 
season, with the families of the Redwood House 
community.

Academic Results
Academic results for 2018, out in January 2019, had 
mixed results which showed a challenging year for 
some of our students. A decision to reduce the amount 
of credits offered to students had a part to play in 
these results.  However, several Merit and Excellence 
Endorsements were gained which was pleasing. This 
reinforces	the	benefits	of	compulsory	study	and	the	
academic support of boarding supervisors and fellow 
boarders during this time. 

In Level 1 NCEA the pass rate was 82%. Seamus 
Clifton, Benjamin Hogan, Kahutia Whaanga-Davies 
and Caleb Young gained Merit Endorsements and 
Jacob Craigie, Te Ata Tu Patelesio and Robert 
Rossiter-Stead gained Excellence Endorsements. 

In Level 2 NCEA the pass rate was 94%. Jake 
Bermingham, Akira Ieremia and Zachary Strong 
gained Merit Endorsements and Luani Ammunson, 

Jacob	Beattie,	Max	Griffith	and	Toiroa	Whaanga-
Davies gained Excellence Endorsements. 

In	Level	3	NCEA	the	pass	rate	was	72%.	Jury	Teniteni-
Smeaton gained a Merit Endorsement and Ryan Amer, 
Jairus Lin and Joshua McGregor gained Excellence 
Endorsements. 

Year 13
We	farewell	17	Year	13	students	in	2019.	As	the	big	
brothers of the house they are looked up to by many 
and play an important role in making Redwood House 
a supportive and welcoming environment for those 
who	are	new	arrivals.	This	Year	13	group	had	strong	
leadership qualities which was rewarded, with the 
Head Boy, a Deputy Head Boy and obviously the 
Head Boarder, who hold a Deputy Head Boy position 
in the day school, coming from Redwood House.

Luani Ammunson, Jake Bermingham, Rocco Berry, 
Mikaele	Felix,	Max	Griffith,	William	Hadfield,	Charlie	
Nathan, Raymond Ramsay, Stanton Renwicks, 
Conor Scannell-Houghton, Zachary Strong, Jeremiah 
Taufale,	Rory	Woollett,	Logan	Wakefield	and	Toiroa	
Whaanga-Davies	all	completed	five	years	in	Redwood	
House. They were joined by William O’Connor and 
Lars	Pedersen-Hardy	(final	year).	

Luani was the Head Boy. He has gained Excellence 
Endorsements in Level 1 and 2 of NCEA and will 
gain	at	least	a	Merit	Endorsement	at	Level	3.	He	
was	first	in	Level	3	Te	Reo	Maori	and	received	a	
Silverstream Spirit Award. He received a Leadership 
Award for showing outstanding leadership across the 
major areas of College life as well as the Leadership 
Award for the Head Boy of the College. He received 
a Victoria University School Leaver Scholarship. He 
was a member of the 1st XV Rugby Team for two 
years, a member of the Senior Rugby 7s Team in 2018 
and part of the Waka Ama Team. He was part of the 
Kotahitanga Leadership Group.

Jake gained an Excellence Endorsement in NCEA 
Level 1, a Merit Endorsement in Level 2 and should 
gain	a	Merit	Endorsement	at	Level	3.	He	was	a	
member	of	the	3rd	XI	Football	Team	this	year,	
attended the Marist Youth Leaders Camp and was a 
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member of the O’Shea Shield Team. He was part of 
the Manaakitanga Leadership Group.

Rocco gained a Merit Endorsement in NCEA Level 1 
and passed Level 2. He was awarded the Best Back 
for the 1st XV Rugby Team. He has been a member 
of	the	Senior	A	Touch	Team	for	five	years	and	was	a	
member of the Senior Rugby 7s Team in 2018. He 
has signed a three-year professional contract with the 
Vodafone Warriors starting November 2019. 

Mikaele passed NCEA Level 1 and 2. He was a 
member of the 1st XV Rugby Team this year and a 
member of the Senior Rugby 7s Team in 2018. He was 
part of the Waka Ama Team.

Max was a Deputy Head Boy. He has gained 
Excellence Endorsements in Level 1 and 2 of NCEA 
and	is	very	likely	to	do	so	at	Level	3.		He	was	first	in	
Level	3	Biology	and	Level	3	Chemistry	and	received	
a Bronze Scholar Award. He was a joint recipient of 
the Vincent Ward Scholarship. He was the 1st XI All 
Round Cricketer of the Year and received a batting 
trophy to acknowledge his 122 against FDMC. He 
has been a member of this team for four years and 
was the Team Captain this year. He was awarded the 
Best Back for the 2nd XV Rugby Team and started in 
the Traditional against Rongotai for the 1st XV Rugby 
Team. He attended the Marist Youth Leaders Camp 
and was part of the Kotahitanga Leadership Group.

William	Hadfield	has	passed	NCEA	Level	1	and	2.	He	
was	awarded	the	Most	Dedicated	Player	for	the	3rd	XI	

Football Team. He has been a member of the Senior A 
Waterpolo Team for two years and played basketball. 
He was on the Ball Committee. He was part of the 
Manaakitanga Leadership Group. 

Charlie passed NCEA Level 1 and 2. He was a 
member of the 1st XV Rugby Team this year. 

Raymond passed NCEA Level 1 and 2. He was a 
member of the Senior A Volleyball in 2017 and 2018. 
He played Rugby and Basketball for the College. He 
was part of the Kotahitanga Leadership Group. 

Stanton passed NCEA Level 1 and 2. He received 
an	Academic	Excellence	certificate	(second	in	the	
subject)	in	Level	3	Enhanced	Performance.	He	has	
been a member of the 1st XI Football Team for three 
years and attended the National Football Tournament 
in Year 10. He has been an Old Boys’, McEvedy, 
Regionals and Nationals Team Athlete. He has 
been part of Wellington and National Cross-Country 
Teams for the College. He has competed in Road 
Races as well. He has played Futsal and Basketball. 
He is a Eucharistic Minister. He was part of the 
Whanaungatanga Leadership Group. 

Conor gained a Merit Endorsement in NCEA Level 1 
and passed Level 2. He started the year in the 2nd 
XV Rugby Team but has played a number of games 
for the 1st XV. He was a member of the O’Shea Team 
this year and also in Year 10. He was part of the Waka 
Ama Team. He was part of the Kotahitanga Leadership 
Group.

Zachary has gained Merit Endorsements in Level 1 
and	2	of	NCEA	and	has	already	passed	Level	3.	He	
has been a member of the Senior A Volleyball Team 
for four years. He was a member of the Senior A 
Basketball Team in 2017 and 2018. He coached the 
Junior Blue Basketball Team. He was a part of the Nga 
Whare Leadership Team.

Jeremiah gained a Merit Endorsement in NCEA Level 
1 and passed Level 2. He was a member of the Senior 
B Basketball Team in 2018 and played for the Thunder 
Social Team this year. He was part of the Waka Ama 
Team. He was part of the Kotahitanga Leadership 
Group. 

Rory passed NCEA Level 1 and 2 and has already 
passed	Level	3	this	year.	He	was	a	member	of	the	
1st XI Cricket Team and received a bowling trophy 
to acknowledge his 5 for 21 against HIBS. He was 
a member of the 1st XV Rugby Team. He attended 
the Marist Youth Leaders Camp and was part of the 
Kotahitanga Leadership Group. 

Logan gained a Merit Endorsement in NCEA Level 
1 and passed Level 2. He was awarded the Best 
Defensive Player for the Senior A Basketball Team. He 
was awarded the MVP for the 2nd XV Rugby Team. 
He was a member of the Senior Softball Team. He 
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attended the Marist Youth Leaders Camp and was part 
of the Nga Whare Leadership Group.

Toiroa was the Head Boarder. He received a Bronze 
Scholar Award. He was a joint recipient of the Vincent 
Ward Scholarship and received a University of Otago 
Leaders of Tomorrow Entrance Scholarship. He 
Captained the 2nd XV Rugby Team and was awarded 
the	Best	Forward	of	the	team.	He	played	five	games	
for the 1st XV Rugby Team. He was part of the Waka 
Ama Team. He attended the Marist Youth Leaders 
Camp and was a part of the Manaakitanga Leadership 
Group.

William O’Connor was a member of the Old Boys’ 
Team for Athletics and the Golf Team. He played 
Basketball for the Thunder Social Team and was a 
member of the Handball Team.

Lars	was	the	Best	Team	Man	for	the	3rd	XV	Rugby	
Team. He was also a member of the Handball Team.

Year 12
The Year 12 students have a wide range of talents and 
interests	and	similar	to	the	Year	13s	have	a	number	of	
strong leaders within the cohort which will help them to 
lead Redwood House in 2020. 

Seamus	Clifton	was	first	in	Level	2	Earth	Space	and	
Science. He was awarded the Best and Fairest for the 
Senior Bowls Team. 

Jacob Craigie received an Academic Excellence 
certificate	(second	in	the	subject)	in	Level	2	English	
and received a Bronze Scholar Award. He also 
received a Silverstream Spirit Award. 

Te	Ata	Tu	Patelesio	was	first	in	Level	2	Drama.	
He received a Silverstream Spirit Award and the 
prestigious Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit for making 
a	significant	contribution	to	the	life	of	the	College.	He	
received the Wiremu Te Awhitu Award for outstanding 
leadership in Kapa Haka. 

Robert	Rossiter-Stead	was	first	in	Level	2	Media	
Studies and received an Academic Excellence 
certificate	in	Level	2	Physics	
and received a Bronze Scholar 
Award. Kahutia Whaanga-Davies 
was	first	in	Level	2	Te	Reo	Maori.	
Caleb	Young	was	first	in	Level	2	
Chemistry.

Sautia Misa was the Under 16 
Sprint and Jumps Champion 
and gained the Most Points at 
McEvedy for the College. He was 
named the Sports All Rounder of 
the Year, for the College.

Ben Hogan was the MVP for the 
Senior B Basketball Team.

Year 11
The Year 11 group has performed well in sporting, 
academic and cultural aspects of school life. 

Matai	Ammunson	was	first	in	Level	1	Te	Reo	Maori	
and received a Silverstream Spirit Award.

Mathew	Marriner	was	first	in	Level	1	Mathematics.

William Minihan received an Academic Excellence 
certificate	(second	in	the	subject)	in	Level	1	
Economics and Level 1 English and a Bronze Scholar 
Award. He received a Silverstream Spirit Award and 
the prestigious Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit for 
making	a	significant	contribution	to	the	life	of	the	
College.

Tyzharn Thompson received an Academic Excellence 
certificate	in	Level	1	Science	and	a	Bronze	Scholar	
Award.

Connor McLoughlin received a Bronze Scholar Award. 
He was awarded the Most Valuable Player for the 
Senior Blue Futsal Team.

Arran Lee was the Best Back for the Under 15 Colts 
Rugby Team.

Tony Solomona was awarded the Most Improved Back 
for the 1st XV Rugby Team and the Best Under 16 
Player in the College.

Kobe-Joe Vulu was awarded the Best and Fairest for 
the Senior A Touch Team. He was a member of the 1st 
XV Rugby Team.

Mr Lloyd, Mr Lambert, Mr Pearson and Mr Dowden 
have all been valuable mentors to help guide these 
senior students to become the best possible version 
that God created them to be.

Year 10
Mr Shepherd has continued to work hard instilling into 
the Year 10 students the routines and expectations 
that help them through their senior years at the 
College and beyond. 
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Logan Stoupe was the U15 Distance Champion and 
the Year 10 Cross Country Champion.

Gabriel O’Connell was the Best Team Man for the 
Junior Blue Basketball Team.

Kaden Harris was the Most Valuable Player for the 
Junior Blue Basketball Team.

Tomasi Pavihi was the Best Team Man for the Junior A 
Basketball Team. 

Toby Mallon was the Best Team Man for the Under 
15A Rugby Team.

Year 9

The	first	year	is	a	challenge	as	students	transition	
into life at Redwood House 
and get used to the structures 
and routines of boarding. It is 
a	significant	change	in	their	
lives and Mrs Pope helps them 
through	this	difficult	stage	with	
her support and guidance. 

Reuben Kilgariff was the Junior A 
Waterpolo Most Improved Player.

Matthew Nixon was the Junior A 
Waterpolo Best and Fairest.

Maui Winitana-Patelesio was the 
Junior MVP for Rugby League.

Mareko Laga was the Best Team 
Man for the Under 15 Colts 
Rugby Team.

National Representatives Or Title 
Holders
William O’Connor was a member of the NZ U19 
Handball Team.

Jackson Sargent was the NZ Wrestling Champion for 
10-13	Years	and	Under	67kg.

Toby Crosby was the NZ Wrestling Champion for 14-
16 Years and Under 92kg.

Community Service
The following boys volunteered their free time to act 
as rugby and basketball referees as well as managers 
and coaches for sports teams: Seamus Clifton, Toby 
Mallon, Connor Piper, Gabriel O’Connell, Mason 
Wildon, Jared Carmine, Te Ata Tu Patelesio, Liam 
Roseingrave, Mikaele Felix, Zachary Strong, Jeremiah 
Taufale.

Health And Wellbeing
Mrs Wendy Daals, has become the Health Care 
Assistant to look after the medical concerns and needs 
of the boys during school hours. Mr Mita continues to 
patrol the corridors of Redwood House after lights out. 
He ensures that the students are asleep and not on 
their devices. He also tends to anyone who is unwell 
during the night. 

Gap Supervisors
We farewelled our Gap supervisors, John Boehme 
from Canada and Moritz Stehmann and Malte Runde 
from Germany during the year. Titus Tekaath and Noah 
Sproll joined us from Germany. Nicholas De Jager and 
Joshua Glatthaar joined us from South Africa and will 
leave us at the end of the year. 

Spirituality 
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We would like to thank Father John Walls for his 
continued spiritual leadership at Mass and beyond. 
He is always available to support the students when 
it is needed. We would also like to thank Mr Alosio for 
continuing to give up his time to play the keyboard and 
piano during Community Mass. We wish him well for 
the future. Mr Lloyd has once again been instrumental 
in the spirituality of Redwood House through the week 
and at Community Mass on Sundays. He runs singing 

practice and provides music for Community Mass if Mr 
Alosio is unable to attend. It was very pleasing to see 
that the following boys undertook the Sacraments of 
Initiation: Tomasi Pavihi, Kaden Harris, Matthew Nixon, 
Connor Adams, Mason Wirihana, Orisi Berwick, and 
Maui Winitana-Patelesio.   

Support Staff
We would like to take this opportunity to thank 
our support staff: Fay, Dianne and Leonie for 
their cleaning, Amanda from the laundry, Trevor 
Bushby, Trevor Conen and John in the maintenance 
department, and Mike and his team for their efforts in 
the kitchen, preparing and cleaning up after all of our 
meals. Fay and Trevor Conen retired this year after 
many years service at the College, we wish them well. 
The work these teams do behind the scenes, to keep 
things ticking over, is very much appreciated.  

We would like to wish all those leaving Redwood 
House the best for their future endeavours. We hope 
that they look back on their time at St Patrick’s College 
Silverstream with fond memories and continue the 
friendships they have formed with their Redwood 
House and Stream brothers, throughout their lives.

 
Mr Treadwell 
Director of Boarding
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Graduation Mass
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St Patricks Day
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Academic Awards
Year 9
Academic Awards
Caleb Allen  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Religious Education
Jacob Anderson  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Design
Sam Barrell  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Tawhai Science
William Belton  First In Subject Award  Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Hard Materials
Johnathon Bentley-Cribb First In Subject Award  Year 9 Mathematics 
   First In Subject Award  Year 9 Religious Education 
   First In Subject Award  Year 9 Financial Literacy 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Design 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Ngaio Science
Michael Brophy  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 English Social Science 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Religious Education
Benedict Brosnan Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Kowhai Science
John Chapman  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Music Academy Rising Star Award
Rico Davies  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Design
William Dearsley First In Subject Award  Year 9 Design and Visual Communication
Boston Doherty  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Hard Materials
Philip Fatialofa  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition
Gavin Fulgarinas Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Religious Education
Noah Greaney  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 STEM
Levi Harris  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 STEM
Harrison Hocking Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Mathematics
Jacob Hoult  First In Subject Award  Year 9 Drama
Joshua Jordan  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Religious Education
Jack Karaitiana  First In Subject Award  Year 9 STEM 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Mathematics
Sean Keenan  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 English Social Science 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Design and Visual Communication
Blaine Knapman First In Subject Award  Year 9 Visual Art
Josiah Laplanche Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Digital Technology
James Li  First In Subject Award  Year 9 Science (The Esme Colbourne Cup for Year 9 Science) 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Harakeke Science
Milan Patel  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 English Social Science 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Spanish
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Max Poland  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Hard Materials 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 English Social Science 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Spanish
Luke Pollard  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Digital Technology
Kohein Rona  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Mathematics
Lachlan Saxby  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Manuka Science 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Spanish
Kobe Tala  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Design and Visual Communication 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Physical Education, Health and Food and Nutrition
Charlie Taylor  First In Subject Award  Year 9 Design 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Spanish
Rafael Vaifale Muliaga First In Subject Award  Year 9 Samoan
Dominic Vu  First In Subject Award  Year 9 Digital Technology
Caleb Williamson First In Subject Award  Year 9 Spanish 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Hard Materials 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 English Social Science 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 Rata Science
Maui Winitana-Patelesio First In Subject Award  Year 9 Hard Materials 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 9 English Social Science
Mason	Wirihana	 First	In	Subject	Award	 	 Year	9	Te	Reo	Māori

Year 9 Diligence Awards
Isaiah Bond  Year 9 Diligence Award
Suman Depuru Venkata  Year 9 Diligence Award
Boston Doherty  Year 9 Diligence Award
George Marsden Year 9 Diligence Award
Bradley Mason Year 9 Diligence Award
Oliver Nisbet Year 9 Diligence Award
Gray Weaver Year 9 Diligence Award
Jacob Werohia-Praat Year 9 Diligence Award
Jacob Wilson-Hare  Year 9 Diligence Award

Year 9 Silverstream Spirit Awards
Johnathon Bentley-Cribb Year 9 Spirit Award
Noah Greaney  Year 9 Spirit Award
Jacob Hoult  Year 9 Spirit Award
Bradley Mason Year 9 Spirit Award
Liam Mort  Year 9 Spirit Award
Max Poland  Year 9 Spirit Award
Lachlan Saxby  Year 9 Spirit Award
Caleb Williamson Year 9 Spirit Award

Year 9 Bronze Scholar Awards
William Belton  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Jordyn Bentley  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Michael Brophy  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Sean Keenan  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Josiah Laplanche Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Milan Patel  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Max Poland  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Lachlan Saxby    Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Kobe Tala  Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Caleb Williamson Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
Maui Winitana-Patelesio Year 9 Bronze Scholar Award
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Year 10
Academic Awards
Benj Baniqued  Academic Excellence Award Year 9 STEM
Fakaofo Bartley  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Samoan
Simeon Brink  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Visual Art
Max Burrell  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Visual Art 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Social Sciences
Joseph Cornille  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Food and Nutrition
Lokesh Dhade  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Design
Aaron Eslera  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Business Studies  
       (Trevor Lawrence Cup for Year 10 Business Studies) 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Visual Art 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Physical Education and Health
Oliver Foley  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Hard Materials
Seyjay	Harawira	 First	In	Subject	Award	 	 Year	10	Te	Reo	Māori					
Alexander Heffernan First In Subject Award  Year 10 Design 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Business Studies 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Digital Technology 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Mathematics 
Macklin Hill  First In Subject Award  Year 10 English 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Food and Nutrition 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Social Sciences
Cullen Holmes  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Design and Visual Communication
Adrian Issah  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Digital Technology
Tobey Lim  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Religious Education
Nathan Lucock  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Business Studies 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 English 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Pascal Science
Gabor Markovits Academic Excellence Award Year 10 STEM
Maxx Martin  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 English
Sean McGhie  First In Subject Award  Year 10 STEM 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Design and Visual Communication 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Hard Materials 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Johnson Science
Trent Morgan  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Physical Education and Health
Ben Murphy  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 English
Makaia Nicholls  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 English 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Social Sciences 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Galileo Science
Louie Poland  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Hard Materials
Oscar Quinn  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Hawkin Science
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Geordan Robinson-Reidy Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Music Academy Rising Star Award
Rishabh Sahrawat Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Physical Education and Health 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 English 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Social Sciences 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 STEM 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Euclid Science
Rishi Sahrawat  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Science 
   First In Subject Award  Year 10 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Business Studies 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Physical Education and Health 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 English 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Social Sciences 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 STEM 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Newton Science
Jason Scanlon  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Digital Technology 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Physical Education and Health 
     Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Religious Education
Bronson Schmidt-Uili Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Religious Education 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Mathematics 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Social Sciences
Joshua Todd  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Design and Visual Communication 
   Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Physical Education and Health
Kody Tourelle  First In Subject Award  Year 10 Drama
Noah Wheeler  Academic Excellence Award Year 10 Design

Year 10 Diligence Awards
Joel Burrell  Year 10 Diligence Award
Max Burrell Year 10 Diligence Award
Ashton Curtis  Year 10 Diligence Award
Kaden Holcroft-Lewer Year 10 Diligence Award
Connor Lillyston Year 10 Diligence Award
Shea O’Donoghue  Year 10 Diligence Award
Daniel Pernecita  Year 10 Diligence Award
Joseph Simcock Year 10 Diligence Award
Jacob Skelton Year 10 Diligence Award
Neihana Waiariki Year 10 Diligence Award

Year 10 Silverstream Spirit Awards
Joel Burrell Year 10 Spirit Award
Kees Jonker Year 10 Spirit Award
Tobey Lim  Year 10 Spirit Award
Shaun McCluskie  Year 10 Spirit Award
Daniel Pernecita  Year 10 Spirit Award
Renz Pepa Year 10 Spirit Award
Jason Scanlon Year 10 Spirit Award
Joshua Todd Year 10 Spirit Award

Year 10 Bronze Scholar Awards
Joshua Cohen  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Aaron Eslera  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Oliver Foley  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Alexander Heffernan Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Macklin Hill  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Maxx Martin  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Ben Murphy  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Rishabh Sahrawat Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Jason Scanlon  Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
Bronson Schmidt-Uili Year 10 Bronze Scholar Award
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Boarding Awards
Jared Carmine  Most Improved Year 10 Boarder

Matthew	Cuff	 	 Most	Significant	Contribution	by	a	Year	10	Boarder

Josiah Laplanche Most Improved Year 9 Boarder 

Joseph Simcock Year 10 Boarder of the Year 2018

Braydon Soi  Year 9 Boarder of the Year 2018

Maui	Winitana-Patelesio	 Most	Significant	Contribution	by	a	Year	9	Boarder

Year 9 Old Boys’ Association Award
Jordyn Bentley  Old Boys’ Association Award

Major Diligence Awards
Liam Mort  The Father John Silverwood Memorial Medal for Diligence in Year 9

Renz Pepa  The Father John Silverwood Memorial Medal for Diligence in Year 10

Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit
Noah Greaney  Year 9 Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit

Seyjay Harawira Year 10 Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit

Year 9 and 10 Silverstream Silver Scholar Awards
Noah Greaney  Year 9 Silver Scholar

Nathan Lucock  Year 10 Silver Scholar

Year 9 and 10 Silverstream Gold Scholar Awards
Johnathon Bentley-Cribb Year 9 Gold Scholar

Rishi Sahrawat  Year 10 Gold Scholar

Years 11, 12 and 13
Year 11 Academic Subject Awards and awards for Diligence
Caleb Ackerman  Academic Excellence in Level 1 Mathematics
Guntas Ahluwalia  First in Level 1 Economics (The Adam Smith Cup) 
    First in Level 1 Mathematics Extension 
    First in Level 1 Religious Studies 
    First in Level 1 Science 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 English 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 History
Matai Ammunson  First in Level 1 Te Reo Maori
Logan Barling   Academic Excellence in Level 1 Science
Blake Chandler   First in Level 1 Physical Education
                            Academic Excellence in Level 1 English
Casey Coombes  First in Level 1 Design Metalwork
William Donnelly  Academic Excellence in Level 1 Mathematics
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Jeff Yuan Hang Rudi Ehle First in Level 1 Digital Technology
Dexter Go         First in Level 1 English 
     Academic Excellence in Level 1 Economics 
    Excellence in Level 1 Religious Studies
Tane Henderson   Academic Excellence in Level 1 Mathematics
Gareth Lock      Academic Excellence in Level 1 Mathematics
Huw Mair      First in Level 1 Visual Art (The Year 11 Art Cup) 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Mathematics  Extension 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Science
James Malicdem          Academic Excellence in Level 1 Religious Studies
Matthew Marriner   First in Level 1 Mathematics
Cade Martin   First in Level 1 Drama
Ephesian Masoe       First in Level 1 Samoan
Takudzwa Maviza     Academic Excellence in Level 1 Religious Studies
Joshua McCarroll      Academic Excellence Level 1 Physical Education
Tommy McNicol       First in Level 1 Food and Nutrition 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 English 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Mathematics Extension 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Religious Studies 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Science 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 History
William Minihan   Academic Excellence in Level 1 Economics 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 English
Oluthando Ncube  First in Level 1 Design and Visual Communication
James Nowak    First in Level 1 Practical Science 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 History
Caleb O’Dea   First in Level 1 Communication Skills
Dylan Slight    First in Level 1 Carpentry
James Taylor   Academic Excellence in Level 1 Economics
Tyzharn Thompson  Academic Excellence in Level 1 Science
Evin Toheriri    First in Level 1 Design
Jayden Try        First in Level 1 Geography 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 English 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Religious Studies
Louis Westmoreland     First in Level 1 History
Sebastian Watson  First in Level 1 Performance Music 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 English 
    Academic Excellence in Level 1 Religious Studies

Diligence Awards
Sam Burrell   Awards for Diligence 2019
Jacob Cheer   Awards for Diligence 2019
Campbell Holtham  Awards for Diligence 2019
Anthony Nem   Awards for Diligence 2019
Kade Sarten   Awards for Diligence 2019
Mackenzie Smith  Awards for Diligence 2019
Ben Tawharu   Awards for Diligence 2019
Christopher Whiting  Awards for Diligence 2019
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Year 12 Academic Subject Awards and awards for Diligence
Lachlan Bourgeois          Academic Excellence in Level 2 Mathematics
Seamus Clifton     First in Level 2 Earth and Space Science
Alexander Cornille         Academic Excellence in Level 2 Economics
Jacob Craigie     Academic Excellence in Level 2 English
Arvin Evangelista       First in Level 2 Design and Visual Communication 
                                       Academic Excellence in Level 2 Mathematics 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Cy Florendo            First in Level 2 Calculus 
    First in Level 2 Design 
    First in Level 2 Digital Technology 
    First in Level 2 Physics 
    First in Level 2 Religious Studies 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 English
Michael Gibbs              First in Level 2 Food and Nutrition 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 English
Jacob Hansen               First in Level 2 Accounting (The Commerce Cup)
Liam Hoffman            First in Level 2 Design Metalwork
David Ingerson            First in Level 2 Geography
Ethan Jones               First in Level 2 Biology 
    First in Level 2 Economics (The John Maynard Keynes Cup) 
    First in Level 2 English (The Jubilee Cup for Year 12 English) 
    First in Level 2 History 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Jackson Kidd                 First in Level 2 Mathematics 
                                     First in Level 2 Performance Music 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Biology
Peter Lakai                First in Level 2 Social Justice
Zander Le Moray      First in Level 2 Gateway (The VIBE Trophy for all round Gateway Achievement) 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Enhanced Performance
Laban Lealamisa          First in Level 2 Samoan 
    Henry Mahoney The Picard Cup for outstanding achievement in  
    Sciences (Year 12) 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Biology 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Peter Marshall   Academic Excellence in Level 2 Calculus 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Economics 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Markus McCarthy          First in Level 2 Carpentry
Flynn McCaul                      First in Level 2 Economics (The John Maynard Keynes Cup) 
    First in Level 2 Physical Education 
     Academic Excellence in Level 2 Calculus 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Physics
Te Ata Tu Patelesio          First in Level 2 Drama
Baljinderpal Phagura        Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Robert Rossiter-Stead  First in Level 2 Media Studies 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Physics
Tommy Shand   First in Level 2 Travel and Tourism
Kapish Sharma    First in Level 2 Visual Art
Thomas Skipper    First in Level 2 Hospitality
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Brian Stevens    First in Level 2 Enhanced Performance
Shaydon Sutherland        Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Ethan Swallow             First in Level 2 Communication Skills
Ardan Tierney     Academic Excellence in Level 2 Mathematics 
    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Religious Studies
Kahutia Whaanga-Davies        First in Level 2 Te Reo Maori
Jacob Wheeler             First in Level 2 Photography
Harry Wrigley    Academic Excellence in Level 2 Mathematics
Caleb Young   First in Level 2 Chemistry

Diligence Awards
Adam Andrews   Awards for Diligence 2019
Liam Johns   Awards for Diligence 2019
Chrsitian Ma’a   Awards for Diligence 2019
Taylor Mills   Awards for Diligence 2019
Daniel Perkinson  Awards for Diligence 2019

Year 13 Academic Subject Awards and Awards for Diligence
William	Adams					 	 First	In	Level	3	Drama
Luani	Ammunson							 	 First	In	Level	3	Te	Reo	Māori
Tristan	Basinang											 	 First	In	Level	3	Calculus	(The	Calculus	Cup) 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Design	and	Visual	Communication 
		 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Physics 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Religious	Studies
Harrison	Blain		 		 	 First	In	Level	3	History	(The	Weir	Cup	for	History)
Jack	Burrell				 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Economics 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Physics
Matt	Cavill		 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Calculus
Dylan	Cross		 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Religious	Studies
Teja	Depuru			 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	English
Jacob	Elliott	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Mathematics	(The	Mathematics	Cup) 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	English
James	Geoghegan						 	 First	In	Level	3	Accounting	(The	Paul	Ellis	Memorial	Cup) 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Economics	(The	Prosser	Cup) 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Religious	Studies
Joseph	Gray	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Mathematics
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Religious	Studies
Max	Griffith		 	 		 First	In	Level	3	Biology	(The	Mariea	Turner	Cup	for	Senior	Biology) 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Chemistry
Matthew	Jakeman											 First	In	Level	3	Digital	Technology 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	English	(The	Spiro	Zavos	Cup	for	Year	13	English) 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Physics	(The	Year	13	Physics	Cup) 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Economics 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Religious	Studies
Jayden	Lakeman											 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Visual	Art
Joseph	Lawrence									 	 First	In	Level	3	Geography 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Mathematics	(The	Mathematics	Cup) 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	History
Rhys	Lloyd		 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Earth	and	Space	Science
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Seth	Loughran										 	 First	In	Level	3	Enhanced	Performance 
	 	 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Social	Justice
Simon	Loveridge									 	 First	In	Level	3	Hospitality
Josef	McDonell										 	 First	In	Level	3	Food	and	Nutrition 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	English
Connor	O’Brien			 	 First	In	Level	3	Gateway
Jack	Penman												 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Visual	Art
Nathaniel	Pernecita	 	 First	In	 Level	3	Media	Studies
Adam	Purdy	 	 	 First	In	 Level	3	Carpentry
Stanton	Renwicks	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Enhanced	Performance
Flynn	Ruscoe			 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Enhanced	Performance
Christian	Schneider									 First	in	Level	3	Photography
Joshua	Smith		 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Performance	Music	(The	Shirley	Russell	Music	Cup)
Samuel	Stewart		 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Calculus
Ethan	Tauaifaiga								 	 First	in	Level	3	Design
Satuuu	Titie				 	 	 First	in	Level	3	Samoan	(The	Wilson	Cup)
Lukas	Tongco		 	 	 First	In	Level	3	Travel	and	Tourism
Jordan	Wilson					 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Mathematics 
	 	 	 	 Academic	Excellence	in	Level	3	Religious	Studies

Diligence awards
Luke Elliott   Awards for Diligence 2019
Matthew Gulson  Awards for Diligence 2019
James Hollingsworth  Awards for Diligence 2019
Thomas Strawbridge  Awards for Diligence 2019

Top Academic Scholars

Jacob Elliot 
Dux

Dux Cup and Medal for 2019

Joseph Lawrence and Matthew Jakeman
The joint winners of the Proxime Accessit Medal,  

and The Blundell Family Cup for 2019 
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Academic
Excellence
Evening

School Leaver Scholarships
Matthew Jakeman University of Auckland Top Achiever Scholarship
   Victoria University School Leaver Scholarship

Victoria University School Leaver Scholarships
Luani Ammunson Tristan Basinang Jacob Beattie
Noah Brennan  Jack Burrell  Jacob Elliott
Luke Elliott  Baahul Gandhi  James Geoghegan
Nathaniel Pernecita Sooraj Raja

University of Otago Leaders of Tomorrow 
Entrance Scholarships for study in 2020
Joseph Gray  Sooraj Raja  Sam Stewart
Toiroa Whaanga-Davies Luke Elliott  Baahul Ghandi
Josef McDonnell Finn Molloy  James Geoghegan
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Silverstream Bronze Scholar Awards 2019
Year 11 
Blake Chandler
Huw Mair
Connor McLoughlin
William Minihan
James Taylor
Tyzharn Thomson
Jayden Try
Sebastian Watson

Year 12
Jacob Craigie
Arvin Evangelista
Karan George
Jackson Kidd
Flynn McCaul
Stefan Mojicevic
Robert Rossiter-Stead

Year 13 
Tristan Basinang
Dylan Cross
Luke Elliott
James Geoghegan
Max	Griffith
Jed Hayes
Josef McDonell
Nathaniel Pernecita
Toiroa Whaanga-Davies

Silverstream Scholar Silver Awards
Year 11 Silverstream Scholar Silver Award for 2019:  Guntas Ahluwalia

Year 12 Silverstream Scholar Silver Award for 2019:  Ethan Jones

Year 11 & 12 Major Diligence Awards
The Father John Silverwood Memorial Medal for Diligence in Year 11:  Caleb Burrin

The Father John Silverwood Memorial Medal for Diligence in Year 12:  Adam Gillies

The Kennedy Memorial Medal for Diligence
The Diligence Medal for 2019 is awarded to:   Lee Scanlon

Silverstream Spirit Awards 2019
Year 11
Guntas Ahluwalia
Matai Ammunson
Kiedis Clark
Dexter Go
Tommy McNicol
William Minihan
Herewini Pickering

Year 12
Jacob Craigie
Michael Gibbs
Ryan Jennings
Ethan Jones
Te Ata Tu Patelesio
Tyler Robb

Year 13
Luani Ammunson
Joseph Gray
Jed Hayes
Akira Ieremia
Julius Masoe
Nathaniel Pernecita

Year 11 & 12 Major Silverstream Spirit Awards
The Year 11 Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit:  William Minihan

 The Year 12 Rosebowl for Silverstream Spirit:  Te Ata Tu Patelesio

Year 13 Major Silverstream Spirit Award
The Father J P Dooley Rose Bowl for Silverstream Spirit 

The recipient for 2019 is: Joseph Gray

Leadership Awards
Luani Ammunson Outstanding Leadership in the College 2019
Samuel Penman  Outstanding Leadership in the College 2019
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Leadership Award for Head Boy of the College
Luani Ammunson The Leadership Award for Head Boy

Service Awards
The 2019 recipients of Service awards are:
Jack Burrell
Aaron Donohue
Connor Eales
Odin Ham
Matthew Jakeman
Josiah Masoe
Samuel Stewart

Special Awards
Guntas Ahuwalia  The Des Boyle Trophy
Elisaia	Stowers-Kasiano		 Asovale	Cup	for	Contribution	to	Music	by	a	Pasifika	Student
Gareth Lock   Drama Shield for Contribution to School-Wide Drama
Joseph Lawrence  The Michael King Memorial Cup for Outstanding Achievement in the Humanities
Max	Griffith	and		 	 The	Vincent	Ward	Scholarship 
Toiroa Whaanga-Davies
Aaron Donohue   The Archbishop’s Award for Catholic Leadership
Michael Matagi   The “Alosio Tanoa Bowl” Award
Akira Ieremia   Tokakece Trophy
James Hollingsworth  The Chanel Award
Satuuu Titie   Te Ara O Tawhaki Trophy (Ritchie Family Trophy)
Te Atu Tu Patelesio  The Wiremu Te Awhitu Award
Nathaniel Pernecita  The Ryan Memorial Medal for Excellence in Religious Education
Connor Eales   Hogan Family Award for Leadership
Samson Koneferenisi  The Werder Trophy

Silverstream Scholar Gold Awards
The Year 11 Silverstream Scholar Gold Award for 2019 is:  Tommy McNicol
The Year 12 Silverstream Scholar Gold Award for 2019 is:  Cy Florendo

The Prime Minister’s Award for Vocational Excellence
Zander Le Moray

Proxime Accessit 
Joseph Lawrence and Matthew Jakeman  
The joint winners of the Proxime Accessit Medal, and The Blundell Family Cup for 2019 

Dux     
Jacob Elliott  The Dux Cup & Medal for 2019
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Debating 
Secondary School Debating in the Wellington Region 
is run by the Wellington Speaking Union. This year we 
had 4 debating teams, Premier A, Premier B, Senior 
Certificate	and	Junior	Certificate.	Apart	from	this	great	
range of teams, we were lucky to get the support of 
three brand new staff coaches with their enthusiasm and 
energy as well.
Our debates saw us arguing moots such as “That this 
house would agree that if you were offered a ticket 
to travel to Mars, with no hope of return, you would 
take it, and, “That this house would allow companies 
to hire current prisoners to work for them”. Each team 
completed 5 debates ranging from prepared to limited 
preparation, where they were given the moot 10 
minutes before arguing their case! There were many 
opportunities for the students to brush up on their 
speaking skills as well as their ability to argue a point, 
and defend it.
When we won a round we then celebrated with the 

CULTURAL

‘Flake Cone of Victory’, which was provided by the 
coach of that team. 
The	Senior	Certificate	team	and	the	Premier	A	team	
made	it	to	the	quarter	finals,	and	while	the	other	teams	
were	not	successful	in	making	it	to	the	finals,	we	all	
had a fantastic time to hone our collective debating and 
coaching skills, which is a skill that is so useful in public 
life.
A special highlight was winning the annual Upper Hutt 
Race Relations Council Debate in the Upper Hutt Library 
in April. Bigwigs present included our Mayor, a High 
Court judge and a couple of very proud parents. The 
moot was “That learning and understanding Tikanga 
Maori should be compulsory for new migrants to live in 
New Zealand”.
The team consisted of Guntas Ahluwalia, Nathaniel 
Perniceta and James Hollingsworth 
Another highlight for the Prem A team was the debate 
against Bede’s College in Term Three, where they won 
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the moot by negating “That the Catholic Church should 
sell all of its gold and use it for the poor”
To	finish	the	year,	we	had	pizza	and	took	a	trip	to	
Parliament	to	watch	the	final	of	the	Wellington	Prem	A	
teams battle it out in the home of New Zealand’s politics. 
All in all, we have had a great year and can’t wait to do it 
all again next year!

Premier A 
(coach Mr Tony O’Connor, SPC Debating Convenor) 
Alex Grasso, Hunter Mitchell, James Hollingsworth/Noah 
Brennan

Premier B 
(coach Mr E Ramsteijn) 
Te Atatu Patelesio, Joseph Grey, Kahutia Whaanga-
Davies, Nathaniel Pernecita
Note from coach: To say that it was a new experience 
for all, might be a little bit of an understatement. Finding 
out how to get to the different debating venues was just 
the start, but one that was always very enjoyable with 
the camaraderie and conversation of the boys travelling 
in the car. The boys gave their best at all times and 
represented the school with credit, if at times being a 
bit surprised by the challenge. The wide knowledge 
of Nathanial, the consistent enthusiasm and team 
encouragement from Joseph, and the contributions to 
planning for a debate topic from Te Atatu and Kahutia 
made managing this debate team a well worthwhile 
experience. Well done guys.
A note of thanks must also go to our two Year11 
emergency backup debaters, William and Guntas, who 
both did a fantastic job in one of our limited preparation 

debates when no-one else was able to make up our 
team of 4. Their enthusiasm and willingness to get stuck 
in and contribute was a real credit to their character 
and also to how much they valued the experience of 
debating as a team. Thank you boys.

Senior Certificate 
(coach Ms Shelley Watson) 
Guntas Ahluwalia, Kade Sarten, Dexter Go,  
William Minihan
Note from coach: It has been a real learning curve for 
me, not having done this before but I have really enjoyed 
my year with you guys. From Dexter’s singing during the 
car rides, to Guntas ready to debate any topic what-so-
ever that is thrown at him, there has never been a dull 
moment and I am looking forward to doing it all again 
next year!

Junior Certificate 
(coach Miss Stephanie Miles) 
Johnathon Bently-Cribb, Maxx Martin, Caleb Allen, 
Michael Brophy
Note from coach: It’s been a pleasure to watch students 
who are new to formal debating grow their knowledge 
and	confidence	in	the	discipline.	We	won	2,	and	narrowly	
lost 2 others so a good year overall. The passion and 
dedication of the Team was outstanding, and they’re all 
impatiently waiting to upgrade to Junior Premier in 2020. 
Good effort guys!
A note of thanks must also go to Mr Michael Cole, our 
retired Debating Coordinator and Coach who gave freely 
of his time to coaching our coaches and debaters, and 
for adjudicating on multiple occasions.
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Duke Of Edinburgh
Duke of Edinburgh’s Hillary Award is a great experience for any young man here at Stream. It provides many 
excellent opportunities to learn valuable skills, and develop leadership and resilience in an enjoyable and 
engaging environment. As a Marist, it is also provides an important space to give back to the community and 
help those who need it. The Duke of Edinburgh Award allows you to do things that you never thought you could 
do, and to expose yourself to so many amazing people and experiences that you can’t even imagine.

I challenge students to take part in such a great programme.

Robert Rossiter-Stead (Duke of Edinburgh’s Hillary Award, Bronze)

Day 1 – Mt Holdsworth Carpark to Totara Flats Hut 
via Gentle Annie Track
We started in a carpark near where Mt Holdsworth 
was at about 10 - 11:00 am on a Saturday morning 
and we were given a map which detailed our route, 
day 1 was in red and day 2 was in blue. We then 
started walking. After about 1 minute we stopped and 
signed our names and wrote down where we were 
going before we were allowed to head off, so then the 
ranger knew who was out tramping. It took us around 
30-40	minutes	to	reach	our	first	destination	which	was	
a lookout which allowed us to see everything within a 
few kilometers of where we were, it looked really good 
because it was a full 180-degree view. I also met a 

guy named Jeremy who is a very avid swimmer and 
was in the group behind us so we only just met some 
of them, then. Once we got going it wasn’t that bad as 
the trail was nice and easy to see and the hills were 
mediocre. But we did reach a large downhill at about 
1-2:00 pm which we had to take slowly otherwise we 
might have slipped on all the roots that were reaching 
out of the ground. The height was about 600m above 
sea level and we climbed down to around 100m but 
it was downhill so it wasn’t that bad, it still took us 
about 40 minutes to complete. Then as we neared 
the end there was a thin swing bridge which we had 
to cross and we were able to see the hut as we were 
crossing	it.	The	hut	was	only	300m	from	the	swing	
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bridge so it wasn’t a long walk before we reached the 
place where we would rest for the night. It took us just 
over 5 hours to complete as we reached the hut at 
about 4:00 pm. When we got to the hut we went and 
chose our beds. All of the people slept in the beds 
(wooden sheets with uncomfortable green mattresses 
and a tiny pillow) besides the instructors who stayed 
in the room opposite. The hut was serviced so we had 
water	which	we	filled	our	drink	bottles	up	with.	Before	
we went to bed I helped set up the radio which we 
needed a big branch to put the little antenna on, and 
someone was holding it up in the wind for about 20 
minutes. The reason we did this is so then we could 
communicate with the ranger to tell him that everything 
was all good and he doesn’t need to run to the hut to 
check on everybody. Finally, we went to sleep and I 
was sleeping next to Liam and Peter and some of the 
people above us were playing cards so I decided to 
join in as well. 

Day 2 - Totara Flats Hut to Mt Holdsworth Carpark 
via Rover Ridge Track
Early the next morning we woke up and packed our 
stuff then headed out. Once we had breakfast we set 
out at about 9am and although we were the last group 
to do so, we still caught up with the other groups and 
beat them easily (not a competition). But then we got 
back to that big hill at about 1100-1200 and the hill 

wasn’t too bad as we had multiple breaks and I ate 
my OSM bars all at once for some extra energy, but 
I ended up getting stitch. Once we had got up to the 
top	it	was	about	1300	and	we	decided	to	have	another	
break. On the way down we took a detour and went 
to a place called Mountain House, and it contained 
the interesting history of the mountain. It was smooth 
sailing once we had passed the big hill and we got 
back just in the nick of time at around 1700-1800. We 
all had a talk at the end about what we learned, I said 
that I learned that I need to be consistent and not go 
really fast at the start when I have energy and to just 
conserve my strength for the big hills so they are less 
of a drag. We went and signed ourselves out so then 
the ranger knew that we had made it back safe and 
sound and didn’t have to go looking for us. Then we 
said goodbye to our group as well as other boys and 
girls that went with us. I feel like I achieved my goal as 
the practice tramp didn’t have many hills and I am a 
long distance runner so I knew that I could just go fast 
the whole time. This time I have to conserve some of 
that energy for the hill in order to not slow my group 
down. I also met some new people like Jeremy and 
Shane who was a friend of Jeremy’s. 

Xavier Quin  
(Duke of Edinburgh’s Hillary Award, Bronze)
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Maxx Martin, our Year 10 Junior Prepared 
speaker, performed exceptionally well when giving 
his speech to a much larger audience than we 
anticipated. Kahutia Whaanga-Davies came very 
close	with	his	Māori	scripture	reading	and	deserves	
recognition for all the hard work he put into learning 
the scripture, as well as Jack Penman, who was our 
other scripture reader. Josef McDonnell performed 
a very moving piece of oratory which he should be 
very proud of. Joseph Gray amazed the audience 
with a well-produced Impromptu speech which 
came close to winning. The Religious Questions 
team did very well under pressure, handling some 
tough questions and answering adequately. The 
Religious Drama team should also be very proud 
as they said from the start that they wanted to give 
the audience a show and that is what they did. Well 
done to everyone who competed, you all deserve 
high praise for your efforts. 

O’Shea Shield
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O’Shea Shield 2019 was a brilliant experience for all 
the senior and junior students who attended. O’Shea 
Shield was hosted in Palmerston North by St. Peter’s 
College and Hato Paora College. We were welcomed 
to the competition by a well performed powhiri in the 
St. Peter’s College gym. 

There was an abundance of talent from all the 
colleges as well as our own. I had the privilege of 
being named Captain of the Silverstream O’Shea 
Shield	team	in	my	final	year	as	a	Streamer.	It	has	
been an honour to lead such a talented and respectful 
team of men. As always in life, there were some 
results that didn’t go our way, and I commend the lads 
on their hard work and graciousness when competing 
against top quality opponents. 

Our debating team started us strongly with a great 
debate against Garin College. We were negating 
the moot that ‘the presence of morals demands the 
presence of God’. However, we were unsuccessful. 
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I personally have had the amazing opportunity 
to compete at O’Shea Shield two years now and 
would highly recommend it to anyone wishing to 
get involved with public speaking. There were some 
exceptional achievements performed by the lads 
doing justice to all their hard work throughout the 
term and school holidays. 

The Silverstream O’Shea Shield team of 2019 
should be massively proud of their achievements 
and how well they represented our school. To the 
Year	13s,	well	done	on	a	successful	O’Shea	year	
and I wish you luck with your future endeavours. 
Hopefully,	O’Shea	has	helped	you	find	a	passion	in	
public	speaking	or	improved	your	self-confidence	
in public. To the other year levels, next year is your 
year to step up and continue the proud legacy of 
which we and many other O’Shea teams before us, 
have left for you. 

Thank you again to all the coaches and staff 
who coached us to the best of our abilities. 
Congratulations to our brother school, St Patrick’s 

College Town on their overall victory of the O’Shea 
Shield. They were deserved winners. I’m sure you 
will have strong competition from the Silverstream 
team next year. 

I would like to mention how proud I am as the captain 
of the team to have watched and experienced how 
much effort the lads put into their events, overcoming 
nerves and phobias to perform as immaculately as 
possible. It is always hard to get up in front of your 
peers and give a speech or debate, but the lads put 
all that fear behind them and performed to a standard 
I’m sure the whole of Silverstream would be proud of. 

There were a number of strong teams competing 
in the O’Shea Shield, with the likes of Saint Mary’s, 
St Catherine’s, St Bernard’s and many other strong 
schools. I would like to congratulate and thank all 
of these teams for giving us a great experience and 
an exceptional competition. Thank you to St. Peter’s 
and Hato Paora for hosting this wonderful event. It 
has been a pleasure to be a part of it. 

Sectare Fidem 
Will Adams



Hauora Week 2019
We run a Hauora Week in the last week of term.  
The aim of Hauora week is to get our young 
men out of the classroom working together and 
challenging themselves mentally and physically.

Aspects of Hauora Week include Physical Activity, 
Service to our Community and experiencing the 
Great Outdoors. Service within our community 
could involve visiting a rest home, working at our 
local primary schools or doing service around our 
school. 
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Kapa Haka
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Pasifika

Kia Orana, Mālō e lelei, Ni sa Bula Vinaka, 
Fakaalofa Lahi Atu, Mālō ni, Tālofa Lava  
and Warm Pasifika Greetings

Pasifika	has	been	vibrant	and	alive	for	another	year	
at	Silverstream.	With	the	growing	number	of	Pasifika	
students attending our College, the concept of identity 
and sense of belonging to this College continues to 
remain	at	the	very	heart	of	our	vision	as	a	Pasifika	
Community. 2019 proved to be a major year of 
success with key highlights that have enhanced 
the	presence	of	our	Pasifika	identity.	This	year,	we	
started	in	style	with	our	annual	Pasifika	BBQ	which	
saw the introduction of new parents and families 
to	our	Silverstream	‘āiga.	In	addition,	it	was	a	great	
opportunity to commence the leadership roles of our 
two	newest	Pasifika	leaders	of	the	College,	Head	
Boy, Luani Ammunson and Deputy Head Boy, Akira 
Ieremia.	Having	two	Pasifika	leaders	elected	into	
such prestigious roles of the College, goes down as 
another	proud	moment	for	our	Pasifika	Community.	

Chairperson, Lucia Stowers-Kasiano continues to 
work tirelessly behind the scenes running our quarterly 
PPSG Meetings and contributing her valuable time and 
efforts	to	organizing	such	key	events	in	the	Pasifika	
calendar. We would also like to congratulate current 
parent, Ivan Wong-Kee on being elected into the 
College Board of Trustees. This is a pivotal moment 
for	our	Pasifika	Community	as	Ivan	represents	our	
voice and our identity in such an honorary position of 
authority. Fa’afetai Lava Lucia ma Ivan mo la oulua 
tautua matavela.

In Term Two, we would see the Polynesian Group 
commence their preparations towards Hutt Fest 2019. 
An	exciting	time	for	our	Pasifika	students	which	also	
saw	the	positive	number	of	Pasifika	Old	Boys	returning	
to tautua (serve) their school as Polynesian Group 
Tutors. This process would not have been possible 
without the immense love and support shown by 
our	Pasifika	Parents’	Support	Group	often	providing	
dinner for the boys during long evening practices. 
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As Hutt Fest 2019 quickly approached, we would 
like to pay special mention to a key leader who was 
heavily involved in the management of our group. Mr 
Taratoa Papa, we thank you for your leadership and 
service in helping the boys. Your humble yet powerful 
presence, kept all members of the group very honest 
which	played	as	a	positive	influence	leading	up	to	
the big night. We would also like to thank Old Boys, 
Fa’amanu Taeao, Mason Perez, Paula Uvea and 
Manase Taulanga for all your support. We could 
not have done this without you. On the night, the 
Polynesian Group put on an amazing show under 
the leadership of Poly leaders Te Ata Tu, Michael, Fiti 
and Junior in front of a sellout crowd at Walter Nash 
Stadium. Filled with overwhelming pride and joy, the 
boys absolutely rocked the house with a strong mix of 
different	traditional	song	&	dance	such	as	the	Sāmoan	
Sāsā,	Tokelau	Fatele	and	Wallis	&	Futuna	Mako.	Mālō	
lava boys!

Another highlight of the year, was the continuation 
of	our	Pasifika	Achievement	Evening.	This	event	
emphasized	the	importance	of	Pasifika	academic	
results as well as providing key platforms for our 
parents and wider community to engage with their 
Pasifika	sons	at	home.	It	was	a	very	productive	
evening with the primary theme as suggested by our 
PPSG,	“Pasifika	Pathways	–	Navigating	Success”.	
Activities	were	set	for	our	Pasifika	students	and	
parents to engage and interact on the importance 
of subject selection choices and how this often 
determines long term decisions after College. A lot of 
“lightbulb” moments which was very positive to see 
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and a great way to help our parents understand their 
crucial guidance in assisting their sons making more 
effective decisions for both short term and long term 
academic	benefits.	In	addition,	we	were	honoured	to	
have the presence of guest speakers and Old Boys 
of the College, 2016 Head Boy Albert Latailakepa 
and Albert Fairbrother. They were able to share their 
valuable experiences as university students and how 
their earlier decisions around subject choices impacted 
their transition into their current studies. A great way 
to	receive	relevant	insights	for	our	current	Pasifika	
students	especially	our	year	13	Leavers.	Mālō	‘aupito.

Pasifika	students	continue	to	represent	our	College	
very highly at a top level in sport. This is evident in the 
outstanding feats some of our boys have managed to 
achieve in Rugby, Athletics, Volleyball and Basketball, 
to name a few. Our predominant presence across 
various sporting codes, our boys have also gone 
on to be selected for regional and national honors. 
Akira Ieremia (U18 Hurricanes Secondary Schools’ 
Camp), Piripi Korent and Joshua Tutagalevao (NZ 
Basketball Academy Tour to Las Vegas), Roger Sauila 
and Fetala’i Leleimalefaga (NZ U20 Junior Men’s 
Volleyball Team Tour to Fort Lauderdale, Florida). 
In	addition,	Pasifika	students	once	again	dominated	
the	Sports	Prizegiving	Awards	with	3	major	awards	
being	awarded	to	Pasifika	students.	The	Victor	
Ludorum Junior Sportsman of the Year was awarded 
to Ariki Tongia (Cook Island) for his achievements 
in Basketball, Athletics, Rugby, Touch Rugby and 
Volleyball. The Victor Ludorum Senior Sportsman of 
the Year were awarded to joint winners Roger Sauila 
(Samoan) for his achievements in Volleyball and 

Jayden Ford (Samoan) for his achievements in Golf. 
Well done Gentlemen!

In	summary,	Pasifika	at	Silverstream	continues	to	
assume	a	significance	in	various	facets	of	College	
life. Our main objective is to continue developing 
the	academic	achievements	of	our	Pasifika	students	
whilst fostering their cultural identity to enhance a 
sense of belonging, cultural awareness and diverse 
appreciation	of	Pasifika	cultures.	We	also	welcomed	
new	Pasifika	Staff	members	Mr	Taratoa	Papa	and	Mr	
Lui	Lorenc-Lafou.	This	is	the	most	significant	presence	
of	Pasifika	teachers	we	have	ever	had	at	the	College	
and	it	is	very	pleasing	from	a	Pasifika	perspective.	
However, our utmost gratitude must be expressed to 
our	Pasifika	parents,	families	and	wider	community.	
We thank you and we salute you for your dedicated 
investment to your sons and to the growth of all things 
Pasifika	at	Silverstream.	We	look	forward	to	another	
great year ahead of us as we voyage together as a 
Pasifika	Community	for	the	betterment	of	our	young,	
Pasifika	men	of	Silverstream!

Sectare Fidem.
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St Vincent De Paul

Young Vinnies 
Vinnies this year was all about embracing the schools 
chosen value of support for 2019. With the growth in 
Vinnies over the past few years, it was without a doubt, 
easy for the group to be able to support our wider 
community. The Vinnies group within Silverstream 
has grown each year and has become more able to 
fundraise and support the people in need and make 
sure that the work we do in our community is to a high 
standard.

Our	first	big	fundraiser	of	the	year	was	an	annual	
Junior social that Vinnies organise. This was a great 
way for Vinnies to start the year by bringing together 
the young from colleges around the Hutt Valley to 
enjoy a fun night while raising money, that goes to 
a great cause. The Vinnies team was excellent at 
running the social and really showed that 2019 will be 
a great year full of support. 

After	a	very	successful	first	Junior	social	for	the	year,	
the boys got stuck into carrying on our weekly visits 
to our local Home Of Compassion rest home from last 
year. This was a great way to give back to our local 
Silverstream community and has been a great part of 
the support we give from Vinnies. 

To carry on with the strong support the Vinnies are 
giving, the boys went on to run a very successful can-
drive. The challenge was put out to our school to bring 
at	least	3	cans.	With	no	surprise	the	school	pulled	
through and we were able to send a great amount of 
cans to the Food Bank, which distributed the cans to 
families in need. 

Throughout the course of 2019, the Vinnies boys 
were able to help with various street appeals to 
support charities such as Women’s Refuge and the 
Compassion Soup Kitchen. It was a great experience 
for the team to go out into the local community, 
collecting donations while meeting new people. 

In	Term	3	we	were	set	to	host	our	second	Junior	
social for the year, sadly due to a few complications 
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Stream Youth Ministry
The Ministry team is a small group of staff who 
serve the College. We look to enable and foster the 
Catholic faith at our College. We aim to develop 
compassionate, loving and just young men.

Some of the Highlights for the year include:

Seeing students take part and complete the 
Sacramental programme.

Students leading and co-ordinating morning prayer at 
Ranks.

we were unable to host it. But in classic Vinnies style 
it did not stop the team from helping and supporting 
our community. So with a bit of time on our hands we 
then decided to run another can-drive. That was very 
successful again and we helped with another street 
appeal for Dementia, outside our local New World 
Silverstream.

With a big year for Silverstream it was well deserved 
that the group was able to attend the annual SVDP 
Mass down at St Bernard’s College where we were 
able to receive a badge, speak to fellow Vinnies from 
other schools and have a slice of pizza or two. This 
was	a	great	chance	for	us	to	really	reflect	on	the	
great work that we had completed this year and really 
appreciate all the good work from the whole of SVDP 
Society.

So	as	2019	comes	to	a	close	and	as	I	personally	reflect	
on the year, I can appreciate the work that we have 
done as members of the Silverstream Young Vinnies 
and I have great trust in the year 12s and 11s who will 
carry on the great work that happens within Vinnies. 

In conclusion I would like to give thanks to all the 
members of the Vinnies for their hard work and 
dedication to supporting our community. Also a big 
thanks to Mr Hallot and Ann DeSousa for looking after 
the Silverstream Vinnies and giving us the guidance 
we needed to succeed. Mr Hallot after 20 years is 
preparing a transition to a new Mentor.

As I step down as Chairman of Vinnies I wish the best 
for year 12s and below who will step up in the years 
to come and carry on the great support and effort that 
Vinnies gives to our community. 

Connor Eales 
Young Vinnies Chairman 2019

The sense of joy, reverence and the active 
participation of our students and staff in whole school 
Masses.

The opportunities taken by students to participate in 
different prayer experiences offered on Retreat.

Seeing our students increase their actions to help and 
support others who are in need.

The readiness of staff and students to offer to support 
and be involved in rituals, traditions and service of 
others.
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Department Reports
English
Earlier in the year I had the privilege of hearing the 
Prime Minister speak to a group of senior students 
from schools throughout Wellington, as well as 
other invited guests. Accompanied by Ethan Jones, 
Matthew Jakeman and Noah Brennan, I attended a 
Q and A session at Samuel Marsden Collegiate. The 
occasion	was	a	fundraiser	for	the	Katherine	Mansfield	
Birthplace, and Jacinda Adern spoke about how her 
love of reading was instilled from an early age. She 
was also attempting to do the same thing with her 
daughter, Neve.

It’s been said that “reading is to the mind what 
exercise is to the body” and that is something we 
English	teachers	believe.	The	benefits	of	reading	have	
long been recognised, and include the following:

 � it helps us to concentrate and improves our memory
 � we learn new things
 � it helps our language and vocabulary
 � it helps us to relax and can relieve stress
 � it stimulates our imagination
 � it helps with our writing

The English teachers here at Stream make a 
conscious effort to encourage boys to read. We do 
this in a number of ways, including:

 � starting our lessons with ten minutes of reading
 � talking to our classes about books we’ve read
 � keeping reading logs
 � studying different types of written texts such as 
short stories, novels, biographies

 � reading aloud to our classes
Our school librarian, Ms du Toit, also loves to see 
boys reading and she promotes this with attractive 
book displays, lots of new books, book review 
posters, reading challenges – to name just a few 
ways.

So my challenge is this: set yourself a realistic reading 
goal in 2020 and give it heaps. As the short story 
writer Ray Bradbury has said, “there are worse crimes 
than burning books. One of them is not reading them.”

Simon Fordyce 
HOD English
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Religious Studies
Our vision for the department is to communicate and 
facilitate a daily encounter with Christ through the 
teaching of Religious Education at St Patrick’s College, 
Silverstream.

2019 has been both exciting, rewarding and extremely 
eventful. We would like to take the opportunity to thank 
the members of the Religious Studies department 
for their commitment, effort and expertise. Mr Kevin 
Havell, Ms Anne Whiteford, Mr Peter Woods, Mr Chris 
Fouhy, Mr Liko Alosio and Mr Lui Lorenc-Lafou.

A notable highlight of the year has been our 
celebrations of Catholic Schools Day. We joined in 
with St Brendan’s and St Joseph’s for Mass at Our 
Lady of Grace. We took a combined music group to 
visit and perform at the Home of Compassion. We 
had senior students read to and with junior students 
from both Catholic Primary schools. We had Senior 
Pasifika	students	lead	‘Sasa’	with	senior	students	from	
both	primary	schools.	An	amazing	day	that	fittingly	
concluded with a combined social gathering for staff 
and boards.

Engagement: Senior students feedback indicate 
their	enjoyment	at	studying	Human	Trafficking	and	
Euthanasia. This year has seen consolidation within 
our senior subjects with some good improvements 
in grade attainment. We have a growing awareness 
that NCEA is being reviewed and it may look a little 
different	in	five	years	time.	

Prayer: Teachers and students looked to use prayer to 
either begin or end lessons. A variety of prayer types 
were	used	from	Reflective	prayer,	mediation,	scripture	
reflection	or	prayers	for	people	in	need.	It	has	been	
a privilege to participate in prayer liturgies that are 
planned and led by our students.  To begin or end 
class with student led prayer has been a rewarding 
experience

Change and Challenge: In 2020 our Year 9 programme 
will include the integration of SOLO taxonomy as part 
of the school wide Language of Learning. Nationwide 
the National Centre for Religious Studies (NCRS) is 
reviewing and rewriting the RE curriculum.

Thank you: We would like to thank Paula Townsend 
who took responsibility for two Year 11 and three Year 
10 classes in Terms One and Two. She encouraged 
our students to do their very best each lesson. We also 
had	Mrs	Libby	Kirton	for	a	significant	number	of	weeks	
in Term One. She taught 2 Year 10s and a Year 11 
class. Thank you both for your steady commitment to 
learning and your unwavering support for students.

Welcome: We also welcomed Mr Lui Lorenc-Lafou. He 
joined us early in Term Three and has already proved 
a reliable, capable and creative teacher. Our students 
love being in his classroom environment and his care 
and respect for each of them is evident.

Farewell: It is with mixed emotions that we farewell 
Mr	Liko	Alosio,	a	steadfast	and	faith	filled	teacher	in	
our	department	over	the	last	five	years.	This	year,	he	
has led the Social Justice classes and taught from 
Year 9 to Year 11. His contribution and commitment 
to the faith development of our young men has been 
amazing and inspiring. Thank you Liko for letting your 
talents across so many areas shine. These include 
leading singing, playing piano at Mass, coaching 
volleyball, leading Retreats and being an awesome 
role model. We wish you God’s Blessings on your next 
adventures.
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Library
What a year it has been. Not only for the 
library but also the school as a whole. We 
have seen six new librarians come to help 
the St. Patrick’s College community, as the 
original	five	librarians	are	in	their	last	year	
here at St. Pats Silverstream.  I would like to 
say a huge thank you to Angus Webby, Dylan 
Cross, Joseph Lawrence, Jacob Elliott, and 
Luke Elliott who have aided Mrs Cindy Du Toit 
(Librarian) in managing a heavy workload, 
for the past four years. They have given up 
countless hours of their time to help with the 
re-shelving, issuing and returning of books, 
along with other jobs, which are painstakingly 
time-consuming. For this I say thank-you. On 
behalf of all we wish them all the best with 
their endeavours.

The six new librarians have been undergoing 
training on the proper methods of cataloging, 
covering and sorting of books.  We hope to put 
our newly found knowledge on show as we come to the end of the year and start to begin the vigorous stock-
take. As librarians we are excited for this challenge to come, we will work hard and try our best.

Johnathon Bentley-Cribb 

The Senior Librarians

Front row:   Luke Elliott, Joseph Lawrence and Jacob Elliott
Back Row:  Angus Webby and Dylan Cross

We really enjoyed our time helping out over the past four years. It was an honour to be able to contribute to the 
growth of the library, as well as developing our own personal skills. Volunteering at the library provided us with an 
opportunity to gain experience in a workplace-of-sorts, and we will take the lessons learnt to whatever our future 
may hold. Cindy has been instrumental in making the library a safe-place, and the heart of the school, and we 
are grateful for the time we have spent working with her. All of us hope the library continues to prosper.
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Drama

Learning Support
At the end of 2018 we farewelled Rahul George as 
he decided to return to full-time university study. 
At the start of this year we welcomed Sian Aitken, 
on	a	fixed	term	contract,	who	quickly	established	
a positive, no-nonsense rapport with the students. 
Sian’s mathematical strengths and interests have 
been	of	immense	benefit	to	students	across	a	number	
of subjects. Sian joined a well-established, settled 
team	who	all	used	specific	areas	of	expertise	to	assist	
students in class and in small groups. The teacher 
aides have proven invaluable as in-class support, 
working alongside teachers to assist students who 
have a range of learning issues. The team have spent 
hours developing and implementing resources, as well 
as dealing with administrative duties that support the 
teaching and learning in the College.

The Year 9 Learning Support option trialled an online 
literacy programme which could identify individual 

strengths and weaknesses whilst developing phonetic 
awareness; vitally important for embedding key skills 
for improving literacy and comprehension. Initial 
results show promise and it is a programme we will 
implement in the option classes at the start of 2020.

We continued to monitor junior students trialling 
special assessment conditions. Those who showed 
improvement in their level of achievement meant we 
were able to apply to NZQA for SACs for NCEA.

A large number of students enter Silverstream with 
weak comprehension and vocabulary skills. In order 
to access the curriculum, the boys need to be able to 
read and understand the work in front of them: many 
of our students cannot and end up falling between the 
cracks. Parents play a vital role in their son’s education 
and need to be proactive in encouraging the boys to 
read a variety of challenging texts. Much easier said 
than done but it needs to be addressed.
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This year the drama department has been 
busy with many different performances. 
In	the	first	term	the	boys	had	to	hone	up	
on their Elizabethan Drama Techniques 
as they studied Shakespeare. In Term 
Two a number of them performed in the 
Religious Drama category in Palmerston 
North for the O’Shea Shield. Term 2 also 
saw the senior students perform 4 shows 
of D.N.A by Dennis Kelly to the Junior school and for 
parents and friends. 

In Term Three the boys got busy with their devising 
and managed to produce their own performances 
based around physical theatre and the concept of 
dreams. We also took a class trip into Wellington to 
see Lovin’ It at Bats theatre. A trip that I am sure most 
boys	will	reflect	on	for	some	time	to	come!

In the Junior school the Year 10’s learnt all about 
Melodrama before they also had a go at devising, 
and they did a show for their parents and friends. In 
Year 9 the students learnt about improvisation and 
Greek theatre. We have had a pretty busy year in 
the drama department this year. With the addition of 
our new black curtains in the acting space and major 
renovations in the props department, thanks to the 
amazing Trevor Bushby and his team, it has been a 
very happy one and I think most of the students would 
agree!

Mrs Watson



Visual Art
It’s been all go this year in Visual Art and Photography 
at St. Pat’s, lots of experiences and creative thinking, 
lots of successes and personal goals reached by 
students.

We’ve been out and about experiencing art outside of 
the classroom. Seniors visited Massey at the start of 
the year to view the Top Art Show, NZ’s Top Excellence 
folios from 2018. This trip also included inspiring 
presentations by high achieving graduates who are 
taking	the	world	by	storm	in	varied	creative	fields.	This	
trip	in	Term	1	set	the	tone	for	boys,	showing	them	first-
hand what Excellence looks like in NCEA Visual Art 
and Photography. The trip to Massey was a valuable 
experience for boys who got to mingle with university 
students, have lunch in the student cafe and tour the 
facilities, getting a feel for what life as a student at 
Creative Massey might be like.

In	Term	2	Year	13s	of	Art,	Photography,	and	Design	
attended ‘Untitled’, an art careers conference in 
Palmerston North. We drove up and back in one day, 
leaving and arriving home in the dark. The trip was 
inspiring, with talks and presentations by successful 
and	well	known	New	Zealand	fine	artists,	graffiti	artists,	
designers, photographers and movie makers. Boys got 
a taste of what an arts career can look like - an exciting 
and interesting, often international career choice.

Year	12	and	13	Photographers	experienced	shooting	
on location locally this year, with photo shoots at the 
Silverstream	railway,	Silverstream	Landfill,	Riding	for	
the Disabled and Tunnel Gully. Shooting on location 
put boys in real world type photo shooting situations, 
resulting in awesome results that helped develop 
students skills for the preparation for external folios later 
in the year.

Year	11’s	day-tripped	into	town	in	Term	3	to	visit	the	
exhibitions of Gordon Walters and Theo Schoon at Te 
Papa and City Gallery. The focus of both exhibitions 
was on the controversy of cultural appropriation and 
plagiarism in Art. While in town we rounded off the 
trip with a stop in at the Paige Blackie gallery where 
Karl Maughan was showing. In contrast, here we had 
an informative talk by the gallery manager about the 
commercial side of art, exhibitions and selling of work 
and how this can work as a career choice. Day trips on 
the train into Wellington to galleries and educational 
tours are valuable, in that they prove both inspiring and 
eye opening experiences for the boys, who get to bring 
back fresh ideas for their own work.

Junior classes have also been busy and have had their 
turn for an art trip when we visited one of our favorite 
local haunts, Expressions Gallery in Upper Hutt in 
Term 4, to view two exhibitions. ‘Beyond the Cordon’ 
photography exhibition with photos of the Christchurch 
earthquakes provided a thought provoking educational 

experience and ‘Huakina: To Open’, an exhibition by 
both well-known artists and prison inmates. Boys were 
challenged to consider their own ideas around the 
power of art, it’s place in the world and the value of self-
expression, having a voice and using it.

We’re looking forward to another great year in 2020 in 
the St. Pat’s art room where in all year levels, emphasis 
is on developing ideas and critical thinking 
and the practical aspects of art 
making and improving skills. Visual 
art is always an enjoyable and 
satisfying challenge.

www.wearecreativestream.com  |  www.instagram.com/thecreativestream www.facebook.com/CreativeStreamSPC  |  www.instagram.com/visualartatstream/
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CAREERS & GATEWAY
GATEWAY 
PROGRAMME 2019 
This year we successfully placed 
38	students	in	the	workplace	
ranging from building, plumbing, 
automotive and electrical trades, to 
retail, chef/hospitality, engineering, 
upholstery, animal care and 
sports/physical training.  We have 
continued to receive very positive 
feedback from employers about our 
students this year.

While in the workplace the students 
are signed up with Industry Training 
Organisations	in	their	field	of	work	
and are provided with relevant unit 
standards.  The students also do a 
First Aid Course, Health and Safety 
and also a Site Safe Course if they 
are working in the construction 
area, as well as having the 
opportunity to attend STAR courses 
at Whitireia or Weltec.

We held our end of year Gateway 
lunch on Thursday 17 October 
at the Aston Norwood Café/
Gardens in Kaitoke where we 
have previously had 1 of our chef/
hospitality students.  This was 
greatly enjoyed by everyone.

This year the top Gateway awards 
went to Zander Le Moray Year 12 
who	was	placed	in	sports/fitness	
at LesMills, Connor O’Brien Year 
13	who	was	placed	in	electrical	
with Ardie Electrical.  Zander Le 
Moray also was awarded the Prime 
Minister’s Vocational Excellence 
Award as well as the top overall 
Gateway award.

www.wearecreativestream.com  |  www.instagram.com/thecreativestream

Ben Short - Lifestyle Gym Adam Gillies - 
Graham Berry Race Cars

Luke McGhie - Surge Electrical

Zander Le Moray -  LesMills GymBen Hey - King Toyota

Matthew Bracefield - 
P E Crook Motors
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Santo Saffioti-Baker - 
Red Shirts UH

Santo Saffioti-Baker - Cafe BlumeTrent Cameron - Red Shirts UH

Maddox cameron - 
Red Shirts UH

Jacob Stowers-Kasiano - 
Red Shirts LH

Ethan Rice - SPC IT MaintenanceHarrison Schneider - Friday Homes

Matthew Dalley - NME Electrical

Tyler Lammie - Red Shirts LH
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A big thanks to the following 
businesses for having a 
Gateway student/s this year

 � Café Blume
 � Tuapawa Electrical
 � King Toyota UH
 � Golden Homes
 � The Warehouse UH
 � NZ Tube Mills
 � Ridgeline Electrical
 � Cover Me Upholstery
 � Graham Berry Race Cars
 � DYDO Manufacturing
 � NME Electrical
 � Jarvis Plumbgas
 � Maidstone Veterinary
 � UH Animal Shelter
 � Friday Homes
 � Key Housing Co Ltd
 � Mitre 10 Mega UH 
 � Surge Electrical
 � P E Crook Motors
 � Classic Builders
 � Collingwood Plumbing
 � The Warehouse LH
 � Marty O’Dea Carpentry
 � SPC I.T. Maintenance
 � Chorus
 � Lifestyle Gym
 � Maidstone Panel Beaters
 � LesMills

Ehren Quinn - Red Shirts UH

Kobi Luamanu - 
Maidstsone Panel Beaters

Hayden McCluskie - Friday Homes

Andrew Wellington - Cafe Blume

Cody Cameron - Red Shirts UH

Selwyn Uvea - Red Shirts UH

Adam Gillies - Cover Me Upholstery

Tyler Lammie - 
Maidstone Veterinary
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Physical Education Health,  
Food and Nutrition

Food and Nutrition 2019
This year, has seen many students pass through K7, 
learning about food and the choices they make and 
what	influences	these	food	choices.	In	Year	10	they	
also enjoyed studying Sports Nutrition along with 
Cultural Foods and making food appropriate to what 
they were studying.

One of the highlights was the WELTEC chefs coming 
to class for their annual Chef for a day. Unfortunately, 
they could only teach three classes due to our 
timetable structure but the students they taught learnt 
many valuable lifelong skills.

Food and Nutrition is not ‘Cooking” as it was in schools 
twenty years ago and it is not Food Technology where 
students design and make food. Food and Nutrition is 
an academic subject that teaches a range of life long 
skills which is summarised in this diagram.

Thomas Lloyd (obscured) Mackenzie Smith, Tommy 
McNicol and Thomas Clark in Level 1 Food and 
Nutrition having a great time being creative while 
working together to achieve pleasing results.

A masterpiece

 

Year 10 Golf
Across	Term	3	our	traveling	class	took	a	short	
walk down to the Silverstream Golf Park driving 
range. When we arrived we were greeted 
by PGA golf professional James Carter who 
proceeded to teach us some basic skills to 
help improve our golf. We started by learning 
stance and how to hold our club then moving 
on to swings. We then took to the range and hit 
the golf balls. This was a good team bonding 
experience as we learned to cooperate and 
learn from each other as well as sharing around 
the equipment we had.
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Year 9 Health
The	first	unit	of	work	this	year	for	Health	was	our	
Hauora Survivor competition where we took a look 
at the four walls of the Whare Tapa Wha. The four 
walls are all linked to having a strong and stable 
Hauora or wellbeing. The four walls of wellbeing are 
your taha tinana (physical wellbeing), taha whanau 
(social wellbeing), taha wairua (spiritual wellbeing), 
taha hinengaro (mental wellbeing). We studied the 
walls by participating in fun activities that enhanced 
our four walls while also keeping in mind the survivor 
aspect of the unit. Some fun activities we took part in 
were the maze where we were blindfolded and had 
to trust our teammates to guide us through a forest to 
develop our social wellbeing. We did many challenges 
to enhance our physical wellbeing but one that really 
stuck out to me was the ‘build a fort’ challenge where 
we had minimal resources to construct a fort that had 
to protect us all from a vicious storm. There were a 
wide range of challenges that made health 100x more 
enjoyable and I recommend this unit of work for the 
future year 9s coming through Silverstream.

Physical Education Level 1
Physical Education Level One has been a class that 
everyone has enjoyed and loved. We started the 
year	off	by	learning	about	things	that	influence	our	
participation in physical activity, and revising the 4 
aspects of Whare Tapa Wha. We learnt how we can 
participate to the best of our abilities and how we 
can keep our hauora in balance. Then we moved on 
to the Anatomy and Biomechanics topic, this helped 
us to get a better understanding of how our muscles 
work in our body and what they need to do to perform 
properly. This topic was new and interesting, we all 
really enjoyed it because it made us work hard to get 
the	best	possible	grades.	We	also	loved	the	flipped	
videos Mr. Leggett made for us on youtube! Then, 
we	moved	on	to	our	final	topic	of	the	year	which	was	
testing and developing our interpersonal skills, through 
a student run tournament. We picked basketball for our 
competition. We had to organise the entire tournament 
ourselves, we had to pick the referees, coaches 
and managers. Having this much freedom and 
responsibility made us learn how to work individually 
and as a group, these skills could help us out with 
getting future jobs. 

Overall, PED100 2019 has been really fun and a 
learning experience. I recommend lots of Year 10s 
take it next year because you will love it just as much 
as you did for the past 2 years at Stream. You will 
get to learn a lot of new and intriguing sports and be 
educated outside the classroom. It is such a good 
experience that is why I will be taking PED200 next 
year - Mason
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Physical Education Level 2
PED200 has really made me think about what 
it means to be physically active. We started 
the year getting hyped up about McEvedy. 
By the time it came around we had been 
asked some really critical questions about its 
significance,	and	started	to	look	at	the	event	
through some very different lenses. It was 
really interesting to think about how the media 
portrays McEvedy, how technology, power, 
and economics can affect such an event, and 
what it means to the participants, both past 
and present. We also had the opportunity to 
design and carry out our own 6-week training 
program utilising the Blake Centre and all 
its Sports and Weight Training gear. We 
ended the year by peer coaching someone 
in our class to improve their badminton skills, 
and put these to the test in a class ladder 
tournament! A great year where we learnt lots, 
and enjoyed learning in Physical Education.

Enhanced Performance Level 3
On	Tuesday	27th	September	at	9am,	our	Level	3	
Enhancing Performance class students left school 
from the old gym on mountain bikes to ride north along 
the river trail.  At Totara Park we connected with the 
Rimutaka cycle trail to the Te Marua Store where we 
turned off onto Plateau Road then continuing off onto 
Maymorn Road, then Parkes Line Road and back onto 
the Rimutaka Cycle trail.  We followed this trail up and 
onto the Rimutaka incline to the summit where we 
stopped for a late lunch.  It was at this point that the 
boys started to smile as the realization hit home that the 
hard work had been done and it was time for the fun 
ride down the other side.   Once at the bottom it was a 
10K ride on to Featherstone our Wairarapa destination.   
Refreshments and a rest until our train ride back to 
Upper Hutt and home.
This challenging outdoor experience was linked to the 
Level	3	Risk	Management	Achievement	Standard,	
looking at the issues involved in risk management 
and the strategies developed to overcome or negate 
any potential risks.  Prior to leaving on the ride we 
spent time in class looking at the key Issues and the 
potential risks that could arise from them.  The key 
areas we focused on were People, Equipment and the 
Environment.  All of these issues caused a number of 
challenges for the boys to manage, especially how to 
navigate in a dark tunnel when you forget to bring a 
torch.   Most risks were covered well by our preplanning 
with	a	few	areas	from	our	discussion	and	reflections	
after the event that we will modify for next time.  A few 
bumps and bruises and very tired bodies but a very 
satisfying day’s adventure for all participants. 
There were many parts of the trip that the boys will 
remember for one reason or another, the stop at the Te 
Marua Store for a pie and a drink, the dark tunnels, the 
ride down the other side of the hill and for many, the 
train ride back to Upper Hutt.
The weather was very kind to us with only a few hints of 
a shower while on the Incline. The whole environment, 
although very challenging to a number of the boys, was 
interesting, as the history of the area is well presented 
along the way.  Sign posts and photographs on boards 
with short explanations of the history are dotted all 
along the trail to the summit.  A future ride could be just 
up the Incline stopping at each of the information boards 
and taking it all in.  What a memory for all travelers to 
experience when on this journey. 
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Enhanced Performance Level 2
On Thursday 22nd September our Level 2 Enhancing 
Performance class students left school at lunchtime 
to drive to Catchpool on the Wainuiomata coast road.  
This was the start of our class adventure.  Our plan 
was to tramp in to Turere Lodge on the Orongorongo 
track and stay overnight in the hut.  The following 
morning, we would set out on the Whakanui track and 
head for Sunny Grove in Wainuiomata where we would 
be picked up in our school van and returned back to 
school in the afternoon.

This outdoor experience was linked to an Achievement 
standard based on ‘Risk Management’.  Prior to 
leaving we as a class discussed all the potential 
risks that we might encounter and how we could put 
plans into place to avoid them from happening or to 
minimise the risk.  This included things like people’s 
behaviour, the necessary equipment and its use and 
the environment and what could go wrong.

As part of this the young men were put into groups of 
four so they could plan their meals and food required 
for the trip.  I must say that I was impressed with the 

end results, although some of their packs must have 
been heavy on the tramp into the hut.

The Turere Lodge is the largest of the DOC huts in the 
area	and	our	group	filled	every	one	of	its	32	beds.		It	is	
very well set up with four eight-person bunk rooms, well 
supplied with gas cooking facilities, crockery, cutlery and 
cooking	pots	and	pans	and	even	firewood	and	coal	for	
heating.  After they had all cooked their dinners and the 
dishes were done, many of them took the opportunity 
to set up some of the board games that had been left 
in the hut.  Another rarity was them sitting around and 
actually talking, without their phones. 

The next morning, we set off on the last part of the 
journey on the Whakanui track to meet the bus and 
van at the Sunny Grove exit in Wainuiomata.

We are so blessed to have such a beautiful country 
with relatively safe natural environment like this at 
our doorsteps.  Everyone returned to school safe and 
sound, although a little sore and tired, a great time was 
had by all.
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Languages

Te Reo Māori 
As	a	new	teacher	starting	in	Term	3	it	was	heart	
warming to be called on to the College grounds by 
local Kuia Mrs Huhana Clark and to hear a rousing 
rendition of Utaina by the boys, led by Head Boy Luani 
Ammunson as we walked in to the Auditorium.  The 
Powhiri is a solemn occasion and a very important 
process in welcoming on visitors or new staff here at 
St Patrick’s.  Ms Adrienne Heath and Josh were also 
welcomed on with me and my team. It was both an 
uplifting and somewhat nerve racking occasion for all 
of us.   

One	of	the	first	successes	I	was	made	aware	of	was	
the fact that a number of our students had competed 
at the regional Secondary School Kapa Haka 
Competition held at the end of Term 2.  We were able 
to make up two groups with a collaboration of students 
from Sacred Heart and Saint Bernard’s in Lower Hutt.  
Our	top	group	just	missed	out	on	a	podium	finish	
placing	4th	in	a	very	strong	field	of	competitors.

We also had the opportunity to welcome 16 teams 
from all over the country for the annual Hurricanes U15 
RugbyTournament.  As we were unable to secure the 
services of a Kaikaranga (caller) it was appropiate that 
we welcome the teams with a mihi whakatau.  I thank 
those students who were able to support this kaupapa 
and hope that they will be willing to contribute in the 
future.

Finally I wish to thank all the staff and students who 
have welcomed and supported me over the last two 
terms.  I have appreciated your help and look forward 
to working with you all in the future.

Nō	reira	ma	te	Atua	e	tiaki	i	a	tātou,	tēnā	koutou	katoa.			

Nā	Matua	Micheal	Te	Tana.		(HoD	Te	Reo	Māori)			

Spanish
In 2019, Spanish was re-introduced as an optional 
language course. This subject was very popular in the 
past and it has been no different this time, as most 
Year 9 students got to have a taste of it. By the end 
of the option, students had been exposed to learning 
experiences where they could access the language 
in different ways: listening, reading, writing, and 
speaking. Two of the highlights of the course were the 
cooking session and the celebration of Día de Muertos 
or Day of the Dead. 

In the cooking session, students prepared and ate 
empanadas, a traditional snack food eaten throughout 
Latin America. After the cooking was done, students 
shared the meal and played Lotería, Mexican 
bingo, while listening to Latin American folk music. 
It was fundamental that students acknowledged the 
importance of sharing a cooked meal, which is a 
common denominator in most cultures. 

Día de Muertos was observed a day early, on 
November 1. In preparation for that, students 
watched the movie Coco in an effort to understand 
the importance and the concept of this celebration. 
They then prepared some of the elements for the 
ofrenda (altar), which included papel picado (cut 
paper),	decorated	calaveras	(skulls),	colorful	flowers.	
They also displayed pictures and mementoes of their 
beloved dead ones to remember them on this day. The 
ofrenda was set-up outside the library and a calavera 
decorating competition was held. 

We are looking forward to next year and building up 
the subject again.  

Dr. L. Cartwright and Mr. R. Pivac 
Profesores de Español
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Gagana Samoa at SPC Silverstream
Sāmoan	Language	at	Silverstream	is	now	at	the	end	
of its 9th year since it was established at the College 
and	the	growth	of	Sāmoan	is	clearly	evident	in	its	ever-
growing	numbers.	2019	saw	for	the	very	first	time,	a	
split	Junior	Sāmoan	Language	class	which	steers	this	
class in a very positive direction for 2020 and beyond. 
Despite still being multi-level, the Senior class had its 
largest	ever	class	also	ranging	from	Years	11	–	13.	
Our primary theme for this year, to learn and enhance 
our	knowledge	of	Sāmoan	history	and	understanding	
how	appropriate	language	is	applied	during	significant	
events dating back to the 1800’s. This was taught 
across all year levels with different contexts used 
to help our learners’ understand historic moments 
such as The Mau Movement, Black Saturday and 
the intense immigration of Samoan peoples to New 
Zealand.

Our Junior students enjoyed this topic. They were able 
to report on these historic moments via journalism 
which	exercised	their	Sāmoan	writing	skills.	Whilst,	
our Senior students engaged in formal speech and 
peer interactions which allowed them to speak about 
these topics in both a formal and informal context. As 
a result, students were able to demonstrate a thorough 
understanding of the key motto, “Samoa Mo Samoa”.

It was another very successful year in celebrating 
Sāmoan	Language	Week	for	2019.	The	theme	for	
this year is, “Lalaga le si’osi’omaga mo se lumana’i 
manuia” which translates to, “Weave an environment 
for	a	better	future”.		Annually,	all	Sāmoan	Language	
students attend a Secondary Schools’ celebration to 
commemorate this important event and this year was 
no different. Silverstream students engaged in fun 
activities	and	sports	with	other	Sāmoan	students	from	
around	the	Wellington	region	finished	off	with	cultural	

dances and songs to wrap up the day. On this same 
evening, our own students prepared themselves for 
our College celebrations which have now become an 
annual event. Celebrations were commenced with 
a traditional ‘Ava Ceremony performed solely by the 
Senior class. This was followed by the Year 9 students 
who presented their formal self-introductions as well 
as	their	own	interpretation	of	the	Sāmoan	Language	
Week theme. The Year 10 students performed a 
traditional speech known as the “Folafola Sua”. 
Filled with immense pride and dignity, our students 
performed extremely well and were also rewarded for 
their	efforts	through	official	NZQA	credits.

We	look	forward	to	building	upon	our	Sāmoan	
language and culture not only within our own 
classroom, but to spread more widely throughout the 
school. Soifua ma ia Manuia!

Sectare	Fidem	–	Tāofi	mau	‘i	lou	fa’atuatua.
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Science
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The refurbished laboratories continued to encourage 
innovative teaching and learning for both the students 
and staff.

Gone are the dark, black benches and storage rooms, 
replaced with light, vibrant green surfaces and an open 
breakout learning space, linking the labs together. 

We offered a variety of programmes for students. 
Alongside the traditional Biology, Chemistry and 
Physics we offered Earth and Space Science at Level 
2	and	Level	3	for	the	first	time.		For	those	students	
who	struggled	to	gain	entry	into	specific	science	
programmes but wished to continue in senior science, 
we introduced Bridging Science that covered Level 1 
and Level 2 standards.

The Junior Programme had an overhaul with a focus 
on student engagement and alignment to the NZ 
science curriculum, our priorities.  We also introduced 
digital assessments to further engage and support 
junior students. Mr Charles Lloyd introduced his 
Year	9	class	to	the	gamification	system	of	learning.	
This promotes student engagement in a science 
context through the use of gaming elements.   The 
STEM option has continued to be a popular choice 
for those students who enjoy critical thinking and 
hands-on problem-solving tasks. We also introduced 
SOLO Taxonomy - a structure for allowing students 
opportunities to self-evaluate and show their 
progressing knowledge and skills in a manner that 
better indicates student’s strengths and understanding 
across a broader platform.

This infographic summarises this process:

Trips by Senior Science Classes
The senior sciences participated in several out-of-class 
trips this year.

The senior Biology classes were involved in different 
field	trips	to	survey	the	aquatic	life	in	various	streams	
and water catchments in the Upper Hutt Valley and 
also in the Takaka River Catchment.  Both of these 
trips allowed the students to use practical skills in a 
field	study	and	they	gained	real	world	experiences	that	
related to the classroom examples. The Y12 Biology 
class completed the Tongariro Crossing and carried 
out data collection to complete investigation internal 
standards and support their examination preparation, 
whilst	away	for	four	days.	This	was	a	first	for	the	
Department and really pushed the students into new 
areas of science investigation. They also visited Kapiti 
Island and looked at the conservation impact that 
targeted species eradication by DOC had made. 

We	offered	all	of	the	data	from	our	field	trips	to	the	
appropriate regional councils and we hope to be able 
to map changes seen in the differing environments 
over the next few years. 

Science is compulsory at Year 9 and 10. The numbers 
of students who are choosing at least one science 
option per year level is slightly higher in Year12. 
A focus for next year will be increasing student 
engagement in the hope of strengthening the number 
of students doing senior science with courses that will 
prepare them for their future studies.

Thank you to the Science staff for their ongoing 
enthusiasm and professionalism as they have 
continued to explore innovative learning to engage 
our students. Science at Silverstream will continue to 
adapt programmes to meet our students educational 
needs, because without change you cannot survive. 

P R Hicks  
HOD Science 2019
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Technology

Year 11 workshopYear 11 workshop Year 11 wheelbarrow planter boxesYear 11 wheelbarrow planter boxes

Ethan Burns Year 12 Ethan Burns Year 12 
Design Metal Work. Design Metal Work. 
Classic 1980’s paint  Classic 1980’s paint  
job on his mini bikejob on his mini bike

Year 12 mini bikes test driveYear 12 mini bikes test drive
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Year 9 Year 9 
experimenting experimenting 

with with 
hydro dippinghydro dipping

Year 13 CarpentryYear 13 Carpentry

Dylan Slight enjoying his Dylan Slight enjoying his 
Cape Cod chair Year 11Cape Cod chair Year 11

Chris Coetzee Year 10 Chris Coetzee Year 10 
blue tooth amplifier unitblue tooth amplifier unit

Successful hydro dip bug bot shellSuccessful hydro dip bug bot shell

Ben Murphy blue tooth Ben Murphy blue tooth 
amplifier speakeramplifier speaker

Max Poland’s Finished Bug BotMax Poland’s Finished Bug Bot
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SPORTS AWARDS
Summer Sports
ATHLETICS
Joseph Cornille   Under 14 Sprint Champion   The O’Connor Cup
Jesse Bier   Under 14 Throws Champion  Chamness Cup
Bronson Schmidt-Uili  Under 14 Jumps Champion  Jumps Cup
Joshua Jordan   Under 14 Distance Champion  Kelly Cup
Te’o Tongia   Under 15 Sprints Champion  Ryan Memorial Trophy
Phelan Rona   Under 15 Jumps Champion  Fox Cup
Junior Paulo   Under 15 Throws Champion  L Willis Memorial Trophy
Logan Stoupe   Under 15 Distance Champion  McGrath Cup
Sautia Misa   Under 16 Sprint Champion  England Cup
	 	 	 	 Under	16	Jumps	Champion	 	 Tuffin	Cup
Thomas Mannix   Under 16 Throws Champion  Walsh Memorial Cup
Devon Thurston   Under 16 Distance Champion  Scaife Cup
Riley Higgins   Under 17 Sprint Champion  Emily Seymour Memorial Cup
Roger Sauila   Under 17 Jumps Champion  Dr WP William’s Memorial Cup
Marco Venter   Under 17 Throws Champion  Roche Kelly Cup
Daniel Perkinson  Under 17 Distance Champion  Brennan Memorial Cup
Hamish Lock   Senior Sprints Champion  Shipp Cup
Reihana Dalton   Senior Jumps Champion  Moran Cup
James Vei   Senior Throws Champion  Moen Cup
Thomas Strawbridge  Senior Distance Champion  Ngaio Rafter Memorial Cup
Thomas Mannix   Most Improved Athlete   Athletic Cup
Sautia Misa   Most Points at McEvedy   Casey Cup

BOWLS    
Seamus Clifton   Senior     Best and Fairest 

CRICKET    
Max Poland   Junior B    Cricketer of The Year 
Jack Ingerson   Junior A     Batsman of The Year 
Noah Greaney   Junior A     Bowler of the Year 
Daniel Stewart   Junior A     Cricketer of The Year 
Alexander Heffernan  Intermediate B    Cricketer of The Year 
Calistus Pietersz  Intermediate A    Batsman of The Year 
Marco Coetzee   Intermediate A    Bowler of The Year 
Charlie Leitch   Intermediate A    Cricketer of The Year 
Oliver Raynor   Most Promising Junior Cricketer  Br Stephen Doolan Cup 
Aidan	Gwyn	 	 	 3rd	XI	 	 	 	 	 Cricketer	of	The	Year	
Shaun Lynch   2nd XI     Batsman of The Year 
Jonathan Roche  2nd XI     Bowler of The Year 
Ethan Jones   2nd XI     Cricketer of The Year 
Caleb Montague  1st XI      Most Runs 
Ryan Jackson   1st XI      Most Wickets (Power Family Trophy) 
Max	Griffith	 	 	 1st	XI		 	 	 	 	 All	Round	Cricketer	of	The	Year	
Seth Loughran   1st XI      Best Team Man (Taita Trophy) 
Bowling Performance’s
Christopher Coetzee  Year 9 NZCT    vs Onslow 5 for 28
Zak	Hussain	 	 	 3rd	XI		 	 	 	 	 vs	St	Bernards	6	for	14
Ryan Jackson   1st XI      vs Onslow 6 for 19
Toby Mallon   2nd XI      vs PNBHS 6 for 40
Brian Stevens   2nd XI      vs Wellington College 5 for 14
Rory Woollett   1st XI     vs HIBS 5 for 21
Batting Performance’s 
Max	Griffith	 	 	 1st	XI		 	 	 	 	 vs	FDMC	122
Aidan	Gwyn	 	 	 3rd	XI		 	 	 	 	 vs	HVHS	103	not	out
Samuel Morgan   1st XI      vs FDMC 116
Caleb Montague  1st XI      vs Scotts 145 not out
    1st XI      vs St Pats Town 102 not out
    1st XI      vs St Pats Town 119 not out
    1st XI      vs St Pats Town 120 not out
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FUTSAL    
Jake Murphy   Rainbow Unicorns Most Valuable Player 
Connor McLoughlin  Senior Blue  Most Valuable Player 
Thomas Skipper  Senior Green  Most Valuable Player 
Jacob Hansen   Senior B  Most Valuable Player 
Bailey Phipps   Senior A  Best Team Contribution 
Tyron Curtis   Senior A  Most Valuable Player 
Jacob Skelton   Stream Blue  Most Valuable Player 
Jacob Hoult   Stream Silver  Most Valuable Player 
Alexander Clegg  Junior 10B  Best Team Contribution 
Matt Payne   Junior 10B  Most Valuable Player 
Ashton Curtis   Junior 10A  Best Team Contribution 
Joseph Cornille   Junior 10A  Most Valuable Player 
Jackson Mendoza  Junior 9B  Best Team Contribution 
Campbell Robinson  Junior 9B  Most Valuable Player 
Shaun Marshall   Junior 9A  Best Team Contribution 
Jared Nicol   Junior 9A  Most Valuable Player 

GOLF    
Dominic Hazeldine-Kaczorowski Junior   Best and Fairest 
Jayden Ford Senior                            Best and Fairest

SOFTBALL    
Joshua Kennedy  Most Promising 
Loghan O’Leary   Most Valuable Player 

TENNIS    
Isaac Wagstaff      Best and Fairest (Mercer Cup) 

TOUCH    
Noah Pikari   Junior B   Best And Fairest 
Oscar Wrigley   Junior 9A   Best and Fairest 
Maddox Jacobs   Junior A   Most Promising 
Emmanuel Solomona  Junior A   Best and Fairest 
Seyjay Harawira  Junior    Most Valuable Player (Pamatatau Family Cup) 
Kobe-Joe Vulu   Senior A   Best and Fairest 
Xavier Jacobs   Senior 1st   Most Valuable Player (Fage Family Cup) 

VOLLEYBALL    
Jesse Bier   Junior B   Most Valuable Player 
Conner Tuifao   Junior A   Most Valuable Player 
Jacob Stowers-Kasiano  Senior B   Most Valuable Player 
Akira Ieremia   Senior A   Most Valuable Player 
Roger Sauila   Alosio Trophy  Silverstream Volleyball Spirit Award 

WATERPOLO    
Reuben Kilgariff   Junior A   Most Improved Player 
Matthew Nixon   Junior A   Best and Fairest 
Willem Tainui   Junior    Most Valuable Player (Watson Cup) 
Joshua Candy   Senior    Best and Fairest 
Joseph Gray   Senior    Most Valuable Player (McGuinness Cup) 

Winter Sports
BADMINTON    
Benj Baniqued   Junior    Most Improved 
Nathan Lucock   Junior    Best and Fairest Year 10 
Milan Patel   Junior    Best and Fairest Year 9 
Guntas Ahluwalia  Senior 2   Best and Fairest 
Sooraj Raja   Senior 1   Best and Fairest 79



BASKETBALL    
Gabriel O’Connell  Junior Blue  Best Team Man 
Kaden Harris   Junior Blue  Most Valuable Player 
Jackson Mendoza  Junior White  Best Team Man 
Michael Brophy   Junior White  Most Valuable Player 
Tobey Lim   Junior C  Best Team Man 
Aaron Eslera   Junior C  Most Valuable Player 
Maclean Forbes   Junior 9B  Best Team Man 
Jack Ingerson   Junior 9B  Most Valuable Player 
Joshua Todd   Junior 9A  Best Team Man 
Hassan Munir   Junior 9A  Most Valuable Player 
Tomasi Pavihi   Junior A   Best Team Man (Nicholls Memorial Shield) 
Trent Morgan   Junior A   Most Improved Player 
Te’o Tongia   Junior A   Most Valuable Player (Fr. O Connor Cup) 
Max Foote   Senior C  Best Team Man 
Ashley Newman  Senior C  Most Valuable Player 
Connor Eales   Senior B  Best Team Man 
Benjamin Hogan  Senior B  Most Valuable Player 
Micah Tupou   Senior A  Most Improved Player 
Logan	Wakefield	 	 Senior	A	 	 Best	Defensive	
Richard To’ia   Senior A  Best Team Man 
Sautia Misa   Senior A  Most Valuable Player (Fr. Wilson Memorial Cup) 

CROSS COUNTRY    
Joshua Allen   Year 9    Runner Up 
Joshua Jordan   Year 9    Champion 
Christopher Coetzee  Year 10   Runner Up 
Logan Stoupe   Year 10   Champion 
Mackenzie Smith  Year 11   Runner Up 
Timikara Nihoniho-Russell Year 11   Champion 
Jack Oram   Year 12   Runner Up 
Daniel Perkinson  Year 12   Champion 
Thomas	Strawbridge	 	 Year	13		 	 Champion	

HOCKEY    
Hamish Lock   4th XI    Best Team Man 
Adam Purdy   4th XI    Most Valuable Player 
Ethan	Hindley	 	 	 3rd	XI		 	 	 Best	Team	Man	
Shea	O’Donoghue	 	 3rd	XI		 	 	 Most	Valuable	Player	
Te Nui-A-Rangi Graham  2nd XI    Best Team Man 
Joseph Lawrence  2nd XI    Most Valuable Player 
Hanro van Graan  1st XI    Best Attacking Player 
Xavier Quin   1st XI    Best Defensive Player 
Euan Kortink   1st XI    Most Improved Player (Clegg Family Cup) 
Jacob Anderson   1st XI    Most Promising Player (Moen Family Cup) 
Jack Burrell   1st XI    Most Valuable Player (Gosse Family Cup) 

FOOTBALL    
Michael Brophy   Junior C   Most Dedicated 
Kaden Holcroft-Lewer  Junior C   Best and Fairest 
Noah Greaney   Junior B   Most Dedicated 
Joshua Lafrentz   Junior B   Best and Fairest 
Isa Prins   Junior A   Most Dedicated 
Jack Owen   Junior A   Best and Fairest 
William	Hadfield		 	 3rd	XI		 	 	 Most	Dedicated	
Ethan	Jones	 	 	 3rd	XI		 	 	 Best	and	Fairest	
Jake Murphy   2nd XI    Most Dedicated 
William Adams   2nd XI    Best and Fairest 
Seth Loughran   1st XI    Most Valuable Player Nationals 
    1st XI    Most Valuable Player Traditionals 
    1st XI    Golden Boot 80
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FOOTBALL continued
Tyron Curtis   1st XI    Most Valuable Player 
Jake Murphy   James Patrick Moore Memorial Cup for commitment and dedication  
    to Football 

RUGBY LEAGUE    
Maui Winitana-Patelesio  Junior    Most Valuable Player 

RUGBY    
Fionn Shannon   U55 Blue   Best Forward 
Aidan Gwyn   U55 Blue   Best Back 
George Marsden  U55 Blue   Best Team Man 
Jackson Mendoza  U55 White   Best Forward 
Charlie Leitch   U55 White   Best Back 
Jacob Linden-Dobbs  U55 White   Best Team Man 
Shea O’Donoghue  U65B    Best Forward 
Isaac Hanning   U65B    Best Back 
Adam Bevan   U65B    Best Team Man 
Adam Costley   U65A    Best Forward 
Rory Brattle   U65A    Best Back 
Tommy McNicol   U65A    Best Team Man (Mann Family Cup) 
Loghan O’Leary   U80A    Best Forward 
Callum Wanden   U80A    Best Back 
Connor Eales   U80A    Best Team Man 
Connor Vlas   Under 14   Best Forward 
Hassan Munir   Under 14   Best Back 
Blaine Knapman  Under 14   Best Team Man 
Hemi Moreli   Under 15 Colts   Best Forward 
Tyrone Maraku   Under 15 Colts   Best Backs 
Arran Lee   Under 15 Colts   Best Backs
Mareko Laga   Under 15 Colts   Best Team Man 
Senio Sanele   Under 15A   Best Forward 
Seyjay Harawira  Under 15A   Best Back 
Toby Mallon   Under 15A   Best Team Man 
Samson	Koneferenisi	 	 3rd	XV			 	 Best	Forward	
Jacob	Stowers-Kasiano		 3rd	XV			 	 Best	Back	
Lars	Petersen-Hardy	 	 3rd	XV			 	 Best	Team	Man	
Toiroa Whaanga-Davies  2nd XV    Best Forward 
Max	Griffith	 	 	 2nd	XV			 	 Best	Back	
Braydin Harawira  2nd XV    Best Team Man 
Logan	Wakefield	 	 2nd	XV			 	 Most	Valuable	Player	
Mitchell Southall  1st XV    Most Dedicated Trainer (Guppy Cup) 
Julius Masoe   1st XV   Most Improved Forward 
Peter Lakai   1st XV    Best Forward (Colonel’s Cup) 
Tony Solomona   1st XV    Most Improved Back (Algar Cup) 
Rocco Berry   1st XV    Best Back (Biggs Family Cup) 
Akira Ieremia   1st XV    Sportsman Cup 
Emmanuel Solomona  Best Player in Year 9/10 
Tony Solomona   Best Under 16 Player 
Ignatius Sio   The Packer Cup for Best Display of Silverstream Values 

SQUASH    
Nathan Lucock   Junior    Most Valuable Player 
Brian Stevens   Senior    Most Valuable Player 

TABLE TENNIS    
Joseph	Cook	 	 	 Junior	3		 	 Most	Valuable	Player	
Jordan Crawford  Junior 2   Most Valuable Player 
Nathan Lucock   Junior 1   Most Valuable Player 
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CONTRIBUTION TO SPORTS
Basketball Referees     
Trent Browne     Jared Carmine    Ryan Jennings  
Clyde Mocnangan   Trent Morgan    Te Ata Tu Patelesio  
Joshua Smith    Richard To’ia    Joshua Tutagalevao  
Mason Wildon  

Rugby Referees     
Trent Browne    Seamus Clifton    Shaun Lynch  
Toby Mallon     Gabriel O’Connell   Connor Piper  
Samuel Robinson  

Coaches, Managers, Referees & Administrators     
Alexander Clegg   Dylan Cross    Mikaele Felix  
Braydin Harawira   Calvin Le    Laban Lealamisa  
Gareth Lock    Hamish Lock    Josiah Masoe  
Loghan O’Leary    Carlos Parata    Junior Paulo  
Jack Quinn    Liam Roseingrave   Roger Sauila  
Christian Schneider   Mitchell Southall   Brian Stevens  
Jacob Stowers-Kasiano   Zachary Strong    July Tangata  
Jeremiah Taufale   Kyle Williams  

REFEREES

College Sport: Sports-
person of the year 2019
Volleyball Player of the Year
Roger Sauila

Cricketer of the Year
Ryan Jackson

Volleyball Penants Award
Fetala’i Leleimalefaga
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ALLROUNDER  
OF THE YEAR 

Sautia Misa

TEAM OF THE YEAR 
Volleyball Senior A 

VICTOR LUDORUM 
JUNIOR 

SPORTSMAN OF 
THE YEAR

Te’o Tongia

VICTOR LUDORUM  
SENIOR SPORTSMEN OF THE YEAR 

(JOINT)
 Jayden Ford           &           Roger Sauila

Supreme Awards
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Sports Achievements
BOSTON DOHERTY
Boston has been racing motocross since the age 
of 4. In that time, he has seen some great results, 
including	3NZ	(2011),	2NZ	(2012),	4NZ	(2013)	and	
again 2NZ (2014). He got into the sport because he 
used to ride around with his dad, before getting his 
own bike and loving it, and was soon wanting to ride 
every weekend. He travels with his dad up and down 
the country, racing almost every weekend. They also 
go to the South Island  to race different people and 
experience new tracks.

Boston’s home track is Kapi Mana in Wellington. He is 
one	of	the	more	accomplished	and	high	profile	riders	
in the club winning the Mini Rider of the year award in 
2014. 

In	2019,	Boston	is	currently	riding	in	the	12	-	13	85cc	
class and has seen some success in this class. 

Boston has very good sponsors that he’s proud to 
represent. Some of his primary sponsors are TSS 
Motorcycles, Yamaha New Zealand, and Friday 
Homes. They look after him well with bikes, parts and 
service.  Without the help of them his success would 
not have been possible, so Boston gives his all-in 
return on and off the track every weekend.

Current	Class:	12-13	years	85cc 
Race Number: 145

Roger Sauila and Fetala’i 
Leleimalefaga were selected for 
the national NZ U20 Junior Men’s 
Volleyball Squad who travelled to 
Florida, USA in July to compete 
at the US High Performance 
Championships. A great 
experience for both our boys with 
our Head Coach and Volleyball 
Convenor Liko Alosio, also 
selected to coach the national 
side. 
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Sports Achievements

BRIAN STEVENS 
Cricket	2nd	XI	on	Saturday	2	November	49.3	overs,	
Brian was part of three big partnerships (156 runs for 
the	2nd	wicket,	108	runs	for	the	3rd	wicket	and	90	runs	
for	the	4th	wicket)	a	formidable	386/7	from	their	full	
quota of 50 overs, a very commendable team effort.  
Brian	hit	31	fours,	to	record	his	highest	individual	score	
of	193,	the	highest	one-day	score	in	all	of	St	Patrick’s	
cricket history to date.

JONNY HIGHAM
Jonny has represented New Zealand six times for Inline 
Hockey - since age 11. He has captained NZ age grade 
teams three times and also been an assistant captain. This 
year was the second time that he had been selected to 
represent New Zealand at junior men’s level at the World 
Inline Hockey championships. This year they were held 
in Barcelona and were part of the world roller games. His 
team	were	placed	in	a	tough	group,	finishing	in	3rd	place	in	
the	group	round	robin.	Their	final	game	was	a	tight	game	
against Australia, which they won - always a good feeling.

SAUTIA MISA
Sautia Misa’s jump of 6.50m broke the U16 
McEvedy record previous held by S Paese from 
St Patrick's Town  6.45m in 2014. 

KODY TOURELLE 
Wellington Secondary 
Schools 2019 Swimming 
Champs

The annual swimming 
champs were held at Huia 
Pool on Thursday 4 July and 
involved over 150 students 
from	32	Secondary	Schools	 
in the Wellington region.

St Pats Silverstream had 
one Representative, Kody 
Tourelle, in the 14 & Under 
category.

Kody contested the 100m 
IM, the 100m Freestyle, the 
50m Freestyle and the 50m 
Breaststroke	resulting	in	3	
Gold Medals and 1 Bronze 
Medal and achieved Best 
Times in all 4 events.

OLIVER KRYNEN
Oliver Krynen 2019 100 Metres National Champion in a 
time	of	11.34s.

CALEB MONTAGUE 1st XI Cricket
Caleb had an outstanding 2019 season starting  

with	102	in	the	first	innings	and	120*	in	the	second	
innings in the St Pat’s, Town Traditional. He then scored 
two centuries in the premier one-day competition and a 

hundred in the Hunt trophy T20 Competition:
 117 v St. Pats Town
	139	v		Scots	College

105 V Onslow College (T20)
Caleb followed this up with 109  against the 

Canterbury County Representative team in the 
Labour Weekend Tournament.
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Jayden Ford 
Jayden had another outstanding year. He was 
runner-up in the New Zealand U19 tournament after 
a play off. Jayden also represented New Zealand 
at age group level in both Japan and China. Both 
Jayden and Will played for the Wellington Junior 
Interprovincial	team	which	placed	3rd.	

Jayden carried on to qualify 4th in the NZ Amateur 
Championship in November. He was also selected 
for the Wellington Men’s Golf team at the Toro 
Interprovincial Tournament. These results further 
exemplify why he was awarded joint senior Victor 
Ludorum at the College.

Cricket
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NZ REPRESENTATIVES
New Zealand Representative or Title Holder  
Ryan Jackson   Cricket New Zealand U19 Team Member 
Dylan Tesoriero-Smith  Floorball NZ U19 Team Member 
Marko Stamenic  Football NZ U17 Team Member 
Jayden Ford   Golf NZ Junior Team Member 
William O’Connor  Handball NZ U19 Team Member 
Ryan Jackson   Indoor Cricket NZ U22 Team Member 
Jonathan Higham  Inline Hockey Junior Men’s (19U) Team Member 
Roger Sauila   Volleyball NZ U20 Team Member 
Fetala’i Leleimalefaga  Volleyball NZ U20 Team Member 
Jackson	Sargent	 	 Wrestling	NZ	Champion	for	10-13	Years	and	Under	67kg	
Toby Crosby   Wrestling NZ Champion for 14-16 Years and Under 92kg 

Cricket
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ATHLETICS
The Athletics season was marked by the developing 
strength across the team and the emergence of some 
very talented athletes. 

Neville Shield at the end of December 2018 had been 
a narrow win to Stream, so we had some momentum 
going into Old Boys. Unfortunately, Oliver Krijnen was 
unable to compete over the summer and his absence 
hurt	us	significantly	in	points	he	could	take	and	his	
inspiration for others. Old Boys yet again was a win to 
Town, although we had matched them on the track in 
most events.  The big concern was the sprinters we 
had in the U14 grade, who we struggled to identify, 
and then collapsed dramatically against Town, who 
were mostly young Year 10 athletes, while ours were 
all Year 9. For McEvedy we uncovered some Year 10’s 
who were U14, and to their credit they fronted in the 2 
week break after Old Boys and did manage to make 
some	inroads.		The	identification	of	athletic	ability	
is getting harder as fewer and fewer boys engage 
in individual sports events, steered mostly now into 
team games from a young age.  While this promotes a 
sense of team, it doesn’t tend to enable a young boy 
to clearly identify his athletic ability – is he really fast, 
does he really have great endurance, does he have a 
natural throwing arm?  These are God-given abilities, 
we work hard to help the boys explore what they were 
given,	and	Athletics	events	confirm	this.		

Old Boys 2019 Result
St	Patrick’s	Town																		 375.5
St Patrick’s Silverstream       289.5

As said, we came second at Old Boys.  It was close 
enough to give us some heart, and we approached 
McEvedy	as	always	ready	to	do	our	best.		The	final	
result	will	show	we	came	3rd,	a	result	that	was	
disappointing but not unexpected considering the level 
Wellington College and St Pat’s Town have reached, 
all due to their hard work, and close proximity to 
Newtown Park. It does make a difference. 

McEvedy 2019 Result
Wellington College       212.5
St Patrick’s Town         179.5
St Patrick’s Stream      119
Rongotai																							 38

The team had outstanding leadership yet again from 
the team Captain, this year Hamish Lock.  Hamish 
took on the captaincy prior to the Nationals as 
Lachie Marryatt was injured.  Hamish has been an 
outstanding leader, contributing a wealth of knowledge 
accumulated from his own athletic experiences 
coaching, and inspiration.  He intends to take up an 
Athletics Scholarship in the USA and is well placed to 
take good advantage of this opportunity.  At McEvedy 
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he took out the Hurdles in 15.01, 2nd in the 200m and 
4th	in	a	strong	High	Jump	field.	Our	javelin	team	did	
very well once again, winning the event overall, with 
Thomas	Mannix	winning	the	U16	grade	with	53.40m,	a	
huge PB for him, while Jesse Bier won the U14 grade 
and Junior Paulo took 2nd in the U15. In the other 
Field events we had a number of athletes taking good 
points, but generally they were on their own and also we 
missed a whole grade quite often.  This is where we did 
lose our way, even though the track events had us fairly 
even with Well Coll, and Town. Thomas Strawbridge 
was	in	great	form,	taking	the	legendary	1500m/3000m	
Senior Boys double, while in the U14 grade Josh 
Jordan, Max Poland and Josh Allen all took points 
across the middle distance events, a good sign for the 
future. Sautia Misa was again the stand out performer 
across the board taking a record in the U16 Long Jump 
with 6.50m, while just missing the U16 High Jump 
record rising to 1.86m. He then took points in the 100m, 
200m, Hurdles, Javelin, Triple Jump and relay.  

McEvedy Champions 2019
Josh	Jordan	 	 3000m	U14
Markus McCarthy Triple Jump U16
Jesse Bier  Javelin U14
Peter Lakai  Shot Put U16
Sautia Misa  High Jump, Long Jump U16
Thomas Mannix  Javelin U16
Bronson Schmidt–Uili High Jump U14
Thomas	Strawbridge	 1500,	3000m	Sen
Hamish Lock  110 Hurdles Sen

Regional Champions 2019
This event did show the depth and talent of our team.  
It was a good day for the boys, a reward for their 
efforts at Old Boys and McEvedy.

Josh	Jordan	 	 2nd	1500m,	3rd	3000	Junior			
Sautia Misa  High 1st, Long 1st,  
   Hurdles 2nd Intermediate
Josh	Allen	 	 300	2nd	Junior
Hamish	Lock	 	 200,	3rd	Hurdles	2nd,	 
	 	 	 High	3rd	Senior
Junior Paulo  Javelin 2nd Junior
Max	Poland	 	 3rd	1500m	Junior
Thomas	Strawbridge	 3k	1st,	1500	6th	Senior
Daniel Perkinson 1500m 4th Senior
MacLean Forbes 4th Discus Junior
Jesse Bier  Javelin 1st Junior
Peter Lakai  Shot Put 2nd Intermediate
Markus	McCarthy	 1500	3rd	Intermediate
Marco Coetzee  High Jump 2nd Junior
Bronson Schmidt-Uili High Jump 1st Junior,  
   Long Jump 4th
Thomas Mannix  Javelin 1st Intermediate
Logan Stoupe  800 6th, 1500 6th Junior
Phelan Rona  High Jump 4th Intermediate
Matthew Bealing 2nd High Jump Intermediate

North Island Championships 2019
A team of 11 attended the North Island Champs in 
Tauranga over the weekend of April 7th/8th.  This is the 
final	competition	of	the	summer,	and	it	often	tests	the	
abilities of the competitors to manage their training so as 
to perform to their best.  Quality is often evident as at this 
stage only the determined athletes are still competing. 

JUNIOR Results
Jesse	Bier	 	 1st	Javelin	in	38.39m	
Josh	Jordan	 	 10th	3000m	with	10:00.73	
Bronson Schmidt-Uili 2nd High Jump with 1.68m 

INTERMEDIATE Results
Pierre Jacobs  1st Javelin with 50.77m
Sautia	Misa	 	 3rd	High	jump	with	1.85m,	 
   1st Long jump with 6.45m, 
	 	 	 3rd	Triple	Jump	12.32m, 
   6th Hurdles 14.96 secs, 
	 	 	 3rd	Javelin	47m

SENIOR Results
Hamish Lock  DQ Hurdles,  
   2nd High Jump with 1.85m
Thomas	Strawbridge	 2nd	in	3000m	in	8min	45	secs, 
   9th in 1500m 4:16
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NZ Secondary School Champs Wellington 2019
A few days before the NZ Champs we ran 
the Neville Shield and in spite of pouring rain 
from lunch break onwards the boys, came 
out	with	103	to	96	win.	It	was	notable	for	the	
emergence of many new athletes, particularly 
in Year 9.  

The Nationals followed. Wellington, the venue, 
was battered by a storm over the entire 
champs. Gale force winds blew a pole vault 
cover weighing 2 tonnes across 20m and over 
a guard rail, injuring 2 people, torrential rain 
and electrical storms that saw the road race 
cancelled	for	the	first	time	ever.	In	spite	of	this	
the competition did proceed.    

For Stream it was the last chance for two 
outstanding athletes – Hamish Lock our 
McEvedy Captain and Thomas Strawbridge our 
Cross Country Captain. Both are exceptionally 
determined and disciplined athletes and have 
a long term future in the sport. On the weekend 
Thomas was disappointed by the storm wind 
which just prevented any rhythm for him in his 
3k	race,	finishing	in	9th,	while	Hamish	also	
found	the	conditions	tricky	and	his	fast	finish	
was not quite enough this time in his 110m 
Hurdles, coming 4th and missing a medal by 
just 0.01 seconds but setting a new Stream 
record for 017 with 14.99secs. Thomas leaves 
with	a	new	record	in	the	017	3000m	of	8min	
45.44 secs, set in April.

Our outstanding athlete of the meet was quite 
clearly Oliver Krijnen who took the Junior 
100m title, with a clear dominance through all 
4	rounds	of	the	event,	finally	nailing	the	win	in	
11.34	with	a	legal	1.0m	wind.		This	was	a	fine	
reward for a young man who had to take a year 
out of all sport with a severe back problem. It 
also is a new U15 Stream record. 

Our other athletes who excelled:
Liam	Willcocks	Junior	400m	56.03	pb,	and	14th	
place overall. A tremendous result for Liam in 
his	first	competitive	400m	race	at	this	level.

Sautia Misa our all-round top athlete at Stream 
in 2019, who came 5th in Senior Javelin 
48.40m pb, 9th in the High Jump with 1.85m, 
6th in the Triple Jump with 12.85m pb and a 
new Stream record, and lastly 9th in the Long 
Jump	6.37m.	

Mention must be made of the departure to 
Town of Chris Fouhy, our Long and Triple 
jump coach and improving Sprint coach who 
has been a rock in the Athletics team. It’s a 
great move for Chris, and I’m sure he will 
be an exceptional Counsellor for the Town 
community. We wish him well. 90
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Old Boys Cup
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McEvedy
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BASKETBALL
The Silverstream Basketball programme had one of its 
most successful years in 2019 with each of the competitive 
teams receiving recognition for their achievements. Once 
again over 100 boys were involved in 9 competitive 
College Sport Wellington teams, while there were also a 
number of other Social and Novice teams.

The	Senior	A	team	finished	4th	in	the	Premier	grade	
while also taking out the Traditional Fixtures against 
Wellington College, St Patrick’s College Wellington 
and Rongotai College. The only Traditional loss was 
the	Inaugural	Hastings	Boys	High	School	fixture	away	
at Hastings. The team then competed at Regional 
Tournament where they placed 2nd to qualify for National 
Tournament where good wins against Tawa College 
and	Cashmere	on	the	first	day	set	up	the	team	well.	
Unfortunately, they could not maintain the momentum 
and	eventually	finished	16th	out	of	24	teams.	

The	Senior	B	team	finished	6th	in	Division	One	to	be	the	
highest placed B team in the College Sport Competition. 
Once again they will feature in the top grading in 2020. 
The Senior C team won Division 5 for the second straight 
year and were a great bunch of kids who enjoyed the 
game.

The Junior A team created their own slice of history by 
winning	the	Junior	Premier	grade	for	the	first	time	in	
2019. These boys went through undefeated in College 
Sport the whole year and it also included their Traditional 
win in the Town Traditional and the Easter Tournament. 
As	a	team	they	managed	to	fight	off	a	competitive	
Wellington	College	in	the	final	of	the	College	Sport	
competition to win the Thompson Cup.

The	Junior	9A	were	a	bunch	of	8	Year	9	and	3	Year	10	
boys playing in the Division One. For most of the year 
they were behind the Hutt Valley High Junior before 
comfortably	beating	them	in	the	Division	One	final	to	win	
the Rapson Cup.

Our Junior C team began the year being coached by the 
Gap	student	Moritz	Stehmann	and	qualified	for	the	Top	4	
in	Division	3.	They	became	the	only	team	in	the	Division	
to beat the Junior A team from Bishop Viard in a tense 
game	where	Aaron	Eslera	hit	the	game	winning	3	pointer.	
The Junior C team were the highest placed C team of 
all the Colleges. Our Junior 9B team also won a number 
of grading games and were placed into the 4th Division 
which still had a Junior A team from Otaki along with a 
number of Junior B teams from other Colleges. It was a 
tough year for these boys but they did win a few games 
and	eventually	finished	7th.

Junior	Blue	are	a	team	of	boarders	who	first	of	all	won	
the Junior Hutt Valley zone competition against our other 
Junior	White	team.	This	is	the	first	time	we	have	had	
both teams win so many games within the Hutt Valley 
competition. The Junior Blue team then went on to play in 
the	zonal	competition	where	they	beat	Mana	B	in	the	final	
to take out the Division 6.

Silverstream Basketball would like to thank all of our 
volunteer coaches, managers, helpers, parents and 
community. Without your continued support, Silverstream 
would	not	be	able	to	field	so	many	teams	for	our	boys	
to play in. A special thanks to the basketball committee 
who have worked tirelessly over the past year to build the 
philosophy along with the handbooks and tool kits. Also 
a big thank you to Warrick Bowden and Lynette Kurth for 
their tireless effort to promote sport and physical activity 
across the College.
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Senior A Basketball 
report – by Year 13’s
We had a big team session in 
the classroom where we made 
goals for ourselves and as a team 
collectively. With a tough start to 
the season facing some of the 
top schools in the Wellington 
region our goal looked more like 
a dream. After an easier end to 
the season facing some of the 
lower teams in the grade we had 
managed	to	fight	our	way	back	
to third which meant we had 
achieved our goal. We had made 
the Top 4 in the College Sport 
Wellington Premier division. 

The Traditionals started with a 
fixture	against	Wellington	College.	
This was a tough game which 
started off with some hard earned 
points before we managed to 
pull away to a more comfortable 
30-point	win.	Next	up	came	the	great	rivalry	of	the	
Town Traditional. This was a rough and tumble 
game as always against our brother school. After 
a hard fought game, we had once again come out 
with a nice win. Lastly was the Rongotai Traditional. 
This was an easier game compared to the other 
traditionals,	but	we	still	had	to	fight	hard	for	the	win.	
This year we also introduced our fourth traditional 
fixture	with	Hastings	Boys	in	Hastings.	With	a	long	
journey up there and a tough game we unfortunately 
ended up losing, so we were unable to take out all of 
our	traditional	fixtures	for	the	year.	

Regionals kicked off with some good wins and a 
tough loss in pool play before ending up with a must 
win	game	against	PNBHS.	The	first	half	against	
Palmy Boys was scrappy with the scores being level 
and stayed like that into the fourth quarter where 
the scores kept bouncing up and down. We had 
scraped through into the Top 8 with a 4 point. Against 
Rongotai	in	the	quarter	final	we	managed	to	build	up	
a good lead to ease to a nice win. Next up we had 
Tawa	in	the	semi	final,	having	not	beaten	them	at	all	

throughout the season. Such an exciting game, we 
won. This meant there were tears of happiness as 
we	had	finally	beaten	Wellington	Champions	Tawa	in	
2019.	We	met	Scots	in	the	final	but	unfortunately	that	
became a bridge too far.

Nationals kicked off with the opening ceremony on 
Sunday night. After some cool performances from 
some young talent we headed back for a good night’s 
sleep	before	our	first	game.	We	started	the	Monday	
with a tough outing against Cashmere who were a 
team to watch for in the tournament.  After a narrow 
8-point win against them we had successfully beaten 
a top ranked school. We backed this up with a nice 
1-point win once again against Tawa, after a nice 
steal	and	layup	by	Logan	Wakefield	late	in	the	fourth	
quarter. Day 2 was a relaxing day with only 1 game 
against Rongotai College. However, we lost that 
game	to	a	3-pointer	on	the	buzzer.	Day	3	rolled	
along and we needed to win both games to make 
playoffs. Unfortunately, we didn’t win any which 
took us out of the playoff picture. Luckily due to our 
wins on Day 1 we were guaranteed a place in the 
top 16.
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Junior A  
The Junior A team had an outstanding season!  Masterfully 
coached by Terry Stallworth and based around a Leadership 
group retained from last year’s team – Arikirangi Tongia 
(Captain), Tomasi Pavihi, Trent Morgan and Jayden Maere 
– this team successfully blended a talented pool of players 
into a cohesive unit that went from strength to strength.

The season got off to the best possible start with the 
team winning the Stream hosted Easter Tournament, the 
first	time	the	Junior	trophy	has	been	brought	home	in	4	
years!  Arikirangi was named  Most Valuable Player.  Soon 
after saw the annual exchange with Hastings Boys High 
School resulting in a narrow loss (54-59) to a team that 
would	eventually	go	on	to	win	the	Zone	3	Junior	Regional	
Premiership.

Playing in the Premier grade of the College Sport Wellington 
competition, the Junior A team went through the regular 
season	unbeaten	(a	first	for	a	Stream	Junior	A	team)	with	an	
impressive	average	winning	margin	of	31	points.		Heading	
into the playoffs the top 4 teams comprised Stream, 
Wellington College, Rongotai and St Bernard’s.  During 
this period Coach Terry, Tomasi and Jayden headed to Las 
Vegas with the New Zealand Basketball Academy and three 
players represented the Hutt Valley U15s at the Nationals 
in Tauranga – Carter Berg-McLean, Oscar Wrigley and 
Payton Matthews.  Despite the disruption to the team’s 
preparations, we were fortunate to have Old Boy and Junior 
9As Coach, Eddie Korent, seamlessly step in to coach the 
team to victories in the playoffs as well as Traditionals vs St 
Pat’s Town.

A	win	over	St	Bernard’s	in	the	semi-final	(91-59)	set	up	
the Grand Final vs Wellington College at the Walter Nash 
Stadium; practically a home game!  Wellington College 
brought it to us in a nail-biter although, in the end, a well-
supported	Stream	prevailed	(63-59)	to	lift	the	Championship	
Thompson Cup!  Kobe Tala was named team Most Valuable 
Player	with	four	3	pointers	contributing	to	his	game	high	14	
points.

A quick turn-around as the team refocused for the Zone 
3	Junior	Regional	Premiership	hosted	by	Hawkes	Bay	
Basketball	at	Pettigrew	Green	Arena,	Napier.		A	tough	first	
up loss to Scot’s College (62-78) spurred a concerted effort 
by	the	team	to	finish	2nd	in	their	pool.		Despite	going	down	
in	the	quarter-final	to	Palmerston	North	Boys	(61-90)	it	
should be noted that both losses were to teams who would 
go	on	to	finish	in	the	top	four.		In	the	semi-final	trailing	Napier	
Boys	for	three	quarters	and	down	(34-44)	going	into	the	
fourth, Stream staged a massive comeback to take the win 
(61-58)	and	set	up	our	final	game	vs	Rongotai	playing	off	for	
5th	and	6th.		A	great	win	over	Rongotai	(88-77)	finished	the	
season off in style!

The hallmark of this team has been the comradery and 
support they have shown each other both on and off the 
court; a group of boys who have gone about their work with 
humility and a true sense of the word that is a cornerstone of 
Stream’s values – BROTHERHOOD.  Coupled with strong 
coaching and unwavering parental support, this has been a 
special team and exceptional experience for all involved.

Junior White Basketball 
The Junior White team played in the Junior Novice Hutt 
Valley competition. Our team was predominantly made up 
of Year 9s with two Year 10 students. Our coaches were 
Clyde Mocnangan and Mason Wildon, two Year 11 students 
who are passionate about basketball as well as experiened 
referees on court. 

The team took some time to settle getting used to playing 
alongside each other. The boys committed to trainings and 
that really showed when we played the opposition each 
week. There were lots of highlights and it was great to 
see the development of skills by the boys as the season 
progressed. 

I would like to thank the parents who assisted with transport 
and supported the team during the season. A big shout out 
to Clyde and Mason. Thank you for your dedication and 
enthusiasm. Thank you to Michael Brophy, our captain who 
led the team well. Finally, thank you to the team. Well done 
on	making	the	finals.	Although	we	fell	at	the	last	hurdle	we	
still played with pride. 

I would like to acknowledge the following in receiving awards 
at the College Sports Prizegiving. 

Jackson Mendoza for Best Team Man.

Michael Brophy for Most Valuable Player.
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BADMINTON

JUNIOR BADMINTON 
The number of students playing Badminton this year 
continued	to	grow	and	we	had	five	teams	entered	in	the	
Hutt Valley Competition; one more than previous years.

As a group of 25 students lined up for Sports photos, a 
teacher remarked, with some disbelief, “Is that Junior 
Badminton?”.  Indeed.  While not all players were present 
on the day, interest in Badminton has grown far beyond 
the expectations of those not directly involved.  With this 
in	mind,	I	checked	back	on	our	Blue	and	White	from	2013	
and saw that in that year, we were a group of 11.  

This year, we organised a playing shirt for the 
students and this much improved the presentation 
of our players as a team.  A spin off from the 
increase in numbers was our return to the Blake 
Centre where we are better able to cater for 
students who want to give sport a go without the 
pressure of competition.

Silverstream 1 was entered in Division 1 after a very 
successful season in 2018.  They were exposed to 
a higher standard of play and acquitted themselves 
admirably.  Silverstream 2 played in Division 2 and 
had a very successful season winning all but one 
of their competition games.  The team was made 
up largely of Year 10 students although a couple 
were new to this sport.  The three remaining teams 
were largely Year 9 students new to Badminton and 
players who enjoyed learning some basic skills.

The Senior 1 Badminton team consisted of Kane 
Franken, Sooraj Raja, Harrison Blain, Jayden Lakeman 
and Guntas Ahluwalia. They made a group of well-
disciplined members who played well in their division. 
They played consistently with determination and 

With an expanding group, we relied on parents to 
transport students to games.  I would like to thank 
these parents who were vital to the smooth running of 
the competition.  I would also like to thank our Co-
convenor, Mr Martin Burrows.

I look forward to meeting again with the Year 9 
students in 2020, and continuing to grow the sport of 
Badminton at St Patrick’s College, Silverstream.

Jane Nolan 
Convenor Junior Badminton

reliability.  Sooraj received the prize for Best and Fairest 
at the Sports Prizegiving. This tight knit group will be 
missed for their consistency and great attitude. We wish 
them well as they graduate this year.

The Senior 2 team was led by Toby Pryer, with 
Anthony Nem, Huw Mair, and Jack Stonnell as 
members. They were consistent and keen to do 
well and achieved well in their division. 

The	Senior	3	team	consisted	of	a	bunch	of	great	
Year 11 students consisting of Guntus Ahluwalia, 
Campbell Holtham, James Malicdem, James 
Taylor and Christopher Whiting. Some of them 
played for the other senior teams as well. Guntas 
received the prize for Best and Fairest at the 
Sports Prizegiving.

Overall, the players were self-managing and took 
responsibility for ensuring they were at venues on 
time. Unfortunately, this year we were back in the 
old gym and especially missed the new gym with 
its better lighting and warmer ambience.

Graeme Hydes 
Manager
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CRICKET

Cricket 1st XI
The 2019 1st Xl’s great mix of experience and youth 
created a sense of anticipation about what we could 
achieve through the season. The team was captained by 
Max	Griffith	and	coached	by	Neeraj	Chawla,	in	his	last	
year with the school.

The	season	started	with	a	win	in	the	School’s	first	
Traditional of the season against FDMC; Sam Morgan 
and	Max	Griffith	both	scoring	hundreds	in	this	game.	
A draw in our second Traditional against St Patrick’s, 
Wellington, saw us retain The Old Boys’ Cup. The 
highlight of the match was Caleb Montague scoring 
hundreds in both innings.  Despite a good start (knocking 
them	over	for	207	in	the	first	innings)	and	a	valiant	batting	
effort in our 107 over second innings, we lost our third 
Traditional against St Bede’s. The last Traditional against 
Palmerston North Boys’ High came down to the last over. 
Unfortunately, we couldn’t close it out and were beaten. 

In the College Sport Premier Youth Grade competition 
our	aim	was	to	contest	the	final	and,	if	we	won,	qualify	for	
the National School competition in December. Despite 
a last over loss to Wellington College in the qualifying 
rounds we managed to win six out of seven games to 
finish	second	overall.	This	meant	we	would	have	to	play	
Wellington	College	in	the	final	to	qualify	for	Nationals.	
This game was rained off twice in March and April and 
was rescheduled for November. 

When	the	second	half	of	the	season	started	the	first-
round clash with Wellington College doubled as the 
final	to	see	who	qualified	for	the	National	tournament.	
Unfortunately, we were out-played in this game and 
Wellington College won comfortably.

This could have derailed our season however we dusted 
ourselves off and were more determined than ever to win 
the Premier Youth Competition. We won our next three 
games	and	qualified	first	meaning	a	home	final	in	a	local	
derby against HIBS.

It	was	a	great	day	for	a	final	and	a	large	crowd	turned	up	
(thanks	to	the	Stream	Year	13	boys	who	turned	up	and	
made	plenty	of	noise!).	We	batted	first	and	made	212	for	
6 (Sam Morgan 74, Ryan Jackson 41 and Flynn Ruscoe 
26 not out). In a tense 2nd innings we managed to restrict 
HIBS to 202-9 with Ryan Jackson taking 4 wickets and 
Baahul Gandhi bowling 10 overs for 28 runs.

This	was	a	great	way	to	end	the	season	and	a	fitting	
farewell	to	the	boys	leaving,	Max	Griffith,	Rory	Woollett,	
Baahul Gandhi, Flynn Ruscoe, Seth Loughran and Sam 
Stewart as well as coach Neeraj Chawla.

Given the talent of the boys remaining in the team for 
2020, Caleb Montague, Sam Morgan, Flynn McCaul, 
Ryan Jackson, Brian Stevens, Brayden Lomax and 
Shaun Lynch as well as those coming through I am 
confident	that	more	success	will	follow	for	the	team	in	
2020 and beyond.
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Cricket 3rd XI 
We had a number of players move up to regular 
starting spots in the 2nd XI, where they performed with 
credit.  Of the players who remained in the squad for 
the full season, Ben Hill and Aidan Gwyn were neck 
and neck in the top run scorer battle, with Aidan just 
edging it and picking up an unbeaten century in the 
process.  Ben was only a boundary away from doing 
the	same	with	his	best	effort	(97*).		Jacob	Nixon	and	
Zac Hussein couldn’t be separated with the ball and 
both took 12 wickets at an average of 10 and 12 
respectively.  

The	squad	showed	steady	on	field	improvement	
throughout the season, and deservedly made the 
competition	final,	where	despite	a	number	of	starts,	

no batsman managed to make any sort of a total.  
The lower order fought hard to bat through the 50 
overs and managed to set a below par but defendable 
total.  Unfortunately, the misfortune of losing our strike 
bowler	to	injury	in	the	first	over	of	the	2nd	innings,	
coupled with a couple of missed early chances, meant 
we were never really in the hunt and HIBS took what in 
the end was a comfortable victory.

Season Stats
Played	8,	won	5	lost	3. 
Batting  
Aidan	Gwyn	238	runs,	average	59.5	high	score	103 
Ben	Hill	216	runs,	average	36,	high	score	97 
Bowling 
Jacob Nixon and Zac Hussein both 12w
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9B Cricket 
9B	cricket	team	started	the	Term	One	season	against	some	tough	opposition	with	their	first	game	and	defeat	against	
a very strong HVHS team.  Despite this all of the players contributed in a positive manner and went on to achieve 
success with 4 wins from 8 matches to date.  

Levi Harris impressed with the bat as did Max Poland who joined Blaine Knapman and Gursevak Buttar with standout 
bowling	performances.	There	were	solid	fielding	efforts	across	the	team	with	special	mention	to	George	Marsden	for	
excellent glove work behind the stumps.  

The	team	has	benefited	from	the	coaching	expertise	of	Richard	Marsden	and	Thomas	Jones	and	look	forward	to	
further success at the end of 2019.
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Intermediate B 
In Term 1 of 2019 the Intermediate B Cricket team 
competed in the Intermediate 2 grade and found 
themselves in a rebuilding phase after several players 
from the previous season moved up to other teams. 
However, with determined coaching from Eli Meyrick 
and support on game days from Anthony Heffernan, the 
team improved week upon week, ending the term with a 
fantastic win in a polished performance.

After trying several combinations, the team chose Alex 
Heffernan as captain who led the team with his calm and 
methodical approach.

In	the	second	game	of	the	term	we	scored	153	runs	
against Wellington College and showed patience, 
batting out the full 40 overs. The opposition won with 
just a few overs to spare.

In	our	final	game	of	the	term,	we	impressed	against	
Rongotai College bowling them out for just 69 and 
passing	the	total	in	the	13th	over	with	the	loss	of	just	two	
wickets.

While our strength lies in our bowling line-up, there 
were  batting performances throughout the term, Alex 

Heffernan (highest score 40), Tyler Robinson (highest 
score	32),	and	Tom	Poland	(highest	score	26).

The outstanding player of the term was Ben Trethewey 
who took 15 wickets in six matches and ended the term 
with a brilliant six wicket haul against Rongotai College, 
including a hat-trick and a four wicket maiden over 
(6/15).

Liam Slade also impressed with the ball and took six 
wickets as a key opening bowler, backed up by Tyler 
Robinson who, along with his six wickets, also showed 
a	safe	pair	of	hands	with	five	catches	in	the	field.

The team is now playing in the Intermediate 1 grade 
as Intermediate A have already begun to build upon 
their improvement. A good win over Rongotai College 
in the opening game of Term 4, showed determination 
to never give up and added another impressive bowling 
performance.

Our focus is to build upon skills and give the players the 
confidence	as	a	team	to	control	their	own	game,	whilst	
enjoying participating in a team of supportive peers.

Julie Scanlon 
Team Manager
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CROSS COUNTRY
This season started with School Champs, and some 
strong racing, particularly in Year 9.  The Seniors were 
confirmed	in	the	Wellington	CSW	Champs.		

Year	13	Champion	 Thomas	Strawbridge

Year 12 Champion Daniel Perkinson,  
   Runner-Up Jack Oram

Year 11 Champion TK NihoNiho-Russell,  
   Runner-Up MacKenzie Smith

Year 10 Champion  Logan Stoupe,  
   Runner Up Chris Coetzee

Year 9  
Blue Squad on Wednesday morning was again great 
for giving boys a regular slot to work through the 
winter. We had a number of new boys make good 
progress, along with more of a focus on drills.  Having 
the old gym as a resource was also really helpful.  Mr 
Chris Fouhy introduced many awesome drill sessions 
for the boys on a circuit schedule.

On the local scene we were well led by the team 
captain	Thomas	Strawbridge,	who	continued	his	fine	
track season into xcountry.  Thomas is nationally 
ranked and can compete with the best, a great reward 
for an athlete who has worked hard over the last 5 
years.		His	success	is	truly	a	reflection	on	the	work	he	
does.

Race Results of Note  
Karori Relays 
Year	9		3rd	Place
St Patricks College (Stream) No 1
Josh Jordan  7mins 12secs 
Josh Allen  7mins 28secs 
Noah Greaney  8mins 45secs 
Rio Winkworth  8mins 11secs 
Marco Coetzee  8mins 7secs 
Max Poland  7mins 21secs 
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This was a good start for the Year 9 team which had 
a few strong runners and some new boys.  Thomas 
Strawbridge in the Senior race came in with the 4th 
fastest time for the day, a very strong race for him to 
open his winter season.  

Wellington Regionals
The Year 9 team took 2nd place, running strongly as a 
good team of 4 in depth had developed.  

Josh	Jordan	3rd,	Max	Poland	4th.

Seniors	Thomas	Strawbridge	3rd.	

Thomas Strawbridge was lying in 2nd place for nearly 
all of the 6k race, only being overtaken in the last 20m 
by another athlete who had not challenged for 1st 
place at any stage.  

Nationals
These were in Timaru.  We stayed at a countryside 
Farmyard Camp and enjoyed the company of the cows 
and	lack	of	wifi.		The	course	itself	was	around	a	park,	
but it also included some work on a steep grass bank.  
This was a challenge, and it did cause a few issues.  

Thomas Strawbridge had picked up a cold and 
unfortunately this did hamper his stamina, staying with 
the	lead	pack	for	4k	but	then	fading	to	come	in	23rd.		
Our	outstanding	results	came	from	our	Year	9	3-man	
team who managed to get good starts and then were 
able to challenge the top runners.  Josh Jordan and 
Max Poland swapped places as the race went on, 
while Josh Allen stayed very close to both, ending as 
a result with a Silver medal for the boys in the Year 9 

3-man	competition.		This	was	very	impressive	against	
the best Year 9 runners from across NZ.  

Road Season
CSW Road Champs saw Year 9 dominate their grade, 
while Thomas took 2nd in the 6k senior race.  

The yearly trip to Wanganui for the Relay around the 
lake was as good an event as ever, although it did 
become bitterly cold in the afternoon which did affect 
times.  True to form, our Year 9 team cleaned up this 
race from the get-go, with Marco Coetzee joining 
the	main	3	to	make	up	the	winning	team.		Thomas	
Strawbridge took 2nd place overall and set a new 
Stream	Senior	record	of	6min	39	secs	for	the	race	
around Virginia Lake.

So, the winter season ended with clearly a talented 
and committed Year 9 team, a group of Year 10 and 
11 working hard, and an improving Daniel Perkinson 
in Y12 taking more and more of a leadership role.  
Thomas Strawbridge, training with the local club, 
clearly was establishing himself as a mid-distance 
runner to be watched.  Thomas took 2nd place in the 
NZ Mens U20 8k Road Champ in early September.

Thanks must go to Mr Fouhy especially who has 
supported the team this year with coaching and 
managing, and Mr O’Leary who continues to do all he 
can!  
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FOOTBALL

2019 saw the introduction of a Junior Grade, allowing 
all Year 9 and 10 students to play for their school. 
With	this	new	competition	we	were	able	to	field	
three junior teams. The skill levels, awareness and 
confidence	of	the	players	entering	Stream	improve	
every year. In order to provide a challenging and 
rewarding environment we need to ensure we have 
qualified,	experienced	coaches	who	can	continue	to	
develop the boys. To that end we were very fortunate 
to call on a number of staff and parents who were able 
to provide the coaching the boys needed. The Junior 
As, coached by John Raynor, had a very successful 
season	finishing	4th	in	the	Premier	Grade;	the	Bs,	
coached	by	Eli	Meyrick	finished	7th	in	Division	1	and	
the ‘Mighty Junior Cs’, managed by Jacqui Pollard, 
won Division 4.

Three teams were entered in the senior competition, 
a decrease in numbers but offset by the increase in 
junior teams. The 1st XI battled in the Premier grade 
but still managed to qualify for the Premier National 
Tournament. The 2nd XI coached by Sam Dean, 
and	the	3rd	XI,	coached	by	Darryl	Stewart.	Both	
teams	qualified	for	Division	2,	with	the	2nds	finishing	
runners-up.

1st XI Football Report 2019 
This season saw the return of Mr Pedro Garcias to 
coach the team and oversee the development of 
some of the young teams. The traditional games had 
Mr Samuel Dean (205) involved with his expertise as 
the technical advisor. 

This season four players (Munashe Zitye (289), 
Cameron Tustin (288), Stanton Renwicks (286) and 
Ryan Blair (290)) played their 50th game for the 1st XI 
and, as per our tradition, captained the team for their 
milestone match.

The season introduced several new players into the 
standards and expectations of the 1st XI and, with our 
qualification	into	the	Premier	National	Tournament,	
a	significant	set	of	goals	for	next	year’s	team	to	
emulate. 

Once a player has started and played three matches 
for the 1st XI they earn an individual player number - 
you will see this throughout this report in parenthesis. 
This number is unique to the player and places them 
in the history of Silverstream Football. This year we 
have	passed	the	300	player	mark	and	it	now	stands	 
at	303.
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College Sport Results 2019
The following is an analysis of the College Sport Wellington season

Grading Games
Game Result MVP Goal Scorer
v. Kapiti College WIN 4 - 0 CURTIS LOUGHRAN, ZITYE, CURTIS, McCAUL

v. Tawa College DRAW 2 - 2 SHAND ZITYE 2 (PENS)

v. Rathkeale College WIN	4	-	3	 CURTIS CURTIS, ZITYE 2, LOUGHRAN

v. Wellington College WIN 1 - 0 CURTIS CURTIS

v. Scots College LOSS 0 - 11 RENWICKS -

Premier Games
Game Result MVP Goal Scorer
v. St Patrick’s College, Wellington LOSS 0 - 4 CURTIS -

v. Scots College LOSS	2	-	3 SHAND ZITYE, LOUGHRAN

v. Rathkeale College DRAW 2 - 2 CURTIS MARSHALL, ZITYE

v. Rongotai College LOSS 1 - 2 CORNILLE LOUGHRAN

v. Wairarapa College LOSS 0 - 1 TUSTIN -
v. Hutt International Boys School LOSS 2 - 4 LOUGHRAN CURTIS, LOUGHRAN

v. Wellington College DRAW 1 - 1 LOUGHRAN BLAIR

v. Rongotai College WIN	3	-	2 TUSTIN MARSHALL, CURTIS, LOUGHRAN

v. Wairarapa College LOSS 0 - 1 BLAIR -

v. Wellington College LOSS	1	-	3	 TUSTIN McDONNELL

Summary of CSW Fixtures 2019
Played Win Draw Loss Goals For Goals Against
15 4 3 8 23 39

Traditional Games 2019
Traditional #1 v. New Plymouth Boys High School 
at NPBHS
Result: DRAW 1 - 1

Summary: After a great start with controlled ball 
movement and attacking play culminating in the goal 
from Flynn McCAUL, assisted by a pinpoint pass from 
Stanton RENWICKS, we couldn’t capitalize on our 
possession and score again. We were out muscled 
in the second half and didn’t respond to the NPBHS 
tactics, conceding in the 52 minute and battling to repel 
the continual attacks from the New Plymouth team. 
We didn’t have an on-target shot in the second half 
but due to the win last year we retained the Damien 
BENGREE trophy. 

Goals: McCAUL (‘18)

MVP: SHAND

Traditional #2 v. Wellington College at Wellington 
College Turf
Result: LOSS 1 - 2

Summary: We played the game in horrendous 
conditions: driving rain with high winds and bitterly low 
temperatures.	The	first	half	saw	a	battle	with	neither	
team creating many chances (there were only 4 on 
target shots from both teams) Whilst having enough 
possession to score we only created one chance 
with	Munashe	ZITYE	finishing	from	distance	to	level	
the score. A frantic last 20 minutes saw both teams 
defending well but as we pushed to win back the Fred 
Rooker trophy we let a weak goal in the last play of the 
game (in the ‘92). 

Goal: ZITYE (‘77)

MVP: CORNILLE
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Traditional #3 v. St Bede’s College at Silverstream
Result: WIN 5 - 1
Summary: We played this Traditional with a focus of 
getting back to scoring goals and moving the ball well. St 
Bede’s were tracking well in the Christchurch competition 
and	pressured	us	in	the	first	half	by	scoring	first	and	
holding on till our weight of possession and pressure saw 
us score 2 goals. Leading at half time 2 - 1 we needed to 
put them away and scored from a well worked move from 
Stanton RENWICKS. Two more goals from substitutes 
emphasised our dominance and the strength of our team. 

Goals:	LOUGHRAN	(‘32),	CURTIS	(‘38),	RENWICKS	
(‘54), McCAUL (‘82), HANSEN (‘84)

MVP: RENWICKS

Traditional #4 v. Palmerston North Boys’ High School 
at Silverstream
Result: LOSS 1 - 2 
Summary: The closeness of this game showed our 
ability to compete with a footballing powerhouse. Seth 
LOUGHRAN scored after some superb work by Tyron 
CURTIS. We conceded meekly and were disappointingly 
tied at half time. In the second half we created very few 
opportunities and kept defending and eventually we let a 
goal	in	close	to	the	final	whistle.	A	true	game	of	two	halves	
in which the Palmy team deserved to come out on top. 

Goal: LOUGHRAN (‘18)

MVP: LOUGHRAN 

Traditional #5 v. St Patrick’s College, Wellington at 
Silverstream

Result: LOSS 1 - 2 
Summary:	A	change	in	formation	to	control	the	midfield	
worked for the beginning of this game and we were 
deserving	of	the	goal	in	the	first	half	from	Ryan	BLAIR	-	a	
quality	left	foot	finish	from	18	yds.	In	the	second	half	we	
created multiple chances and reduced the opportunities 
from Town to score but they were more clinical in front of 
goal snatching the winner in the 87 minute after earlier 
drawing	level	with	a	scrambled	goal	mouth	finish.	A	game	
that could have gone either way but we were unable to 
score when it mattered. 

Goal: BLAIR (‘28)

MVP: CORNILLE 

Traditional #6 v. Rongotai College at Rongotai
Result:	LOSS	2	-	3	
Summary: A horrendous day for football. From the 
management team’s perspective, it was the coldest day 
that we had coached in. We started so slowly that were 
fortunate to only be down three goals after 40 minutes. 
At half time the senior players took control and alongside 
some substitutions to provide energy from the bench we 
immediately created pressure on Rongotai’s defence. 
Two	goals	were	deserved	and	created	an	intense	final	
twenty minutes where we defended with only two players 
as we pushed to crack the 10-man defensive unit. 
Unfortunately,	the	halftime	deficit	was	too	challenging	
to overcome. A disappointing way to lose the Desmond 
BOYLE trophy. 

Goals: LOUGHRAN (‘66), CURTIS (‘69)

MVP: LOUGHRAN

Summary of Traditional College Matches 2019
Played Win Draw Loss Goals For Goals Against
6 1 1 4 11 11

Traditional Results 2004-2019
Year WC SBC RC NPBHS TOWN PNBHS
2004 1 – 2 5	–	3	 3	–	1 7 – 6 1 – 1 1 – 7
2005 3	–	3 2	–	3 0	–	3 6 – 1 3	–	2 2	–	3
2006 2 – 1 5 – 1 0 – 2 0 – 5 1 – 5 2	–	3
2007 2 – 6 3	–	3		 3	–	0 5 – 2 1 – 0 1 – 4
2008 1 – 1 0 – 2 1 – 1 2 – 2 0	–	3 0 – 2
2009 0 – 6 4 – 0 3	–	2 2 – 0 4 – 0 2 – 1
2010 2 – 2 11 – 0 4 – 2 5 – 1 3	–	0 4	–	3
2011 4	–	3 3	–	2 1	–	3 2 – 1 1 – 2 1 – 1
2012 1 – 0 2 – 1 5	–	3 3	–	1 0 – 1 1 – 5
2013 1 – 2 1 – 2 5 – 1 0 – 0 3	–	0 2	–	3
2014 4	–	3 2 – 1 3	–	2 3	–	1 6 – 0 2 – 1
2015 0	–	3 2 – 0 1	–	3 1 – 4 4 – 1 0 – 1
2016 4 – 1 3	–	1 3	–	1 1 – 0 0 – 1 0 – 2
2017 0 – 4 2 – 1 1 – 1 1	–	3 1 – 2 2 – 1
2018 0 – 1 1 – 0 4 – 0 3	–	2 2 – 4 1 – 5
2019 1 – 2 5 – 1 2	–	3 1 – 1 1 – 2 2	–	3
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The Premier National Tournament 
held in Napier
The goals we set were simple:

 � To perform at the highest level, we could as a team 
and	finish	in	the	top	8	teams	in	NZ

 � Work hard for each other 
 � Create some memories and be proud of our 
accomplishments

As you read the game analysis you will see that we 
didn’t reach the heights of last year’s squad but started 
to cement the squad for 2020. 

Game Analysis
National Tournament Game #1 v. Hamilton Boys’ 
High School (Group D)
Result:	LOSS	0	-	3

Summary: We conceded very early and were under 
pressure	in	the	first	half	from	a	very	strong	team.	In	the	
first	half	we	didn’t	have	any	chances	and	had	no	shots	
(either on or off target). We were down at half time but 
several changes in personal and formation created 
opportunities and we were unlucky not to score from a 
Munashe ZITYE strike. The Hamilton Boys’ keeper was 
busier in the second half but we were unable to recover 
from	the	first	half.

MVP: ZITYE

National Tournament Game #2 v. Napier Boys’ High 
School (Group D)
Result: LOSS 1 - 4

Summary: The second game on Monday needed the 
senior players to step up and show leadership. We 
started strongly and led after Ryan BLAIR delivered a 
pin point cross to Seth LOUGHRAN to score from 12 
yds out. At half time the score was a well-deserved 1 nil 
to Stream. In the second half the Napier team changed 
their	formation	and	overloaded	the	midfield	with	their	
NZ	secondary	schools’	midfielder	which	kept	our	best	
players out of the game. Three goals conceded in 8 
minutes put us out of the game and as we pressed 
higher to try to recover we let another goal in at the end 
of the game. 

Goals: LOUGHRAN (‘17)

MVP: BLAIR

National Tournament Game #3 v. Auckland 
Grammar (Group D)
Result: LOSS 0 - 2

Summary: This was our best game of the tournament 
even though the result was another loss. A clear plan 
to keep the ball provided us with a lot of possession but 
we were unable to break down the Grammar defence. 
The two goals were from long balls. We failed to deal 
with the strikers pace effectively. Note: Auckland 
Grammar were eventual runners up in the tournament.

MVP: CORNILLE

National Tournament Game #4 v. Cashmere High 
School (Bottom 16)
Result: LOSS 0 - 2

Summary: The teams in the bottom 16 always face 
disappointment and we suffered more with our weight 
of possession not being turned into goals again. 
Cashmere were physical and scored two goals from 
shooting with power and competing well in the air

MVP: LOUGHRAN 

National Tournament Game #5 v. Palmerston North 
Boys’ High School (Playoff 25th-32nd)
Result:	WIN	3	-	2

Summary: A rematch of the College match which saw 
our play rewarded with on target shots and goals! Every 
single	shot	we	took	in	the	first	half	was	on	target	and	
were very pleasing goals, especially Flynn McCAUL’s 
second goal taking on the opposition and showing his 
power and strength. Even though we played better there 
were too many defensive lapses giving Palmerston 
North two goals. The half time score was also the full 
time score even as both teams continued with attacking 
football no further chances were created.

Goals:	McCAUL	(‘08,	‘35),	LOUGHRAN	(P	‘16)

MVP: MAXWELL

National Tournament Game #6 v. Christs College 
(Playoff 25th-28th)
Result:	LOSS	2	-	3

Summary: We were down 2 nil after 6 minutes of play. 
A very slow start against a team that were physical. 
We played nice football for the rest of the half but 
kept breaking down in the opposition third - this never 
helps goal scoring. We conceded late in the half to the 
Christ College dominance in the air. At half time several 
changes created enthusiasm and invigorated the team. 
These players really lifted and carried the team forward 
to score two goals to Seth LOUGHRAN from Cameron 
TUSTIN passes. We went into full out attack for the last 
15 minutes to try to equalise but couldn’t make up for 
the slow start to the game.

Goals:	LOUGHRAN	(‘60,	‘63)

MVP: LOUGHRAN

National Tournament Game #7 v. New Plymouth 
Boys High School (Playoff 27th/28th)
Result:	LOSS	2	-	3

Summary: Again we conceded early but bounced back 
to	carry	the	lead	with	one	minute	remaining	of	the	first	
half. Unfortunately, we let another goal in and were tied 
up 2 all at half time. Tiredness and injury were factors in 
the second half as we let a goal in just after the break. 
As	we	chased	a	goal	to	win	the	final	game	we	lost	all	
shape and purpose. A deserving win to our Traditional 
rival	and	a	final	placing	of	28th	in	New	Zealand.

Goals:	ZITYE	(‘17),	LOUGHRAN	(‘34)

MVP: LOUGHRAN 111111
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Summary Premier National Tournament 2019

Played Win Draw Loss Goals For Goals Against
7 1 0 6 8 19

Player Statistics 
The following table shows the statistics for the players who represented the 1st XI this year in a full length game 
on	Saturday,	in	a	competition	fixture	or	in	a	Traditional	College	match.	To	earn	a	1st	XI	playing	number	you	must	
start	in	three	games	controlled	by	an	official	referee	and	witnessed	by	a	member	of	the	coaching	team.	

Name 1st XI Player Number Total Games Total Starts
RENWICKS Stanton 286 53 35
TUSTIN Cameron 288 56 46
ZITYE Munashe 289 58 32
BLAIR Ryan 290 51 40
LOUGHRAN Seth 292 42 23
TYSON Elijah 293 34 15
McCARROLL Joshua 294 22 16
MARSHALL Jacob 295 23 12
CORNILLE Alexander 296 20 20
CURTIS Tyron 297 21 21
GIBBS Michael 298 17 15
McCAUL Flynn 299 19 8
SHAND Tommy 300 21 21
WILSON Jordan 301 19 11
PHIPPS Bailey 302 18 8
McDONELL Josef 303 18 6

Goal Assists, Goal Scoring and Goalkeeper Clean Sheet Career Statistics

Although goal scoring is only one measure of success as it requires the team to provide support here are the 
goal scoring assists plus goal statistics for this team over this year and their career. If a player is not listed, they 
have not scored any goals.

Name 2019 Goal Assists 2019 Goals Scored CAREER GOALS TOTAL
TUSTIN 3 - 3
ZITYE 3 8 13
LOUGHRAN 3 13 15
TYSON 1 - 1
BLAIR 4 2 5
RENWICKS 3 1 2
SHAND (GK clean sheets) - 2 2
McCAUL 1 5 5
CURTIS 3 7 7
MARSHALL 2 2 2
McDONELL - 1 1
HANSEN - 1 1
WILSON 1 - -
GIBBS 1 - -
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Conclusion
I	would	like	to	personally	thank	the	long	term	Y13	
parental support especially Paul and Karen TUSTIN 
and Dave and Karen BLAIR who end their 7 years 
of supporting the 1st XI football with Cameron and 
Ryan’s departure. A particular mention to Stanton 
RENWICKS’ parents, Catherine and Paul, who made 
the journey down from Taihape several times a season 
every year to support. 

To those who are leaving, I hope that the values we 
have in the 1st XI will continue to be part of your life 
and I am looking forward to seeing you in the future 
and to hear of your successes.

It has been a tough journey this year but we have 
seen areas to develop and alongside the new group of 
senior players we will be aiming to capture the rewards 
we deserved next year. To quote the Coldplay song 
The Scientist “Nobody said it was easy”. I look forward 
to	meeting	this	challenge	and	finding	the	value	of	
getting a team working towards the same outcome on 
the back of hard work and a focus on team success.

Sectare Fidem.

P. R. Hicks 
1st XI Football 2019

JUNIOR C:
The Junior Cs team began the season with 
a shaky start.  It took a number of games 
for the boys, coach and manager to work 
out which positions the boys were best 
suited to.  

I	remember	at	our	first	game	of	the	season	
that one of our leading players was 
reserved off and he was really down on 
himself. One of the senior St Pat’s boys 
was watching and he chatted to him and 
explained that he could score, he just had 
to concentrate and back himself. He went 
back on and had a great game. Since then 
his	confidence	has	gone	from	strength	to	
strength. 

This epitomises the team as they have all 
grown this year and worked extremely well 
together, they back each other and only 
give positive feedback. 

Player Highlights:
From	day	one	Kayden	was	all	over	the	field	
and	our	most	confident	scorer.	He	passed	
when he needed to and made sure the 
team was part of his successes.   

Michael was the one who sorted the team 
out every morning and then continuously 
shouted positive reinforcements throughout 
the game. He is a strong leader and the 
boys respect him. 

At the beginning of June, we were blessed 
that Tom brought along his friend Sam 
Williams to join the team as our goalie. 

This was an absolute bonus as many of the 
team loved playing any other position other 
than in goal. Sam made that position his 
own and we reckon he would be the best 
goal	keeper	in	our	grade…..just	saying!

Jacqui Pollard
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GOLF

We entered three teams in the Phillips Cup. 
This format suits emerging golfers and gives 
them the opportunity to play at Trentham, 
Manor Park and Boulcott’s Farm golf courses. 
It is a good format because it takes place on 
Monday afternoons in term one. There is not 
too much focus on having to perform well but 
just to get out and play golf.

We	fielded	a	team	in	the	College	Sport	
Wellington Golf Championship. Our College 
won the Best Nett with a combined score of 
213,	St	Patrick’s	Town	were	second.	The	team	
was made up of William O’Connor, Dominic 
Hazeldine-Kaczorowski, Guntas Ahluwalia and 
Harrison Blain. Both Dominic and Guntas have 
been working at their game and have lowered 
their handicaps. 

We won the Woods-McGrath Cup 4-0 in the 
Winter Traditional against St Patrick’s Town.  
William O’Connor had the rare feat of winning 
the cup two years in a row after transferring 
from St Pat’s Town this year in order to be able 
to practice his golf at Royal
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FUTSAL
Futsal is a popular sport at our College with over 90 
players in Term Four. We have a mixture of competitive 
and social teams. It is a fast and enjoyable sport to 
play.  Players enjoy touching the ball three times more 
in a 40-minute game, than a 90-minute Football game. 
Games are played Friday evenings at Walter Nash 
Stadium and Regional and National Tournaments are 
held in Wellington’s ASB Stadium.

Our Futsal Club goals are:

 � To make Futsal available to any student who wishes 
to play. 

 � For players to play for enjoyment and to improve.
 � To provide opportunities for players and coaches to 
develop and excel.

The Senior A team have continued to improve and it 
has been pleasing to see many of these players play 
for the 1st XI Football in the Winter season. The Senior 
B players contain several players who have played 
Futsal for four years and still enjoy it on a Friday night.

Our highlights of the year are:

 � Our Junior 10 A team won the Hutt Valley Junior 
Division 1 title in Term one and 10 Blue won the 
Division	3	title.

 � Two students Isa Prins and Armande Westmoreland 
made the Capital Futsal reps and won the under 14 
National Title.

 � In Term four we have three teams playing in the top 
Junior division.

Our future goals:

 � To see more experienced players give back by 
serving as managers or coaches for our Junior 
Teams.

 � Building our knowledge of tactics and strategies that 
will allow our competitive players to achieve better 
results nationally.

 � Integrating our College values into our sporting 
preparation and performance.

Thank you to the players, parents and families who 
supported Friday evenings making for exciting and 
enjoyable games. We would like to thank the following 
coaches Tony Phipps, Sam Dean, Eli Meyrick, Kevin 
Havell and Jonny Greaney. Without these people 
giving up their time, opportunities would not be 
available. We would also like to thank students Kyle 
Williams, Alex Clegg and Liam Roseingrave who 
coached Junior Teams. Let us hope our 2020 season 
will bear the fruit of great hope. 
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HOCKEY
St Pat’s hockey has had a very successful 2019 
season. This year we had four teams representing our 
school, and all of them had an exceptional year. 2020 
is looking to be a very strong year for Stream hockey. 

The 1st XI were facing quite a challenge after losing 
a few players at the end of last year, however they 
really came together and showed how well they could 
do.	They	showed	that	they	definitely	deserved	their	
place in the Premier 2 grade, by defeating Heretaunga 
College in the play-off. 2020 is looking very promising 
for this team. 

The	2nd	XI	had	another	magnificent	year,	finishing	
off by winning their grade for the second year in a 
row. As a result of this they have been promoted to 
the	Premier	3	grade.	There	was	only	1	loss	the	whole	

season	with	only	3	goals	against	them.	

The	3rd	XI	had	a	great	season	as	well.	They	finished	
up	in	3rd	place	in	the	Reserve	3	grade.	The	majority	
of the players in this team were Year 9. We are really 
looking forward to developing and growing these 
players over the next few years. 

This year we combined forces with Upper Hutt College 
as	they	were	unable	to	field	a	full	team	and	St	Pat’s	
saw	a	significant	increase	in	the	number	of	students	
wishing to play hockey. Working together with UHC 
we managed to create a 4th XI team. The combined 
force	was	a	massive	success	and	the	team	finished	off	
their	season	by	winning	the	Reserve	3	grade.	This	is	a	
true credit to the boys from both colleges who showed 
great sportsmanship and worked so well as a team.
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Hockey 3rd XI
The	3rd	XI	hockey	team	had	an	amazing	season	this	year	finishing	third	in	
the	WHA	Reserve	3	grade.	The	season	started	off	with	a	regular	training	on	a	
Tuesday	with	a	good	turnout	throughout	the	season.	This	year	the	3rd’s	had	
many new players and a number of old heads returning. I feel that everyone 
improved during the season and certainly our abilities as a team progressed. 
In our last game of the season we lost against Paraparaumu College with a 
1-3	score.	It	was	a	close	game	and	the	boys	played	their	best.	One	notable	
collective talents of this team was seeing the bright side from every event 
including when one of our opposing teams did not show up to play after we 
all made our way out to Wellington. We ended up using this time to play a 
practice game against friends and having fun. Overall the season was really 
fun and I think everyone involved learned something new. A big thanks to all 
those boys who consistently made the effort to turn up to Tuesday’s trainings 
and always tried their best. Our players of the year were: Max Burrell and 
Shea O’Donoghue (MVP’s) and Ethan Hindley (Best Team Man).

Matt Marriner (Captain)
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MOUNTAIN BIKING
Seven students attended the North Island 
Secondary Schools MTB Champs held at 
Wainuiomata over the weekend and I managed 
the team.  The students were well prepared, 
organised and a credit to Stream.  They completed 
in three events including the Cross-country, Team 
Relay and Enduro.

The results were as follows:

Watson Burns U16 boys 21.5km cross-country   
	 	 	 	 -	13th	place

Team 1 Cross-country relay  -  8th  place

Team 2 cross-country relay  - 10th place

Enduro:  
Watson Burns U16 boys -  2nd  place

Caleb	Rosamond	U17	boys		 -		13th	place

Ethan Burns U20 boys  -  16th place

Ryan Jennings U20 boys  -  26th place

As well as the above riders, the team was also made 
up of Caleb Burrin, David Ingerson and Sam Nesbit.
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RUGBY
1st XV 
With only six players returning from the 2018 1st XV 
there	was	significant	opportunity	for	senior	rugby	
players to compete for selection in the 2019 squad. 
During the pre-season phase, it was very pleasing to 
see a large group of players commit to training and 
games which allowed the coaches to select a new and 
exciting squad to start the season.

In the early part of the season the team spent time 
developing its identity and the style of game it wanted 
to play. During this time the team participated in the 
Hurricanes region 1st XV pre-season festival. The 
festival provided the opportunity for a large number of 
the	squad	to	experience	1st	XV	rugby	for	the	first	time,	
playing games against Hastings BHS, Gisborne BHS 
and Napier BHS. It was pleasing to see the way the 
team embraced this opportunity and started to come 
together as a team.

In late May we began the Premier 1 competition and 
Traditional games for the 2019 season. The team 
performance continued to improve and develop during 
this phase of the season. While we had losses to our 
traditional rivals New Plymouth BHS, St Bede’s and 
Palmerston North BHS we showed that we were a 

competitive team, particularly when we were accurate 
with our skills and decision making. 

In	Term	3	we	played	our	final	two	Traditional	games,	
defeating St Pat’s Town and narrowly losing to 
Rongotai	College.	With	these	results	we	qualified	for	
the	semi-finals	of	the	Premier	1	competition.	In	our	
semi-final	game	we	defeated	Rongotai	College	in	what	
was an outstanding team performance to qualify for 
the	final	against	Scots	College.	

In	the	final	the	team	delivered	another	determined	
performance against a very good Scots College team. 
In the second half the team displayed lots of effort and 
commitment in attempting to get the winning score 
narrowly losing 15-20.

While	it	was	disappointing	for	the	team	to	lose	the	final	
and other games throughout the season, it was really 
pleasing to see the way the players represented the 
team and the school and supported each other both on 
and	off	the	field.		

Finally, we are very thankful for the many 2nd XV and 
3rd	XV	players	who	came	into	play	for	the	team	when	
injuries occurred throughout the season. 
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Player Profiles 
Rocco Berry  
Made	a	significant	contribution	to	the	team	as	
co-captain. Unfortunately had a large portion of 
his season disrupted by injury. When he returned 
to play in the latter part of the season he used 
his exciting skills and speed to stress opposition 
defenders on attack. Was also a very strong and 
physical defender.

Akira Ieremia  
Was very well respected by his teammates and 
made	a	significant	contribution	to	the	team	as	
co-captain. A highly skilled player who was a key 
contributor in the lineout and consistently displayed 
very good catch-run-pass skills on attack.

Jacob Beattie  
A player who was accurate and effective in 
everything he did, playing consistently well 
throughout the season. Displayed a high workrate 
and good game sense allowing him to contribute 
effectively to the team’s attack and defence.

Julius Masoe  
Played consistently well throughout the season 
and was effective on both attack and defence. 
Showed	some	great	attack	skills	when	offloading	
the ball out of tackles and was a very physical 
tackler on defence. A well respected team member.

Luani Ammunson 
A	valuable	team	member	who	made	a	significant	
contribution	both	on	and	off	the	field.	Always	
played with a high level of commitment and a 
determination to make an impact on both attack 
and defence. 

Mika Felix  
A player who took great pride in representing the 
1st XV and consistently worked hard to develop his 
game throughout the season. Was a hardworking 
and	determined	player	on	the	field.	Enjoyed	the	
contest at scrum time and the opportunity to carry 
the ball on phase attack.

Rory Woollett  
A valuable team member who always displayed 
high levels of energy at both trainings and in 
games. Worked consistently hard over the season 
to develop his skills and was always striving to give 
his best.

Reihana Dalton  
An exciting attacking player who consistently 
troubled opposition defences from broken play 
and counterattacks with good footwork and speed. 
Always added energy and competitiveness to the 
team environment. A committed team player.

Charlie Nathan 
A competitive and committed player who always 
had a positive approach to training and games. 
Consistently played with high levels of energy and 
worked hard in organising and driving our close in 
phase defence.

Lai Leleimalefaga  
An athletic player who always strived to give his 
best throughout the season and contribute to the 
team’s overall performance. A capable attacker 
with good footwork and a strong fend who enjoyed 
challenging opposition defenders.

Mitch Southall 
A player who always had a positive approach to 
training and games. Consistently displayed high 
energy levels and accurate play on both attack 
and defence. Always worked hard to get better and 
improve his game. Was an important role model for 
players	coming	into	the	1st	XV	for	the	first	time.

Riley Higgins 
A highly skilled player who showed great ability 
and physicality on both attack and defence in 
the early part of the season prior to suffering a 
long term injury. When he returned from injury 
for	the	final	part	of	the	season	he	adapted	well	to	
playing in an unfamiliar position and contributed 
significantly	to	the	team’s	end	of	season	semi-final	
and	finals	performance.

Peter Lakai  
Had a great all-round season playing consistently 
well on both attack and defence. Displayed a high 
work rate with his tackling and ball carrying. A very 
dependable player who was very accurate in what 
he did.

Marco Venter  
A hard working and committed player who always 
played with a high level of energy. Showed a wide 
arrange of skills on both attack and defence and 
the capability to come up with big plays.
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Lachie Forbes 
Adapted well to the challenge of 1st XV rugby 
and worked on developing his ability to organise 
and drive the team’s attack. Has a good all round 
attacking skill set. 

Ignatius Sio  
A hardworking and committed team player who 
always gave his best for the team, both on and off 
the	field.	Was	a	strong	physical	player	in	contact	
and also had solid catch-pass-run skills out on the 
edge. A capable defender.

Jona Bartley 
An impactful player who always enjoyed the 
opportunity to carry the ball in a dynamic and 
purposeful way. Relished the competitive challenge 
and physical battle of 1st XV rugby and always 
strived to contribute to the team’s effort when on 
the	field.

Michael Matagi  
A strong physical player who had his season 
disrupted by injury. A committed team player who 
was	an	effective	tackler	in	the	midfield.	

Zac Mathews 
A player who had a high work rate and good all-
round skill set. Unfortunately suffered a knee injury 
in the early part of the season which limited his 
contribution	on	the	field.

Kobe-Joe Vulu 
Played consistently well at fullback displaying good 
all-round skills on both attack and defence. Was a 
very dependable tackler and a good communicator 
in organising our phase defence.

Tony Solomona  
An explosive and athletic player who frequently 
added impact on both attack and defence. Was 
a	difficult	player	to	defend	with	his	footwork	and	
speed, and was also a physical tackler in defence.

Toby Crosby  
A hard working and determined player who 
performed well throughout the season. Used his 
strong athletic ability to make an impact on both 
attack and defence. A very strong ball carrier who 
also displayed great speed in open play.

Tom Mannix  
Consistently displayed good all-round skills on 
attack and defence. Showed good play making 
ability and adaptability when helping drive the 
attack at 10 or 12. Unfortunately suffered a 
season-ending injury mid-way through the season.

Logan Wakefield  
A skilful and capable player who always made the 
most of his playing opportunities. Had a high work 
rate on both attack and defence.

Sean Caulfield 
Came into the team when injuries occurred and 
consistently showed enthusiasm at both trainings 
and in games. Showed good footwork and speed 
and a desire to beat defenders on the edge.

Conor Scannell-Houghton  
A very consistent performer who always made the 
most of his playing opportunities. Displayed a solid 
and accurate skill set on both attack and defence. 
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2nd XV
Wellington College Premier 2 Division – Murray 
Jensen Cup
Played 9 - Won 5 - Lost 4 
Points	for	316	–	Points	Against	165	
St Pat’s 2nd XV 2019 was co-captained by Logan 
Wakefield	and	Toiroa	Whaanga-Davies.	This	year,	the	
2nd XV was a young team who had set Top 4 as the 
season goal. The team was bursting with talent in both 
the forwards and back, but it was going to require hard 
work and teamwork to be successful. 
Traditional games against Hastings, Hato Paora 
and Palmerston North Boys did not go our way and 
resulted in three losses. 
During the season, our backs showed skill, speed and 
flare	when	they	got	their	hands	on	the	ball.	Logan	and	
Toiroa led the forward pack by example and at times 
they were able to dominate the opposition. Thanks to 
Mr Bowden for his guidance in the ‘dark art’ of being a 

forward and the many trainings and video sessions in 
scrummaging and lineouts
Numerous outstanding tries were scored through the 
grit	of	the	forwards	and	flare	of	the	backs.	Losses	to	
Hutt Valley High, Porirua and Tawa during the mid-part 
of the season put the Top 4 goal in jeopardy. However, 
a late run and a bit of luck saw us sneak into the Top 4 
playoffs. 
The	semifinal	saw	us	up	against	Tawa	College.	It	was	
going to be a tough game as they were unbeaten 
during the season. The team needed to work together 
to	get	over	Tawa.	Stream	was	first	to	score	and	went	
into halftime ahead 7-0. Unfortunately, Tawa managed 
to score late in the second half to level the score 7-7. 
As	Tawa	finished	top	of	the	table	they	progressed	on	
to	the	final.	As	disappointed	as	the	players	were,	their	
defence was the best I had seen all season, they can 
be proud of their efforts. 
Thank you to the men of the 2nd XV. I wish you all the 
best for your future endeavours. 



3rd XV
This year the team played in Premier 4 with only 
Wellington	College	having	a	3rd	XV	and	all	other	
Colleges entering 2nd XV’s into the grade. 
The team performed very well and better than 
expectations.  We played 8 competition games, losing 
the	semi-final	to	the	eventual	joint	winner,	Scots	College	
and	losing	a	first	round	game	to	Scots	College	and	losing	
one game by default on Queen’s Birthday weekend when 
numbers	were	insufficient	to	make	up	a	team.	
We	had	a	great	attacking	record	scoring	in	excess	of	300	
points and coming second only to Scots College 2nd XV.  
It was very pleasing to note that every back scored at 
least 1 try during the season.  Our defence was the third 
best in the competition, leaking just under 200 points. 
The team was very well led by Samson Koneferenisi with 
able assistance from back leaders, Kobe Luamanu and 
Jacob Stowers-Kasiano. 
A special mention also goes out to Nano Torres, a 
boarder from Texas who boarded for 2 seasons at the 
College due to family history, but at the end of Term 2 
had to return home to play American Football.  This was 
Nano’s	first	taste	of	rugby	union	and	he	performed	very	
well and would not be out of place in a higher graded 
team.  All the team and management wish Nano the best 
for the future and hope that one day we can see him in 
New Zealand again. 
This year I was assisted by Sale Koneferenisi who 
coached the forwards and Darcy Clarke who when time 
permitted, assisted with the backs and was able to pass 
on some very good tips to the backs.  The team was 

extremely well managed by Lynette Kurth. Lynette had 
a high workload for the College, but never shirked in 
her	management	of	our	team.		It	was	great,	for	the	first	
time ever, not to have to supply tape, shorts, jerseys and 
socks this season with Lynette being able to source the 
same.  Further, remembering to drop off the jerseys after 
a Saturday game or on a Sunday was not in my brief this 
year.  I want to extend a very large thank you to Lynette, 
Sale and Darcy. 
Also mention should be made of Trevor Bushby, the 
Facilities Manager, who when he was not overseas, 
attended	every	game	of	the	3rd	XV	and	was	often	
available for transport duties.  Thank you Trev.
The season was enjoyable and there was a belief that 
the	team	could	make	the	finals.		The	coaches	and	
management were extremely proud of the team and the 
way	it	behaved	both	on	and	off	the	field,	the	respect	they	
showed to each other, opposition and team management 
and supporters.  Overall, the players are a credit to 
themselves, their families and of course, to the College.  
Finally, thank you to Warwick Bowden for his assistance 
during the season.   Personally, I would like to thank 
Warwick for granting me the privilege to again coach the 
3rd	XV.	
The end of the season awards were hard to pick and 
very close. Samson Koneferenisi was best forward, 
Jacob Stowers-Kasiano was best back and Lars 
Petersen-Hardy best team member. Well-deserved and 
congratulations to all three.
Mark Ligtenberg 
Coach
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U15A
The	2019	season	was	one	of	unfulfilled	potential	
for the U15As. After a quality trial process and 
some solid pre-season efforts, apart from a 
minor hiccup against Wellington College, the 
team was ready to go for the season and to try 
and go one better than last year’s team who 
went	down	by	one	point	in	the	final	against	St	
Pat’s Town.

Injuries would be a bit of a recurring theme 
throughout	the	season	and	the	first	regular	
season game against Rongotai was probably 
when the injuries were the worst as we took the 
field	with	only	two	reserves	and	then	lost	a	front	
rower	and	first-five	early	in	the	game.	The	boys	
stepped up though with the bare minimum and 
a number in unfamiliar positions to start us off 
with a hard-fought win against a very physical 
team.	As	players	returned	to	the	field	the	
results improved and we started building some 
chemistry that saw the team scoring a lot of 
excellent tries and as the regular season came 
to a close with a win against Mana College the 
team had come through the round robin stage 
with an impressive unbeaten record with an 
average	score	of	39	-10.	The	team	played	an	
expansive attacking style of rugby using a lot of 
skilled ball runners who constantly had teams 
on the back foot and who were supported well 
by their teammates which led to some fantastic 
running rugby on display throughout the season. 
Despite an unbeaten regular season, the team 
did unfortunately go down in both Traditional 
matches against Hastings Boys’ and St Pat’s 
Town which put a couple of black marks on what 
was an impressive overall effort from the boys.

The	team	earned	a	semi-final	date	against	St	
Bernard’s and played probably their best and 
most complete game of the season in scoring a 
43-12	victory	and	giving	them	a	match	up	against	
Wellington	College	in	the	final.	After	an	intense	
week of training and a good warm up, the boys 
stepped	onto	the	field	in	the	final.	As	they	did	the	
heavens opened and it poured down for almost 
the entire 70 minutes. The wet weather wasn’t 
conducive to the team’s open running game plan 
and a couple of early errors had Stream down 
at half time. Unfortunately, all the adjustments 
came a little too late in the game and despite the 
boys’ best efforts, and a spirited come back in the 
second half, the team came up a couple of points 
short, for the second season in a row, in this 
grade and went down 15-14.

Despite	the	let-down	of	losing	a	final	the	boys	
were excited and still training well leading into 

the season ending Hurricanes Tournament. A handful of boys 
were drafted in who had stood out in other teams during the 
year and to cover injuries, and the tournament squad was 
looking good. Things did not go to plan at all though, and 
the	team	went	down	in	the	first	game	against	new-comers	
St Thomas from Canterbury and things only got worse from 
there.	After	averaging	39	points	all	year	the	attacking	strength	
of the team eluded them during the tournament and they only 
managed 14 points a game and went down to Fielding and 
Manukura as well, on the way to an extremely disappointing 
finish	for	everyone	involved.	

There were several games where individuals stood out and 
played	exceptionally	well,	but	apart	from	the	semi-final	against	
St Bernard’s, the team was never really able to get everybody 
playing at their best at the same time and get anywhere close 
to that perfect team performance that all teams are constantly 
striving	for.	The	lessons	will	definitely	be	learnt	though	and	the	
players will be back and much improved next season.  
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The 2019 Under 15 Colts Rugby Team 
consisted of 21 Year 9,10 and 11 
students, and included players from Hutt 
Valley High School. The team played 
three grading games, nine U15 Division 
3	competition	games,	and	the	U15	
Division	3	final.	

After losing all grading games the 
team	won	seven	of	nine	U15	Division	3	
competition games and, ultimately, the 
U15	Division	3	final.

Two students, both from St Patrick’s 
College’s Year 9 and Year 10, were new 
to rugby.  The remainder of the students 
had previously played; club, school, and 
college rugby.  However, the students’ 
individual	skills	proficiency	belied	this	previous	
experience and exposure.  The four Hutt Valley High 
students were committed, focused players with sound 
individual skills. Their contributions to training and 
game performance was pivotal.Throughout the season 
every player’s individual, mini-unit, unit, and team skills 
improved.

The Team’s best positional and team players were:

Back: Aaron Lee. Aaron is a big picture thinker who 
displays	confidence	in	the	team’s	ability	to	prevail.		
He is a heads up player who has effective individual 
skills, tactical awareness, poise and composure under 
pressure; a focused work ethic.

Forward: Hemi Moreli. Hemi is a big picture thinker 
who	communicates	clearly	and	confidently.	He	is	a	
heads up player who; displays situational awareness, 
a winning attitude, a very high work rate, and a 
relentless work ethic.

Team: Mareko Laga. Mareko is a responsible and 
reliable team member with a focused and relentless 
work ethic. His focus was on working with the team to 
ensure success.

The Management team consisted of Parani Morgan – 
forward coach, Mark Howell – back coach, Kathleen 
Howell – manager, Aaron Cohen – strapper / 1st aider.

The team’s parents provided transport and spectator 
support at every game. Throughout the season they 
fulfilled	all	aspects	of	the	spectators’	code.	

Coaching Approach 
The coaching team’s philosophy was to provide a 
training and game environment which promoted the 
acquisition and retention of the skills necessary for 
every player to be an effective sub-unit, unit, and team 
member.

Many players who had been in previous years U15 
Colts teams perceived themselves to be lesser 
players than their U15 Division 1 and Division 2 
contemporaries. The coaching team mantra to counter 
this perception was “no matter how others estimate 
you, never under-estimate yourself.
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U80
The challenge was set from last year’s 2018 team to 
continue the winning streak and make it six in a row 
this year. The excellent coaching duo of Robbie and 
Nathan had assembled a strong team to contend the 
2019 title. The goal for the season was to make it to 
the	final	and	win.	We	had	a	great	group	of	guys	and	
a very balanced team. The strong forward pack led 
by Logan and Connor provided the backs with plenty 
of clean ball for TeNui and Callum to run onto. We 
trained hard throughout the week and played hard on 
the	field.	We	always	had	each	other’s	backs	and	never	
dropped our heads. We had a very good season only 
losing one game to our rival brothers St Pat’s Town 
despite	beating	them	in	the	opening	game	34-17.	In	
the	playoffs,	our	semi-final	was	against	Wellington	
College who we had previously beaten twice during 
the season.  We played a good, hard-fought game, 
winning	17-5.	On	to	the	final	against	St	Pat’s	Town.	
The stage was set, as both teams only had one loss. It 
was a horrible day as it was extremely wet and windy 
which made playing a fast-paced game tough.  We 
had a 5-metre scrum attacking the line. We called our 

trusty number eight move “Waka 1” setting up Jake 
in	the	corner	for	the	first	try	of	the	game.	Both	teams	
defended extremely well and the score remained 5-0 
to	Stream	at	half	time.	About	five	minutes	into	the	
second half St Pat’s Town scored a try right under 
the posts: 7-5 to Town. Again, both teams defended 
very well, not allowing either team to make any 
breakaways.	We	advanced	slowly	up	the	field	getting	
to their 5-metre line, picking and going. Finally, after 
several phases, Sautia managed to score and then 
kick the conversion: 12-7 to Stream with under 10 
minutes on the clock.  

 Town ended up with the ball on our 5-metre line; we 
defended our hearts out, stopping them time after time 
before	getting	a	turnover	and	kicking	it	down	the	field.	
We then managed to win a penalty with no time on the 
clock. We kicked it out, taking out the U80’s Division 
and the Arthur Reeve Cup for the sixth time in a row. A 
big thanks to Robbie, Nathan and our supporters for a 
fantastic year.

Flynn Ruscoe
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U65A
Under 65A had a very successful year, ultimately 
beating every team in the competition. The boys grew 
as a team throughout the season and left their best for 
the	final	game.		

We had injuries to some of our key players towards the 
end of the season which could have had an impact on 
the	team	and	the	final	game.	Jackson	Sargent	(broken	
collar bone), Caleb Jefferson (broken forearm), Zac 
Andrews (shattered cheekbone); these players were 
instrumental in our success and were going to be 
missed.

Finals day started out a little cloudy but grew to 
thunderstorms and a lot of heavy rain by half time which 
affected our top performing backs and didn’t allow 
the free running rugby they were accustomed to. Our 
forwards had to work a little harder but stepped up and 
dominated. Having lost to Rongotai only three weeks 
earlier, we developed a game plan and implemented it 
during	the	remaining	games	before	the	finals.	

Our	team,	led	by	Adam	Costly,	played	the	final	with	
passion, commitment, aggression and skill. The game 
plan	we	had	developed	and	practised	worked	in	the	first	
two minutes and we continued to use this throughout 

the game. We had the best backline in the grade and 
equally our forwards often stepped up and dominated 
opposition in all aspects with emphasis around our 
scrummaging. It’s hard to single out players because by 
the	end	of	the	year	we	played	as	a	team,	finished	as	a	
team and won the grade as a team.  Well done!!

As coaches, Mark Lockyer and I were very proud to be 
part of this winning team. Katie Mort and her managing 
skills made it easy for Mark and I and we just had to 
be told where and when to turn up. Big thanks to Chris 
Mort who videoed games, which in turn helped to build 
a	game	plan	for	round	two	and	lead	up	to	finals.	A	big	
thank you to all parents - great support for the players 
throughout the year which also made it enjoyable for all. 
Thanks to the young men who made this a great team 
and good luck with your future rugby endeavours.

Coaches - Mark Tainui & Mark Lockyer

Manager- Katie Mort

Videographer - Chris Mort 

Played 10, Won 8, Lost 2

Points	for	349,	Points	against	167

Winners - Under 65 Division A - Ina Hansen Cup 
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U65B
The	under	65B’s	started	the	season	winning	⅔	of	their	
grading	games	giving	us	good	confidence	heading	
into the round robin in Division 2. We were shown 
first-hand	what	needed	to	be	done	in	our	first	game	
and realised that hard work would be required and 
no game would be given to us. With many boys early 
in their rugby career our focus for the season was to 
develop our skills and practise and play with a positive 
attitude.	With	our	fit	and	solid	back	line	we	knew	that	
any second half of a game would be our strongest 
point so we looked to our forward pack to put on the 
big	hits	in	the	first	half.	The	boys	had	some	positive	
trainings throughout the season and our team started 
pulling together and making those connections with 
each other and building trust. This enabled us to have 
some dominating set phases through our games. With 

the likes of Lusin Grey our big man from HVHS and 
Dean Tupua-Bond in our forward pack we were able to 
win our last 2 round robin games putting us 5th on the 
table. Unfortunately we were missing some key players 
when heading into the play-off games, narrowly losing 
40-39	against	Wainuiomata.	With	only	having	14	men	
fielding	that	game	the	boys	showed	great	heart	and	
determination giving it their all. This was one of the 
biggest highlights of our season. Special thanks to all 
the parents who helped out at trainings and before and 
after the matches. To our supporters throughout our 
season, who always turned up rain or shine to stand 
on the sidelines, thank you. And lastly to the boys, a 
huge thank you for playing with the Silverstream Mana 
you always played with and representing the school 
with honour. 
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U55 Blue
The under 55 Blue team was a mixture of 
very excited Year 9s along with a number of 
Year 10s who were playing in the grade for 
a	second	year.		The	first	challenge	for	the	
coaches	was	to	find	enough	boys	to	play	in	
the forwards as 15 of the 18 squad members 
said	their	first	choice	playing	position	was	in	
the backs.

After settling on a team and having only 
a couple of trainings under our belt, we 
struggled in our two pre-season games and it 
looked like it would be a long season ahead.  
We	managed	to	turn	things	around	in	the	first	
game of the season with a good win against 
Scots.  Although the team struggled in some 
games, the boys never gave up and overall 
we	had	4	wins,	7	losses	and	finished	7th	in	
the 10 team competition.

Standout performers for the team were Aidan Gwyn and Sam Wright in the backs and George Marsden, Fionn 
Shannon and Spencer Corbett in the forwards.

I would like to say a big thank you to head coach Matt Kumeroa and assistant coach Tony Pratt who gave 
up their time to coach the boys this season.  A big thank you to all the boys and parents as well. The way we 
conducted	ourselves	on	the	field	this	season	and	upholding	the	school’s	values,	was	admirable.
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SQUASH

Brian Stevens, Senior Most 
Valuable Player 
Nathan Lucock, Junior Most 
Valuable Player 
Connor Eales won the Plate Final 
in the Boys Division One grade. 
Jack Burrell won the Plate of the 
Boys Division Two grade 
Shaun Thomas was runner-up in 
the Plate of the Boys Division Two 
grade 
Jesse	Bier	was	his	first	time	playing	
squash. 
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SOFTBALL

Stream Senior Softball Team Perform with credibility at Division 1 National 
Tournament
The 2019 Stream Senior Softball team competed 
in the 2019 Division 1 Secondary School Softball 
Nationals in Christchurch in late March. The 
tournament was contested by the top secondary 
schools from around the country with some Junior 
Black Sox players in attendance scattered amongst 
the teams at the tournament.

Going into the tournament the team to beat was Mt 
Albert Grammar from Auckland who had won the 
four previous Div 1 National Tournaments. Their form 
leading up to the tournament suggested they would 
once again be a tough team to beat. There was also 
strong opposition from Rongotai College, Wellington, 
St Bernard’s from Lower Hutt and St Thomas’s from 
Christchurch, as teams along with Stream who had the 
potential to knock over the defending champions.

The	Stream	boys	got	off	to	a	flier	in	their	first	game	
with some power hitting and great defence amassing 
17 runs against a strong St Thomas’ team who were 
the Canterbury champions. Unfortunately, day 1 ended 

with a close loss to St Bernard’s in extra innings

Day 2 was one of those ‘so close, but yet so far’ days. 
The Stream boys were up against the two tournament 
favourites, Mt Albert Grammar and Rongotai College 
who	went	on	to	contest	the	final.	Both	games	ended	
with Stream losing in extra innings, which at the time 
was a tough pill to swallow as both results could have 
gone the other way. The pleasing aspect was that 
the Stream boys had competed in both those games 
with	confidence,	mana	and	distinction.	They	were	
not outclassed whatsoever by the two best Colleges 
in the country. If it was not for a couple of critical 
moments in both games that didn’t go our way, St 
Pats Silverstream would have been celebrating their 
best softball result ever. Victory in those two games 
would	have	seen	the	team	contest	the	final.	It	wasn’t	
to be, however the Stream boys came out to perform 
with	credibility	in	the	final	two	days	avenging	a	loss	to	
St Bernard’s on day 1 and beating Marlborough Boys 
convincingly	in	their	final	game	of	the	tournament.
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Stand out performers for the Stream team were 
Loghan O’Leary with an impressive 586 batting 
average	which	saw	him	finish	in	the	top	5	at	the	
tournament. The young Year 10 Josh Kennedy 
continued to impress competing against the older boys 
and was dominant with the bat collecting home runs 
off quality pitchers from St Bernard’s and Mt Albert 
Grammar. Danyon Sievers was the main stay in the 
middle with some excellent pitching displays against 
quality hitting and Josh McCarroll led the defensive 
effort	in	the	infield	making	some	quality	plays	and	was	
a consistent performer also with the bat.

The future of softball at Stream is bright with a number 
of Hutt Valley and Wellington representatives having 
joined the Stream brotherhood in recent years.

In conclusion I would like to thank very much our 
parent	officials	and	sponsor	that	made	it	possible	for	
us to attend this tournament.

Mr Grant McCarroll  Coach

Mr Paul Sievers   Assistant Coach

Mrs Maureen Sievers   Scorer and team Mum

Mr Kevin McEvoy, Upper Hutt Cars Sales Ltd, 18-20 
King Street Upper Hutt

Sponsor – donated funds to help us transporting the 
team around while in Christchurch.  The team and I 
are very grateful for all you do.

Another positive from our 
time in Christchurch was the 
opportunity we had to place a 
bouquet	of	flowers	on	behalf	
of our school in front of the 
Dean’s Avenue Mosque 
where on the 15th March a 
gun man ran loose shooting 
and killing over 40 people 
who were worshiping in the 
mosque that day.
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TABLE TENNIS

This year we entered three teams in the Hutt Valley 
Table Tennis competition, which played on Wednesday 
afternoons at the Empire Stadium in Petone.

Our senior team was a mix of Year 10 and 11 players 
and their Most Valuable Player was Nathan Lucock. 
We also had two Year 9 teams, with their respective 
Most Valuable Players being Jordan Crawford and 
Joey Cook. These players received their awards at the 
Sports Prizegiving in Term 4.

I wish to acknowledge and thank the many parents 
and whanau members who supported the boys by 
attending the games or by providing transport.  
It was much appreciated.

Simon Fordyce
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TOUCH
Senior A 
2019 has been a tough year 
for touch at Stream.  With 
a change of format and 
qualifying procedures for 
NZSS Nationals, we found 
ourselves in a position of 
automatically qualifying for 
the Nationals due to our 
placing last year. 

This has been a double 
edged sword. On one hand, 
it was good not to have 
the pressure to qualify 
through Regionals and 
Zonal tournaments but with 
the dates of the Nationals 
pushed back a week, the 
tournament takes place 
after	our	Year	13s	have	
moved on.  Now leaving us 
with another building year 
including a lot of young 
junior players.

On a positive note, the team is progressing well under the guidance of last year’s coaches, Ned Walters and 
Eru Davies and the boys are looking forward to going to Nationals in Rotorua this year.  Finally, congratulations 
to our junior players Emmanuel Solomona, Maddox Jacobs and Jayden Maere for being called up to the senior 
team and Seyjay Harawira for his second year as a junior in the Senior A’s.
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Senior A Touch 
Nationals - Rotorua
The Senior A Touch team competed at the NZSS 
Touch Nationals hosted in Rotorua.  

The boys competed well for such a young team 
including	five	junior	players,	finishing	10th	in	the	
rankings and automatically qualifying for this year’s 
tournament.  The big positive is, is that all of our team 
can return to play again. 
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Junior
The	first	part	of	the	touch	season	started	positively	
with	Stream	fielding	5	teams	in	the	Tuesday	night	
competition held at Fraser Park in Lower Hutt.

The social teams had good numbers and played well.  
Our two teams in the 2nd division played well and 
made	the	final	facing	each	other.

The Junior A team improved each game and were 
unlucky	in	the	final	against	St	Bernard’s.	

The second half of the season also started positively 
with	two	wins	on	the	first	Tuesday	night	competition.	

The one-day tournament went ahead even with heavy 
rain during the night.  Five games in our pool before 
the	finals,	the	team	was	looking	very	promising.	
Heading	into	the	finals	undefeated	scoring	42	points	
for	and	conceding	only	3.		Into	the	final,	facing	our	
traditional	rivals	St	Bernard’s	for	the	3rd	year	in	a	row.	
The game was a back and forth contest with Stream 
scoring	first,	then	St	Bernard’s,	until	half	time	with	
Stream	ahead	3-2.		The	second	half	was	a	battle	with	
only	1	try	being	scored	by	Stream,	the	final	score	4-2.

Well done to all the boys, coaches and managers 
involved.  
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VOLLEYBALL
Senior Volleyball
2019. This particular year will go down as the 
most successful year in Volleyball history at St 
Patrick’s College, Silverstream. After setting 
the benchmark for Senior Volleyball in 2018, 
the boys returned to school with more hunger 
and determination to keep striving for higher 
success. It all started with an early pre-season 
camp where the boys displayed commitment 
to long hours of training and hard work with the 
first	key	goal	in	mind,	to	make	the	top	Senior	
A team. With lots of healthy competition and 
a wealth of depth, it was going to be a tough 
choice from the coaching panel of Old Boys Mr 
Liko Alosio, Filo Tu, Eddie Korent and long-time 
coaching assistant, Lese Sauila. Key goals were 
set for a busy yet, exciting term ahead of us and 
the boys were absolutely pumped! A change 
in competition format saw our Senior A team 
begin their campaign in the CSW Premier Boys’ 
Competition – a division Silverstream had never 
won prior. Pre-season training seemed to be 
paying off as we completely outplayed Volleyball 
powerhouses such as St Pat’s Town, Mana 
and	Porirua	College.	Our	semi-final	showdown	
against Porirua College shaped up to be our 
virtual	final	as	they	had	taken	us	to	the	wire.	
Through	match	fitness	and	mental	stability,	the	
boys broke the playoffs “curse” and had now 
qualified	for	the	Premier	Final.	Our	Senior	B	
team also made the Hutt Valley Division Final 
but fell short against St Bernard’s College. 
The Premier Final - hosted in our very own 
venue, Silverstream Senior A came up against 
local rivals Taita College where the boys were 
ferocious and faultless in their demolition of their 
opposition. As a result, our Senior A Team were 
crowned	for	the	very	first	time,	CSW	Senior	
Boys’ Volleyball Premier Champions 2019. This 
was only the beginning.

Throughout Term One, our Senior A team also 
competed at other invitational tournaments 
such	as	the	Pacific	Cup	and	the	Hawkes	Bay	
Invitational Competition. Being exposed to 
so much Volleyball at a high level, the boys 
were	ecstatic	finishing	U19	Runners’	Up	at	
the	Pacific	Cup	Tournament	and	winning	gold	
at the Hawkes Bay Invitational Competition. 
These were great ways to prepare for the major 
pinnacle tournaments of the term, CSW Senior 
Volleyball Regionals and the NZSS Volleyball 
Nationals. After weeks of preparation, the time 
had come for Silverstream to defend their 
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maiden regional title and looked to take gold again 
for the second consecutive year. The Senior A team 
started strongly as expected with convincing wins over 
Newlands, Onslow and Tawa College putting them into 
the	quarter-final.	The	Senior	B	team	had	a	mixed	first	
day with only one win. As we all knew, tournaments are 
not	won	on	the	first	day	and	our	Senior	A	team	knew	
they had to take it up another level. This was evident 
where the boys disposed of St Bernard’s College in 
the	quarter-final	and	Porirua	College	in	the	semi-final	
in	straight	sets.	Reaching	the	final	was	the	key	target	
coming up against brother school, St Pat’s Town. The 
boys showed no mercy of backing down to their fellow 
brothers and again in straight sets, Silverstream Senior 
A had just defended their Senior Regional title and were 
crowned back to back CSW Senior Volleyball Regional 
Champions	for	the	first	time.	In	addition,	Roger	Sauila,	
Akira Ieremia, Junior Paulo, Joshua Tutagalevao were 
all named in the tournament team with Kobi Luamanu 
named as the tournament Most Valuable Player. A 
special	moment	particularly	for	our	Year	13	players	who	
have been a part of this team since they were Year 9. 
Well done fellas! 

Now that the hype of regionals was over, it was time 
to shift our focus to NZSS Nationals where our key 

target was to make the top 8 and hopefully go further 
from there. We were fortunate enough again to take 
both our Senior teams to Nationals where our Senior 
A would vie for a place in the top division whilst our 
Senior B would attempt to win silverware in their 
division.	Our	Senior	A	started	the	first	two	days	off	
in swift fashion beating off schools such as Otago 
Boys’ HS, Palmerston North Boys’ HS and Spotswood 
College. However, they were tested and fell short 
against national heavyweights Tauranga Boys’ College 
and Trident HS. As a result of these key losses, our 
boys were unable to make the top 8 and battled hard 
to keep our spot in the top 10. After placing 11th in 
2018, our Senior A team can hold their heads high 
proudly giving our College their highest ever placing 
at the NZSS Volleyball Nationals placing 9th in New 
Zealand from 72 boys’ teams overall.

At the conclusion of these major tournaments, 
observations were completed on our players from 
various coaches and several boys were selected for 
the Wellington Age-Grade Representative Volleyball 
Squads. 14 players in total from Silverstream alone 
represented Wellington at U17, U19 and U21 
level respectively. Furthermore, our Senior A team 
were once again recognized at our school Sports 
Prizegiving winning the “Team of the Year” Award 
and Captain Roger Sauila, winning the overall Victor 
Ludorum Sportsman of the Year for his honorary 
achievements in Volleyball. Lastly, Roger Sauila was 
recognized at the major College Sport Wellington 
Awards winning the Male Volleyball Player of the Year 
for the second year in a row. A worthy achievement for 
a player who has been at the very core of Silverstream 
Volleyball success over the last few years.

We wish to thank our Volleyball Coaches, Managers 
and helpers throughout this year. Without your 
generous support, the success we saw as a whole 
group would not have been possible. We would 
particularly like to thank our parents and families for 
your continuous support especially the parents of 
our	Year	13	Leavers’	who	have	been	there	right	from	
the very beginning. We never would have thought 
Volleyball would make it this far at our College and this 
was only thanks to you all as our main supporters over 
the years. We look forward to an exciting new group 
of players in 2020 who will continue to add strength to 
our Volleyball programme and pray that our success 
both on and off the court will be sustained for many 
more years to come. Sectare Fidem.

#StayHumble #HustleHard
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Junior Volleyball
In Term One, Junior Volleyball started off with a positive 
number of players under Head Coach and father, Dan 
Pavihi.	A	great	start	to	the	season	where	they	qualified	
for	the	local	Hutt	Valley	semi-final	against	a	strong	St	
Bernard’s	College	outfit.	Their	main	goal	was	to	make	
the top two in the Hutt Valley to qualify for the CSW 
Junior Premier Division in Term Four. After a spirited 
display by our boys and nail-biting game, unfortunately 
the boys just fell short. Despite this, the boys would use 
this as motivation to come back bigger and stronger in 
Term Four.

At	the	end	of	Term	Three,	official	Junior	Volleyball	trials	
were held due to an excessive number of players. As 
a result, we managed to create two full team rosters 
to enter into the major local tournaments with Mr Liko 
Alosio	coaching	the	Junior	A	Team	and	Year	13	player-
Coaches, Roger Sauila and Joshua Tutagalevao taking 
the Junior B Team. First up, the CSW Hutt Valley Junior 
Competition. A great experience for the boys put to 
the test on a weekly basis and building team morale. 
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Congratulations to the Junior A team on winning the 
local	competition	beating	fierce	rivals,	Naenae	College	
in	the	Hutt	Valley	Division	final.	This	was	an	awesome	
result for the boys after falling short in Term One and 
winning this division for the third consecutive year. The 
pinnacle competition was the CSW Junior Regional 
Tournament where again, Silverstream were the only 
school to enter two boys’ teams into this exciting 
event. Day One saw the Junior A team come away 
with strong wins against Rongotai, Newlands, St Pat’s 
Town and Wellington College putting them at the top of 
their	table	and	qualifying	for	the	semi-final	for	the	fifth	
consecutive	year.	The	Junior	B	side	had	a	tough	first	
day with a solo win against Kapiti College. The second 
day brought a lot of drama with a mix of triumph and 
challenges. The Junior A prepared well for a rematch 
against	St	Bernard’s	College	in	the	regional	semi-final.	
Despite a strong start, a high error rate and lack of 
consistency proved to be the deciding factor in their loss 
to St Bernard’s College who eventually went on to win 
the tournament. The Junior B side saw more success 
picking up two more wins against Mana College and 
Kapiti College. Overall, the boys thoroughly enjoyed 
for	what	was	for	most	of	them,	their	first	ever	Volleyball	
experience and being exposed to tournaments like 
these, contributed further to their enjoyment of this new 
sport. Of the 12 boys’ teams at Regionals, the Junior 
A	finished	in	4th	place	whilst	the	Junior	B	finished	
in 9th place. Congratulations also to Conner Tuifao 
who was selected in the overall CSW Junior Regional 
Tournament Team. In addition, we congratulate Conner 
Tuifao, Senio Sanele and Daniel Pernecita who were all 
selected in the Wellington U15 Representative Squad 
who will participate at the National U15 Inter-Provincial 
Tournament. Well done boys!

The Junior A team now set their sights on the North 
Island Junior Championships held at the end of 
November where they will test themselves against 
the best Junior Volleyball teams in the North Island. 
An amazing experience for the boys where they will 
head into the competition with a key target of qualifying 
for the top division placing them amongst the top 16 
teams in New Zealand. We want to thank our Coaches, 
Managers and especially our parents/helpers for all 
your support and time invested in the Junior Volleyball 
programme at Silverstream this year. We look forward 
to another exciting year of Volleyball in 2020 and hope 
to continue this momentum even further. We wish the 
Junior A all the best and safe travels to Tauranga for the 
North Island Champs. Sectare Fidem’.
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WAKA AMA
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WATER POLO
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Student Leaders

Luani Ammunson 
Head Boy

Akira Ieremia 
Deputy Head Boy

Max Griffith 
Deputy Head Boy

Joseph Gray 
Deputy Head Boy

Toiroa Whaanga-Davies 
Head Boarder
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SCHOOL ROLL
Ackermann Caleb 11MB
Adams Connor 9SM
Adams William 13BW
Ahluwalia Guntas 11KL
Alexander-Hall Cayden 9HS
Alexander Cody 10TC
Allen Caleb 9NP
Allen Dante 11ST
Allen Joshua 9LC
Ammunson Luani 13MT
Ammunson Matai 11DT
Anderson Jacob 9IT
Andrew Logan 12SF
Andrews Adam 12CN
Andrews Zak 12CN
Antonio Lantz 13MT
Aumua Zion 11EA
Bagnall Tristan 11DT
Baker Adam 12TP
Baker Logan 9TO
Baker Pakira 9HS
Bambery Jesse 9IT
Baniqued Benj 10WS
Bargh-O’Connell Finn 12OC
Barling Logan 11JG
Barrell Sam 9IT
Barry Jayden 10HV
Bartley Fakaofo 10HV
Bartley Jona 12MS
Basinang Tristan 13FY
Bateman Kennedy 10PD
Bates Hunter 12LR
Bealing Matthew 11JG
Beattie Jacob 13MT
Becker Alfie 10LT
Belton William 9SL
Bennett Ryan 10AW
Bennett Sean 10HV
Bentley-Cribb Johnathon 9HS
Bentley Jordyn 9GC
Berg-McLean Carter 9GH
Bermingham Jake 13MT

Berney Jake 12CN
Berry Rocco 13WD
Berwick Ratu 9ZB
Bevan Adam 12TP
Bewley Leethal 9SL
Bidois Luke 11CL
Bier Jesse 10KS
Blackmore Alexander 12SF
Blain Harrison 13FY
Blair Ryan 13BW
Blake Zachary 11CL
Bond Isaiah 9ER
Bourgeois Lachlan 12MS
Boyle Lachlann 9GH
Bracefield Matthew 12CN
Braich Paramjot 11ST
Brattle Rory 12MS
Brennan Noah 13FY
Brink Simeon 10HV
Brinkley Aaron 9SL
Brophy Michael 9ZB
Brosnan Benedict 9TO
Brown Jack 10WT
Brown Sam 12LK
Browne Trent 9NP
Brunel Jack 10AW
Bun Benjamin 11JG
Burland Flynn 10KR
Burns Ethan 12RT
Burns Joshua 11CL
Burns Ronan 12RT
Burns Watson 10KR
Burrell Jack 13MT
Burrell Joel 10KS
Burrell Max 10AS
Burrell Sam 11HI
Burrin Caleb 11JG
Burt Thomas 11PH
Buttar Gursevak 9ER
Byrne Daniel 12LR
Byrne Matthew 10KR
Cameron Cody 12MS
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Cameron Maddox 12LR
Cameron Trent 12LK
Campbell Ayrton 10PD
Candy Joshua 12LK
Canton-Te Aotonga Taika 9HS
Carmine Jared 10WT
Carter Oliver 10AS
Caulfield Sean 12LR
Cavill Matt 13EP
Chamberlain Stanley 10TC
Chandler Blake 11HI
Chapman John 9LC
Cheer Jacob 11KL
Chumko Fabian 13WD
Clark Kiedis 11ST
Clark Noah 12TP
Clark Thomas 11DT
Clarke Tjay 12OC
Clegg Alexander 10KR
Clifton Seamus 12LK
Clough Darragh 11ST
Coetzee Christopher 10TC
Coetzee Marco 9SL
Cohen Joshua 10LT
Cook Joseph 9GC
Coombes Casey 11HI
Cooper Benjamin 9GH
Corbett Benjamin 9GH
Corbett Spencer 10KR
Cornille Alexander 12LK
Cornille Joseph 10TC
Corrigan Joseph 11ST
Costley Adam 11HI
Craigie Jacob 12SF
Crawford Jordan 9GC
Crichton James 12MS
Crosby Toby 11CL
Cross Dylan 13BW
Cuff Matthew 10PD
Cuff Oliver 9TO
Curtis Ashton 10AW
Curtis Tyron 12MS
Dalley Matthew 12TP
Dalton Reihana 13MT
Dapitan Andre 12TP

Davies Rico 9ZB
Dearsley William 9NP
Dempsey James 9HS
Denham Josh 12MS
Depuru Venkata Suman 9IT
Depuru Teja 13BW
Dexter Cambyl 12LK
Dhade Lokesh 10HV
Dobbelaar Luke 12RT
Doherty Boston 9IT
Donnelly William 11KL
Donohue Aaron 13BW
Drummond Daniel 13MT
du Toit Ethan 11MB
Dudley-Kiikoro Manakaa 10PD
Duong Brendon 12OC
Dynan Brandon 9ZB
Eales Connor 13BW
Easthope Lennox 10AS
Ehle Jeff Yuan Hang Rudi 11KL
Ellery Jack 13EP
Elliott Jacob 13MT
Elliott Luke 13FY
Eslera Aaron 10KS
Evangelista Arvin 12RT
Fairbairn Ryan 12LK
Falaniko Vine 10LT
Fatialofa Philip 9GC
Felix Mikaele 13EA
Fepuleai Calvin 11MB
Fergus Titan 13WD
Fink Fletcher 11KL
Fink Hunter 10PD
Florendo Cy 12LR
Fogarty-Bridgart Joshua 11KL
Foley Oliver 10KR
Foote Benjamin 9ER
Foote Max 11MB
Forbes Lachlan 12SF
Forbes Maclean 9ZB
Ford Jayden 11HI
Forman Luke 9LC
Franken Kane 13FY
Frederickson Seth 9SL
Freeman Tiaki 11KL
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Fulgarinas Gavin 9ER
Galway Degan 9HS
Gandhi Baahul 13BW
Garcia-Hernandez Luca 11JG
Garcia Justin 13BW
Gardiner Ashtyn 11CL
Geoghegan James 13WD
George Karan 12CN
Gibbs Michael 12SF
Gill Brandyn 11KL
Gillies Adam 12RT
Gillies Jacob 10TC
Gleeson Jamie 9ZB
Go Dexter 11PH
Godinez-Oliveros Lance 9NP
Goodwin Mokaraka 11MB
Goonewardene Kiann 13WD
Gorrie Luke 10AS
Gotlieb Jayden 10PD
Graham Te Nui - A - Rangi 13MT
Grasso Alexander 13EP
Gratela Karl 9ER
Gray Henry 10TC
Gray Joseph 13FY
Greaney Noah 9GC
Green Kayden 11CL
Greenland Manaia 11CL
Grevatt Hamish 13BW
Gribben Sam 9SM
Griffin Liam 11KL
Griffith Max 13MT
Griffiths Grayson 13EP
Gulson Matthew 13FY
Guthrie Bryce 11CL
Gwyn Aidan 10PD
Gwyn Corban 11MB
Hadfield William 13EP
Hall Felix 9NP
Hall Joshua 9SL
Ham Odin 13WD
Hanning Isaac 11PH
Hanning Jacob 9NP
Hansen Jacob 12TP
Hansen Jacob 11KL
Harawira Braydin 12MS

Harawira Seyjay 10AW
Harris Kaden 10TC
Harris Levi 9SL
Hawley Oliver 12TP
Hayes Caleb 11KL
Hayes Jed 13MT
Hayes Kane 11CL
Hazeldine -  
Kaczorowski

Dominic 10LT

Healy Quinn 9HS
Heffernan Alexander 10KR
Hema Khail 9TO
Henderson Tane 11PH
Hern Sano 11ST
Hey Benjamin 12OC
Hickson Isaac 9ER
Hickson Jacob 12TP
Higgins Riley 12RT
Higham Jonathan 12SF
Hill Ben 10WT
Hill Macklin 10WS
Hill Madix 9SM
Hilton Tristen 9GH
Hindley Ethan 10AS
Hocking Harrison 9ZB
Hoffman Liam 12OC
Hoffmann Sean 11HI
Hogan Benjamin 12LR
Holcroft-Lewer Kaden 10KR
Hollingsworth James 13MT
Holmes Cullen 10WS
Holtham Campbell 11KL
Hooper McNeilage Jack 9NP
Hoult Jacob 9GC
Hughes Callan 12LR
Hullah Zachary 12OC
Hunt Iranui 9TO
Hussain Zak 11ST
Idris Rayhaan 10WS
Ieremia Akira 13EP
Ingerson David 12SF
Ingerson Jack 9ER
Issah Adrian 10KS
Jackson Ryan 12OC
Jacobs Maddox 9ZB
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Jacobs Xavier 11DT
Jakeman Matthew 13BW
Janes Jakub 11MB
Jefferson Caleb 12SF
Jennings Ryan 12TP
Jensen Matthew 11ST
Johns Liam 12LR
Jones Ethan 12LK
Jonker Kees 10AS
Jordan Joshua 9TO
Kakau -Blackbourn Keahn 10WT
Kalolo Justice 11EA
Kannan Vedaanth 13FY
Karaitiana Charlie 9HS
Karaitiana George 11JG
Karaitiana Jack 9TO
Karehana Aiden 12MS
Kee Samuel 10KR
Keenan Sean 9GH
Kempt Alexander 11PH
Kennedy Joshua 10AW
Kershaw Benjamin 10HV
Kidd Jackson 12TP
Kilgariff Reuben 9GH
King Garrison 12CN
Knapman Blaine 9IT
Koneferenisi Samson 13FY
Koneferenisi Seth 10WT
Korent Piripi 13EA
Kortink Euan 12CN
Krijnen Oliver 10PD
Kroezen Spyker 9LC
Kula Inoke 9IT
Kumeroa Braden 9ZB
Lafrentz Joshua 10LT
Laga Mareko 9IT
Lakai Peter 12RT
Lakeman Jayden 13BW
Lakisoe Liam 10AS
Lambert Jalen 11JG
Lambert Jeremiah 10LT
Lammie Tyler 12CN
Langford Lewis 9ZB
Laplanche Josiah 9GC
Larson Cameron 9ZB

Latief Simon 11KL
Lawrence Joseph 13FY
Le Moray Zander 12SF
Le Calvin 13EP
Lealamisa Laban 12RT
Lee Arran 11PH
Leger Riley 9SL
Leighton Samuel 11PH
Leitch Charlie 10LT
Leleimalefaga Fetala’i 13EA
Li James 9SL
Lillyston Connor 10WS
Lim Tobey 10AW
Lin Geoffrey 11MB
Linden-Dobbs Jacob 9ER
Lister Mitchell 11MB
Lloyd Rhys 13FY
Lloyd Thomas 11DT
Lochead Owen 10LT
Lock Gareth 11MB
Lock Hamish 13FY
Locsin Ethan 9IT
Lomax Brayden 12RT
Loughran Seth 13FY
Loveridge Jakob 11JG
Loveridge Simon 13EP
Luamanu Kobi 13EA
Lucock Nathan 10HV
Luger Harry 9ZB
Lunn Jacob 9ER
Lynch Shaun 12CN
Ma’a Christian 12CN
Macintosh Tobias 10AS
Maddocks Samuel 10KS
Maddocks Thomas 10WS
Maere Jayden 10TC
Mafile’o Nanuma 11EA
Mahony Henry 12SF
Mahony Reuben 10TC
Mair Huw 11CL
Major Luke 9HS
Malicdem James 11KL
Mallon Regan 12MS
Mallon Toby 10WT
Mannix Thomas 11ST
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Mans Tristian 11MB
Manson Jacob 9GC
Manulaiatea Soakimi 9LC
Maraku Tyrone 11MB
Markovits Gabor 10WT
Marriner Matthew 11DT
Marryatt Macrae 12TP
Marsden George 9ZB
Marsden Jayden 10TC
Marshall Jacob 11CL
Marshall Peter 12CN
Marshall Shaun 9SM
Martin Cade 11PH
Martin Maxx 10KS
Masoe Daniel 11EA
Masoe Ephesian 11KL
Masoe Josiah 13FY
Masoe Julius 13FY
Mason Bradley 9SM
Matagi Michael 12LK
Matheson Corey 11HI
Mathews Zachariah 13EA
Mathews Zion 10KR
Matthews Payton 9SM
Maviza Takudzwa 11HI
Maxwell Caleb 9HS
Maxwell Cameron 11PH
Maxwell Kingston 10AW
McCarroll Joshua 11CL
McCarthy Markus 12RT
McCaul Flynn 12LR
McCluskie Shaun 10KS
McDonald Dalton 13WD
McDonell Josef 13EP
McGhie Luke 12LK
McGhie Sean 10AS
McGill-Richmond Kaleb 11ST
McLean Ethan 9GH
McLoughlin Connor 11ST
McNamara Ryan 11MB
McNamee Zeke 12LR
McNicol Tommy 11PH
Mendoza Jackson 9SM
Millar Ashton 9HS
Miller Dustin 9TO

Miller Jack 11JG
Mills Taylor 12LK
Minihan William 11DT
Misa Sautia 12LK
Mitchell Cole 12MS
Mitchell Hunter 13WD
Mocnangan Clyde 11DT
Mojicevic Stefan 12OC
Montague Caleb 12OC
Moreli Hemi 10KR
Morgan Samuel 11DT
Morgan Trent 10AW
Morrison Caleb 12OC
Morrison Jadyn 10KS
Mort Joshua 12LR
Mort Liam 9IT
Mose Genesis 9NP
Muir Tyler 11HI
Muller Ashton 9GC
Mundy Cason 12TP
Munir Hassan 9GH
Murfitt Aidan 9NP
Murphy Ben 10WS
Murphy Calum 10HV
Murphy Jake 13FY
Murphy Lachlan 13FY
Murray Reef 12CN
Myatt Damion 9GC
Nathan Charlie 13WD
Ncube Oluthando 11MB
Neazor-Grant Thomas 12RT
Neilson Ruben 9ER
Nem Anthony 11MB
Newman Ashley 11EA
Newth Mitchell 12SF
Nicholls Makaia 10LT
Niclaus Daniel 11CL
Nicol Jared 9GC
Nihoniho-Russell Timikara 11HI
Niko-Kaimo Josef 9GH
Niko-Kaimo Xavier 10WT
Nisbet Oliver 9SL
Nisbet Samuel 12MS
Nixey Joshua 12OC
Nixon Jacob 11JG
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Nixon Matthew 9HS
Nocido Charles 10AS
Nowak James 11DT
O’Brien Connor 13WD
O’Connell Gabriel 10WS
O’Connor William 13EP
O’Dea Caleb 11HI
O’Dea Jesse 13WD
O’Donoghue Callum 11KL
O’Donoghue Shea 10TC
O’Leary Loghan 13FY
O’Sullivan Cieran 12SF
Oden Kaleb 13WD
Oram Jack 12LR
Oram Tom 10WS
Owen Jack 10KR
Owers Harrison 10AS
Palmer Jesse 13EP
Parata Carlos 11PH
Patel Milan 9ER
Patelesio Te Ata Tu 12MS
Paulo Junior 11EA
Pavihi Tomasi 10TC
Payne Matt 10AW
Peirce Joseph 10HV
Penman Jack 13BW
Penman Samuel 13MT
Pepa Renz 10KS
Pereira Joshua 11ST
Perez Aleki 10LT
Perkinson Daniel 12RT
Pernecita Daniel 10AS
Pernecita Nathaniel 13EP
Petersen-Hardy Lars 13WD
Phagura Baljinderpal 12LR
Phipps Bailey 12OC
Pickering Herewini 11DT
Pickering Pikimai 10HV
Pienaar Rhys 10KS
Piercy Connor 9SM
Pietersz Calistus 9SM
Pikari Noah 9GH
Pinfold Joseph 12RT
Piper Connor 12TP
Poland Louie 10LT

Poland Max 9SM
Poland Tom 10TC
Pole’o Okusitino 11EA
Polglase Angus 9SL
Polglase Tavis 10KS
Pollard Ethan 12CN
Pollard Luke 9IT
Pratt Jeremy 9TO
Price Samuel 10WS
Prins Isa 9GH
Pryce Cooper 13WD
Pryer Toby 12SF
Purdy Adam 13EP
Quin Xavier 12CN
Quinn Jack 13WD
Quinn Oscar 10AW
Raja Sooraj 13FY
Ralph Finnan 11HI
Ramsay Raymond 13EA
Rapana Mihaere 12SF
Rathod Milo 9GH
Raynor Oliver 10WT
Reddin Jacob 9HS
Renwicks Stanton 13FY
Reyes Daniel 12LR
Rice Ethan 13EP
Richardson Jacob 11JG
Ritchie Jack 13EP
Robb Tyler 12RT
Roberts Erland 10WS
Robertson Kyin 10HV
Robinson-Reidy Geordan 10WT
Robinson Campbell 9SL
Robinson Samuel 9TO
Robinson Thomas 9SM
Robinson Tiaan 12LK
Robinson Tyler 11ST
Roche Jonathan 13MT
Rona Kohein 9TO
Rona Phelan 11HI
Rosamond Caleb 12OC
Rosamond Troy 13WD
Roseingrave Liam 11CL
Rossiter-Stead Robert 12OC
Rudman Nick 12CN
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Rudman Tobias 10KR
Ruscoe Flynn 13EP
Rush Callum 9IT
Saffioti-Baker Santo 13WD
Sahrawat Rishabh 10AW
Sahrawat Rishi 10PD
Sanele Senio 10AW
Sargent Jackson 9SM
Sarten Kade 11PH
Sauila Roger 13EA
Saxby Lachlan 9NP
Scanlon Jason 10KS
Scanlon Lee 13MT
Scannell-Houghton Conor 13BW
Schmidt-Uili Bronson 10PD
Schneider Christian 13FY
Schneider Harrison 12OC
Scotson Trent 10PD
Scully Simon 12MS
Selby James 10AW
Shand Tommy 12CN
Shannon Fionn 9LC
Shannon John 10LT
Sharma Kapish 12TP
Shaw Cameron 9LC
Sherborne Zackery 11JG
Shields Dean 12RT
Short Ben 12CN
Short Jason 10PD
Sievers Danyon 12TP
Simcock Joseph 10AW
Sio Ignatius 12MS
Sipaia Perofeta 11EA
Sipaia Phillip 10TC
Siu Fiti 11EA
Skelton Jacob 10KR
Skipper Thomas 12LR
Slade Benjamin 10PD
Slade Liam 10HV
Slight Dylan 11JG
Smith-Beech Reuben 12OC
Smith Joshua 13FY
Smith Kienan 9LC
Smith Mackenzie 11HI
Snaith Zane 12SF

Soi Braydon 9ER
Solomona Emmanuel 10KR
Solomona Patrick 10AS
Solomona Tony 11DT
Southall Mitchell 12CN
Stamenic Marko 13BW
Staples-Rei Te Manawa 12MS
Steer Jaime 12SF
Stevens Brian 12LK
Stewart Daniel 9SM
Stewart Samuel 13BW
Stonnell Jack 12MS
Stoupe Harrison 9ER
Stoupe Logan 10PD
Stowers-Kasiano Elisaia 11EA
Stowers-Kasiano Jacob 12LK
Strawbridge Thomas 13BW
Strong Zachary 13EP
Su’a Thor 11CL
Sutherland Shaan 13EP
Sutherland Shaydon 12TP
Swallow Ethan 12RT
Swanson Zak 12RT
Tainui Willem 10WT
Tala Kobe 9SM
Tangata July 12LK
Tanidrala Manueli 10KS
Tauaifaiga Ethan 13WD
Tauaifaiga Noah 11MB
Taufa Sione 11PH
Taufale Jeremiah 13WD
Taufatoutai Sione 10KS
Taufatoutai Sosefo 13MT
Taumata Darren 11JG
Tawharu Ben 11ST
Taylor Charlie 9GC
Taylor James 11DT
Taylor Jonathan 10AW
Taylor Tony 12LR
Te Moana Joshua 13MT
Tesoriero-Smith Dylan 13BW
Thom Nelson 9TO
Thomas Shaun 9ER
Thompson Tyzharn 11ST
Thomson Caleb 11CL
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Thurston Devon 11MB
Tierney Ardan 12OC
Time-Filipo Marvin 10PD
Timoteo Dylan 12TP
Tipping Noah 10HV
Titie Satuuu 13EA
Titie Sio 11KL
To’ia Richard 13WD
Todd Joshua 10WS
Tofilau Johnny 11EA
Toheriri Evin 11DT
Tokalautawa Ratu 9LC
Tongco Lukas 13BW
Tongia Te’o 10LT
Tough Lachlan 11PH
Tourelle Kody 10AS
Troke Fletcher 9HS
Try Jayden 11DT
Tuffin Ethan 10TC
Tuhoro-Robinson Karam 12RT
Tuia Solomon 11HI
Tuifao Conner 10LT
Tupou Micah 12MS
Tupua-Bond Dean 10KS
Tustin Cameron 13MT
Tutagalevao Joshua 13EA
Tyson Elijah 12SF
Ultra Zeval 13BW
Unuia-Arona Cole 11JG
Uvea Selwyn 12LK
Va’a Jeffery 10WT
Vaifale Muliaga Rafael 9GC
Vaikona Connor 10AS
van Graan Hanro 10WT
Van Nistelrooy Zion 9LC
Vei James 13EA
Venter Marco 12RT
Vincent Reuben 11HI
Vlas Connor 10KS
Vu Dominic 9GC
Vulu Kobe-Joe 11ST
Wagner Mitchell 9ZB
Wagstaff Isaac 10HV
Waiariki Neihana 10WT
Wakefield Logan 13EP

Walker Harrison 9LC
Wanden Callum 11HI
Warwood-Cameron Oliver 11PH
Watson Sebastian 11JG
Watts John 11DT
Weaver Caleb 13EP
Weaver Gray 9GH
Webby Angus 13BW
Wellington Andrew 12LK
Wereta Jahdyst 9NP
Werohia-Praat Jacob 9IT
Westmoreland Armande 10WS
Westmoreland Louis 11MB
Whaanga-Davies Kahutia 12MS
Whaanga-Davies Toiroa 13WD
Wheeler Jacob 12LR
Wheeler Noah 10WT
Whiting Christopher 11PH
Wildon Mason 11ST
Willcocks Harry 9NP
Willcocks Liam 10LT
Williams Kyle 11JG
Williamson Caleb 9LC
Wilson-Hare Elijah 11PH
Wilson-Hare Jacob 9SL
Wilson Charles 13FY
Wilson Jordan 13MT
Wilson Thomas 9NP
Winitana-Patelesio Maui 9SL
Winkworth Rio 9TO
Winter-Robati Angelo 10HV
Winter-Robati Leroy 13MT
Wirihana Mason 9ZB
Wonnacott Liam 10WS
Woollett Rory 13BW
Worthington James 9NP
Wright Ethan 13MT
Wright Samuel 10WS
Wrigley Harry 12SF
Wrigley Oscar 9TO
Young Caleb 12TP
Zaloumis Pano 10HV
Zammit Blake 11ST
Zitye Munashe 13EP
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